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ABSTRACT 

We devise and study two different particle methods for approximating Vlasov-

Poisson-Fokker-Planck systems. We first consider a random particle method. Such 

a proposed scheme takes into account the fact that the trajectories of a particle, 

undergoing Brownian motion due to collisions with the medium or background 

particles, can be obtained as the solutions of stochastic differential equations, i.e., 

the Langevin equations. These equations are the precise analogs of the (determin

istic) Hamiltonian system in the collisionless model. The particle approximation, 

in particular, simulates the action of viscosity by the use of independent Wiener 

processes (Brownian motions). The analysis relies heavily on the machinery devel

oped by K. Ganguly and H.D. Victory, Jr. [SIAM J. Numer. Anal., 26 (1989), pp. 

249-288] to treat the sampling errors due to random motions of the particles. For 

example, the key idea in the consistency error analysis is to separate the moment 

and discretization errors - accounting for the deterministic portions of the error -

from the sampling errors introduced by the random motion of the particles. The 

latter errors constitute the dominant component of the overall consistency error in 

terms of order and are gauged by applying Bennett's Inequality utilized to estimate 

tail probabilities for standardized sums of independent random variables with zero 

means. Moreover, the stability estimates for the particle approximations to the 

collisionless model are extended to the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck setting by 

means of this inequality. 

We then consider a deterministic method. Such a proposed scheme is a splitting 

method, whereby particle methods are used to treat the convective part and the 

diffusion is simulated by convolving the particle approximation with the field-

free Fokker-Planck kernel. The states of the particles are not affected by the 

diffusion per se, but the charge or mass on the particles in their previous states is 

redistributed via the diffusion. Because of this redistribution of mass or charge, it is 

necessary to monitor the growth in time of the velocity moments of the approximate 

distribution. Convergence of the errors in both the density and the fields is shown 

to be first order in time with respect to both the uniform and L^- senses. This 

treatment is the first application of the velocity moment analysis by P.L. Lions 

and B. Perthame [Invent. Math., 105 (1991), 415-430] in a numerical analysis 
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of Vlasov-type kinetic equations. Our study is made feasible by some formulas 

by F. Bouchut [J. Fund Anal, 111 (1993), 239-258] concerning the field-free 

fundamental solution and recent extensions to the periodic setting. The splitting 

procedure we employ is related to the viscous splitting or fractional step procedure 

of G.H. Cottet and S. Mas-Gallic [Numer. Math., 57 (1990), 805-827] for treating 

Navier-Stokes equations modeling viscous, incompressible flow. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In analyzing the evolution of rarefied plasmas, for those times less than the bi

nary collision time, the Vlasov-Poisson system of equations is used for the relevant 

kinetic equations in the case where magnetic fields vary slowly. Such a model con

sists of a Liouville equation, i.e., a nonlinear hyperbolic conservation law, coupled 

with Poisson's equation for determining the self-consistent electrostatic or gravita

tional forces. For more realism, Poisson's equation can be replaced by Maxwell's 

equations for including electromagnetic effects. The resulting system is termed the 

Vlasov-Maxwell system. Such collisionless plasma models have been the object of 

much mathematical study in recent years (cf., e.g., [4, 5, 35, 41, 51, 56]). 

The model of "collisionless plasmas," especially in the applied contexts of con

trolled fusion and laser fusion, is a highly idealized one. The Vlasov-Poisson equa

tion does not take into account the interaction between particles or the interactions 

with the background medium. For low densities and particles interacting at micro

scopic levels through long range two-body potentials, the first modification one can 

make is to take into account grazing collisions. This gives a collision term known 

as the Fokker-Planck-Landau kernel The collision terms taking into account hard 

encounters become relevant only for high densities. Here, to incorporate collisional 

effects of a plasma with the background material (e.g., a plasma system in a ther

mal bath or "reservoir"), we shall consider the motion of an individual particle 

as Brownian motion caused by such collisions with the background medium. This 

conceptual model is then analogous to the classical description of the irregular - or 

Brownian - motion exhibited by particles of colloidal size immersed in a fiuid. In 

the stellar dynamical context, one of the fundamental problems is to incorporate 

in the framework of a general theory the effect of encounters between stars. Stel

lar encounters under Newtonian inverse square attractions influence the motion or 

stars in the manner of Brownian motion [14, pp. 385-386]. 

The precise description of particle motion is attained through the system of 

Langevin equations, in which a suitable stochasticity is included to take into ac

count the complex interaction between the particles and the background [13]. The 

relevant system of stochastic differential equations (i.e., the Langevin equations) 
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for determining the position and velocity of a particle is given by: 

dX{t; 0, X, v) = V{t; 0, x, v)dt, (1.1.1) 

dV{t; 0, X, v) = {E{t, X{t; 0, x, v)) - 15V{t; 0, x, v))dt + V2adB{t). (1.1.2) 

According to these equations, the influence of the surrounding medium on the 

motion of the particles can be split up into two parts: first, a systematic part, 

{V, E{t, •) — PV), representing dynamical friction experienced by the particles and 

second, a fiuctuating part, B{t), which is the standard A/'-dimensional Wiener 

process (Brownian motion), where N is the dimension of position or momentum 

space R^. Here, E{t, X{t; 0, x, v)) denotes the self-consistent electrostatic or grav

itational field acting on the particles, which is created by the particles themselves 

through collective effects or by an external source. The parameter /? is a viscos

ity parameter, and a is a thermal diffusion coefficient defined in terms of /3 by 

a = /?.^T/m~, where T denotes the absolute temperature of the medium in which 

the plasma is confined; the parameter m~ denotes the mass of an electron; ^ is the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann constant. A more complete discussion of these parameters, a 

and /?, can be found in Chapter II of [13]. 

The presence of the Wiener process B{t) in momentum in the Langevin equa

tions indicates the presence of time moments At during which the states (position, 

momentum) of a Brownian particle change by infinitesimal amounts while there 

occur a very large number of very minute accelerations arising from collisions with 

individual particles of the background medium (cf., e.g., [13, p. 44]). Moreover, 

we note that the term y/2adB{t) can only be defined statistically, i.e., the act of 

solving Langevin's system under the assumptions inherent in Brownian motion is 

understood as specifying a probability distribution that governs the probability of 

being in state {x, v) at time t, given an initial state (^, î ) at t = 0. The states 

{X{t; 0, X, v), V{t; 0, x, v)) denote the solution to (1.1.1) - (1.1.2) with initial states 

{x,v) e R^ X R^. The above stochastic system, together with the initial con

ditions, describes a classical Ornstein- Uhlenbeck piocess [47, p. 63], whereby a 

Brownian particle is acted upon by external and self-consistent forces incorporated 

in the field and by dynamical friction forces. 

Assuming that the stochastics can be idealized as Markovian, we can derive the 

fundamental solution determining the aforementioned probability distribution in 



phase space: the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck equation is then the forward Kol-

mogorov equation for such a distribution. In order to precisely describe such a sys

tem for a given initial distribution of particles, we shall always take the velocity of a 

particle to reside in R^. The position x will be taken to be an element of R^ for the 

initial-value or Cauchy problem, but otherwise in WL{0) = {-L/2.L/2]^ for the 

periodic problem, with L the underlying period in each spatial variable. The phase 

(position-velocity) space is denoted by R^^ := R^ x R^ or by SL := WL{0) X R ^ 

for the Cauchy or periodic setting, respectively. 

The Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck (VPFP) system of equations determining 

the distribution f{t, x, v) of particles with position x, velocity v, at time t is given 

by: 

df 
-^{t, x,v) + v VJ{t, X, v) + Vy- {E{t, x) - (3v)f{t, X, v) = 

aAyf{t,x,v), t>0, {x,v)eR^^ {oi SL); (1.1.3) 

E{t,x):=-Xk*p{t,-), t>0, xeR^ {oi WL{Q)); (1.1.4) 

p{t,x):= f [f{t,x,v)-No{x,v)]dv; (1.1.5) 

f\t=o = fo{x,v). (1.1.6) 

Here, the kernel k{x) is the gradient of the Green's function to the classical 

Poisson problem on R^ (or on TFL(O) with periodic boundary conditions). For the 

whole space problem, k{x) is given by k{x) := XUJN\X\~^X, where LJN is the surface 

area of the (Â  — l)-dimensional unit sphere and A is a parameter appropriate 

to the physical setting under consideration. For the periodic problem, k{x) has 

qualitatively the same type of singularity, as does its classical counterpart above, 

at each nL where n is any multi-index in R^ (cf., e.g., [6, pp. 136-139],Chapters 1 

and 2 of [34]). Finally, the function No{x,v) in (1.1.5) denotes the distribution of 

ions (in the plasma setting), which form a uniform neutralizing background owing 

to their inertia. 

Two different cases arise depending on the sign of A. The Coulombic case cor

responds to A < 0. This model describes a gas of charged particles interacting 

together through a mean electrostatic field created by their spatial distribution 

(the velocities are assumed to be small enough to allow us to neglect magnetic 



forces). In this case, the colHsion term represents the interaction with the back

ground medium as a thermal bath. The Newtonian case corresponds to A > 0. It 

describes a system of gravitating particles modeling a stellar system plunged in a 

gravitational potential Uo{x). The Fokker-Planck approximation is a good model 

in this setting because all of the particles of the system undergo interactions with 

many other particles, but each of the interactions is small according to fact that 

the corresponding impact parameters are very large. For more generality, we can 

write the field as the sum of forces from self-consistent forces described above plus 

a force derived from an external potential Uo{x), which prevents the particles from 

vanishing in position space by means of a dilution effect, for large times, and is 

responsible for the confinement of the particles by having the same effect as a 

boundary. 

In order to describe the analysis in this dissertation, we shall denote the norm 

and seminorm of the Sobolev space ly^'^(fi) by || • \\m,p,n and | • \m,p,n, respectively. 

When r2 = R^ or R^^, the subscript n is replaced by N or 27V. The Euclidean 

length of an element in R^ is denoted by | • |. The notation B{x,r) specifies the 

open ball with center x and radius r. We refer to [6, pp. 135-136] for a description 

of the appropriate L^- and Sobolev spaces of functions periodic with period L in the 

spatial variable. These spaces are denoted by L ; ( H ^ | ( 0 ) ) , LI{SL), I^f '^(^^(0)) , 

and W^^^{SL), etc. 

The first rigorous mathematical study of Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck mod

els within the last forty years was carried out by H. Neunzert, M. Pulvirenti, 

and L. Triolo [48] who examined the problem in a two-dimensional (spatial and 

momentum) setting. By using stochastic arguments, they obtained existence and 

uniqueness of solutions for all time in a weak or integral sense. Unfortunately, they 

did not study the physically relevant case of three dimensions, the actual setting 

of S. Chandrasekhar's study in [13, 14]. 

The following definition makes clear the concept of a classical solution to (1.1.3)-

(1.1.6): 

Definition Assume that I C [0, oo) is an interval with 0 G / . We say that 

f -.1 xR^ xR^ ^Ris a classical solution of (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) on I if 

(i). f{0,;-) = fo{'r); 



(ii). {y, v)^\x- y\-^{x - y)f{t, y, v) 6 ^^(R^^. R^) for allteI,xeR^; 

(Hi). f{t, •, •) e L\R^^) n L ° ° ( R 2 ^ ) satisfies identically (1.1.3) for t G / . 

The definition is similar for the periodic problem where L^{R^^) is replaced by 

LKSL). 

Recently P. Degond [24] examined a type of Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck 

model, which possessed a diffusion term without dynamical friction. He employed 

deterministic methods to study classical solvability of (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) for any N <2. 

Degond's techniques used a result by J.L. Lions [40] to study weak solvability of 

the linear problem (associated with each iterate) in an L^-setting. With enough 

smoothness imposed on the data, these weak solutions to the sequence of linear 

problems were shown to converge to a weak solution to the nonlinear problem. 

This solution could be regularized to lie in a suitable Sobolev space containing 

candidates for classical solutions. This regularization could be carried out for all 

time when Â  = 1 or 2, but only locally in time when N > 3. 

The technique for deducing existence and uniqueness of classical solutions to 

(1.1.3)-(1.1.6) is to define a sequence of iterates {f^"-\t,x,v) : n > 0} starting 

with f^^\t,x,v) := fo{x,v). Each iterate f^'^\t,x,v) solves a linear equation, with 

the field quantities given by (1.1-4) with f^^~^\t,x,v) in lieu of f{t,x,v). Each 

determining linear system for f^"-\t,x,v) is a hypoelliptic partial differential equa

tion, since only a Laplacian with respect to velocity is present. We can obtain a 

fundamental solution to each system by rigorizing the ideas of A.M. Il'in and R.Z. 

Khasminski [36], whereby the fundamental solution is necessarily the fixed point 

to a Volterra-like integral equation. This integral equation is solved by the method 

of successive approximations, beginning with the fundamental solution to the field-

free model derived by S. Chandrasekhar [13]. These successive approximates can 

be shown to converge uniformly, for positive time, and the limiting function is the 

desired fundamental solution. The investigation of the linear problem is discussed 

in Section II of [63], where L^- and L°°- estimates of solutions are obtained, along 

with results concerning classical and mild solvability. 

The convergence of {/(")(t,x,v) : n > 0, {t,x,v) 6 [0, oo) x R^^} to a 

classical solution of (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) is effected by an analysis of the family {(1 + 

\v\'^)^f^^\t,x,v) : n > 0}, J > N. From physical considerations, such a quantity 
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(1 -I- \v\ )2 f{t,x,v) allows us to monitor the diffusion of particles to large veloci

ties; but, from a mathematical standpoint, this quantity for each n occurs in the 

following estimate of the charge or mass density [24]: 

sup II / /(-)(t, •, v)dv\\o,oo,N < ujNlN-\j - N)~' • 
0<t<T JR^ 

sup \\&\t,;-)t^'P^ sup \\(l + \v\^)ifi")it,.,.^»^ 
0<t<T 0<t<T 

K 
7 
0,oo,2N-

The research in [63] shows that the family {(1 + \v\'^)2 f^''\t,x,v)} is uniformly 

bounded with respect to the iteration index n on arbitrary bounded time intervals 

when N < 2, but only on subintervals of [0, T/) for TV > 3, where Tf depends on 

the spatial or momentum dimension Â , /o, and Â o- Such uniform bounds enable us 

to employ a compactness argument to produce a candidate which is a uniform limit 

of a subsequence of {f^^\t,x,v) : n > 0}, which solves (1.1.3)-(1.1.6), while pos

sessing the same smoothness as /Q. The salient result in [63] on classical solvability 

of (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) is 

Theorem (Classical Solvability of VPFP Systems). Let /o and NQ have the fol

lowing properties: 

(i) /o, Âo e W^i'^R^^) n H ^ 1 ' ° ° ( R 2 ^ ) ; 

(ii) {l-\-\v\^)'^fo{x,v), {1 + \V\^)'^NQ{X,V) eW^^^{R^^) for some ^ > N. 

Then (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) admits a unique classical solution on a time interval [0, T/) 

such that Tf = oo {N < 2), but Tf < oo {N > 3). This Tf forN>3 depends on 

fo,No, and N but is independent of ^ residing in bounded intervals. 

Remark T/ie proof of this theorem given in [10] and[63] allows us to deduce that 

^ - > E ( t , - ) , (1.1.7) 

t G [0,T/-); is a continuous map of[0,Tf) to 1^^'°°(R^). More generally, however, 

the mapping (1.1.7), is continuous from [0,Tf) to W^'°°{R^) whenever fo and NQ 

have the properties: 

(i). /o, Â o € W'''{R''') n iy^ ' - (R2^); 

(li). ( l + bP)^/o(:r,7;), {1-h \v\')^No{x,v) eW''°-{R''^). 



These conditions, and the regularity of the mapping (1.1.7), have the profound 

implication that the regularity of the initial data will be maintained on those time 

intervals [0,T] C [0,Tf) for which 

s u p \\{l + \v\')^f{t,X,v)\\o,o.,2N (1-1-8) 
0<t<T 

is bounded. 

The research to be carried out in this dissertation is dictated by the need to 

approximate the Langevin equations (1.1.1)-(1.1.2) numerically. This is carried out 

by using random and deterministic particle methods to approximate the associated 

VPFP system, which is the forward Kolmogorov equation for determining the 

probability distribution of the Langevin solutions. 

Random particle methods [1] treat this system by employing a splitting pro

cedure, whereby traditional particle methods are employed to approximate the 

convective or hyperbolic system and a random perturbation (Brownian motion as 

modeled by a Wiener process) is added to the velocity to simulate the diffusion. 

Our goal is to extend to the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck setting the profound 

ideas of C. Marchioro and M. Pulvirenti [45], J. Goodman [32], and D.-G. Long 

[42] concerning the convergence of random vortex methods for studying incom

pressible viscous flow. In particular, we show how the timely research by Long 

[42] can be used to address the accuracy properties of random particle methods for 

Fokker-Planck kinetic equations in conjunction with the previous works of H.D. 

Victory, Jr. which treat particle methods for Vlasov-Poisson systems [30, 62]. 

Implementation of the random particle method which solves (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) in

troduces statistical errors and numerical diffusion, the latter becoming important 

when a is small. These numerical problems become important when we seek to 

capture weak solutions to the Vlasov-Poisson system per se by means of a Fokker-

Planck regularization [44]. We circumvent these problems by employing a deter

ministic particle method, motivated by the ideas of G.H. Cottet and S. Mas-Gallic 

[22] in their treatment of the Navier-Stokes equation, which solves (1.1.3)-(1.1.6) 

via a splitting procedure. 

An outline of the dissertation follows. In Chapter II, we consider the random 

particle method for solving the VPFP system. There, in Section 1, we introduce 

the random particle approximation. Then, in Section 2, we show how convergence 
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is determined by obtaining optimum consistency and stability estimates. The 

consistency errors are estimated in terms of the moment error, the discretization 

errors, and the sampling or statistical errors. The moment and discretization 

errors are treated by the same methods used for such errors arising in particle 

approximations for Vlasov-Poisson systems [30, 62]. The sampUng or statistical 

errors reflect the effects of particle diffusion and are the dominant errors in terms 

of order. The treatment of the sampHng errors and the stability in Sections 2 and 

3, respectively, constitutes the bulk of the analysis of Chapter II. In particular, we 

use a "large deviation" estimate of the sampling errors via Bennett's inequality 

[52, pp. 192-193] to produce an almost optimal rate of convergence. The proof of 

convergence is shown in the concluding Section 4 of Chapter II. 

The deterministic particle method is the subject of Chapter HI. In Section 

1 of that chapter, we provide a precise description of the method, and Section 

2 is oriented towards obtaining preliminary estimates on the field-free Vlasov-

Fokker- Planck kernel. This latter section includes the convergence of the VPFP 

solutions to those of the corresponding Vlasov-Poisson equation as cr ^ 0. This 

will entail revisiting the existence theory in [10, 63] to procure estimates which 

isolate the diffusion parameter a. The convergence analysis is shown in Sections 

3-6 of Chapter HI. The organization of this chapter parallels that of [22] except 

that the stability analysis depends on the control of approximate velocity moments 

with respect to their exact counterparts. The analysis of the approximate velocity 

moments is the required generalization to the VPFP setting. 

Finally, in Chapter IV, we present the numerical results for both the random 

and deterministic particle methods. These results will be based on a computational 

analysis of the problem using initial conditions that lead to a Landau Damping 

phenomena. Several different values for the thermal diffusion coefficient are con

sidered for each method. 



CHAPTER II 

RANDOM PARTICLE METHODS APPLIED TO VPFP EQUATIONS 

2.1 Introduction and Preliminary Results 

In the vortex setting, random particle methods were first introduced by A.J. 

Chorin [17] to simulate viscous, incompressible fiow as modeled by the Navier-

Stokes equations. Chorin's method is based on the idea of "viscous spUtting," 

under which the Navier-Stokes equations are spHt into Euler's equations, solved 

by inviscid vortex methods, and into the heat equation simulated by independent 

Gaussian random walks of the vortices. The convergence of this splitting procedure 

was shown by J.T. Beale and A. Majda [8]. 

In 1983, C. Marchioro and M. Pulvirenti [45] considered continuous time ran

dom vortex methods with the Gaussian random walks replaced by independent 

Wiener processes and showed a "propagation of chaos" (law of large numbers) 

type of convergence result. These investigators did not produce convergence rates. 

J. Goodman [32] in 1987 first provided a convergence theory for random vortex 

methods, with rates included; but Ding-Gwo Long [42] in 1988 considerably im

proved his results by deriving optimum rates of convergence and by investigating 

the dependence of the sampling errors on the viscosity parameter. 

The success of random particle methods in treating problems in fluid flow 

[31, 55, 57, 58] motivates us to investigate such methods for approximating Vlasov 

kinetic equations. In a related work [1], the ideas of C.-C. Chang [15, 16] were 

used to show that random particle methods can be made computationally effi

cient. In particular, several different schemes were implemented and compared 

for time-discretizing the Langevin equations along with several variance reduc

tion procedures to reduce the stochastic noise in the estimates. The results there 

were compared with those obtained by Soviet scientists in [38] and [65]. Also, we 

note that random particle methods have been used by A. Majda, G. Majda, and 

Y. Zheng [44] to solve a Fokker-Planck regularization of a one-dimensional, two-

component Vlasov-Poisson system. The motivation in this setting was to capture 

certain weak solutions of the Vlasov-Poisson system, with measure data, as the 

diffusion parameters tend to zero. 
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The analysis by Victory and O'Dwyer and by Bouchut produce regularity re

sults for solutions to the Langevin system (1.1.1)-(1.1.2). We first observe that 

we have existence on [0, T/) of the classical fundamental solution or the transition 

probability density rp{x,v,t,(,iy,0) to the forward Kolmogorov equation (1.1.3). 

Such a quantity gives the probabiUty distribution of state {x, v) at time t with 

initial state (^, u). As a function of {x, v, t), rp{x, v, t, ^, v, 0) satisfies (1.1.3) iden

tically and becomes the Dirac measure concentrated at (^, y) when t = 0. The 

fundamental solution enables us to express the field quantities E{t, x), and the so

lutions to the Langevin system (1.1.1)-(1.1.2), in a manner resembling the particle 

trajectory formulation for the Vlasov-Poisson setting. More precisely, we have 

E{t, x) := -J^^Kx - y)jjv [Il^j0{y, V, t, C, z., 0)/o(e, i^)diyd^-No{y, ^)] dy = 

- 11^^^ [J J^^^ k{x - y)rp{y, V, t, ^, v, f))dvdy\^ /o(e, v)dvd^ (2.1.1) 

+ j j ^^ Hx - y)No{y, v)dvdy = 

- / / (E[k{x - X{t; 0, i, z/))]/o(e, ^)dvd^ + f f k{x - y)No{y, v)dvdy, 

where the pair of states {X{t; 0, ̂ , u), V{t; 0, (, v)) starts at time t = 0 from {(, v) G 

R^^ almost surely and (BY denotes the expectation of a random vector Y. As a 

consequence, we may describe the underlying Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (1.1.1)-

(1.1.2) as 

dX{t; 0, X, v) := V{t; 0, x, v)dt; (2.1.2) 

dV{t; 0, X, v) := | - ^ F ( t ; 0, x,v) + j j ^ ^ ^ k{x - y)No{y, v)dvdy 

- 1 1 (B'[k{X{t; 0, X, v) - X{t; 0, i, z^))]/o(e, i^)diydi\ dt + V2^dB{t), (2.1.3) 
J Jw^N ) 

where (t'[k{X{t;0,x,v) - X{t;0,^,iy))] is merely (t[k{x - X{t;0,^,iy))] composed 

with the random variable X{t;0,x,v). 

At this juncture, we appeal to a general Picard-Lindelof existence theorem for 

stochastic differential equations (cf, e.g., pp. 98-102 of [28] and pp. 105-111 of 

[3]) to show that the solutions of (2.1.2)-(2.1.3) are continuous with probability 
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one assuming {x,v) when t = 0. Crucial to this assertion is the regularity (i.e., 

Lipschitz continuity) of E{t, •) with respect to spatial arguments, as guaranteed 

under the conditions of the Theorem in Chapter I. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we shall need some additional properties of the 

solution pairs to (2.1.2)-(2.1.3). We first observe that we can obtain a stochastic 

integral formulation without resorting to the Ito Calculus. By means of a common 

integration by parts formula [12, p. 58], we obtain the following integral formulation 

of (2.1.2)-(2.1.3) using the expression for E{t, •) in (2.1.1): 

X{t; 0,x,v) = x+ [ V{s; 0, x, v)ds; (2.1.4) 
Jo 

V{t;0,x,v) = exp{-l3t)v -\- f exp{-^{t - s))E{s,X{s;0,x,v))ds 
Jo 

-\-V2^B{t) - ^2o-/?2 / exp{-P{t - s))B{s)ds. (2.1.5) 

Because B{t) has continuous sample paths [7, pp. 257-259], the system (2.1.4)-

(2.1.5) can be solved sample path by sample path. Let ip{t) be one such sample 

path of the process B{t). The deterministic coupled system: 

X^{t,0,x,v)=x-\- J V^{s;0,x,v)ds; (2.1.6) 

V^{t;0,x,v) = exip{-(3t)v + J exp{-l3{t - s))E{s,X^{s;0,x,v))ds (2.1.7) 

-\-V2^ip{t) - v̂ 2cr/?2 J exp(-/?(t - s))ip{s)ds, 

then possesses a unique continuous solution pair {X^{t;0,x,v), V^{t;0,x,v)), 

owing to the regularity properties of the field quantities E{t,-) discussed in the 

Theorem in Chapter I and its Remark. 

The theory in Chapter 7 of [3] and in Chapter 5 of [28] indicates that deriva

tives of X{t; 0, X, v) and V{t; 0, x, v) with respect to the initial states {x, v) satisfy 

stochastic differential equations obtained from (2.1.4)-(2.1.5) by partial differen

tiation. Because the diffusion parameter a is constant, the integral equations for 

the derivatives of X{t; 0, -, •) and V{t; 0, -, •) can be expressed as 

D''X{t;0,x,v) 

D''V{t;0,x,v) 
f y{s)ds + / 

Jo Jo 

ONXN INXN 

e-f'('-^)V,E{s,X{s;0,x,v)) ON.N 
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D''X{s;0,x,v) 

D''V{s;0,x,v) 
ds. (2.1.8) 

where y{t) is some function of D'''E{s,X{s;0,x,v)) and of D'''X{s;0,x,v) and 

D''^V{s;0,x,v), 1 < | a i | < \a\, 1 < \a2\ < \a\ - 1. By a Gronwall Inequality, and 

by induction on a, 1 < |a | < £, we have that 

max s u p | X ( t ; 0 , - , - ) | ^ , o o , 2 A r , s u p | F ( t ; 0 , - , - ) | ^ , o o , 2 A r 
0<t<T 0<t<T 

<c. (2.1.9) 

(2.1.10) 

where the constant C depends at most on T and on sup \\E{t,-)\\e^oo,N- We 
0<t<T 

summarize 

Proposit ion 2.1 Suppose the data /o and NQ possess compact support in phase 

space R^^, and reside in W^'°°{R^^) for some positive i > 1. Then, with the 

operator D := {d/dxi,d/dx2,..., d/dx^, d/dvi,..., d/dvn), each entry of the 

2N X 2A^ matrix 

^ DX{t;0,;-) 

DV{t;0,;-) 

is a continuous mapping from [0,T], T <Tf to W^~^'°°{R^^). 

In order to adequately describe the random particle method, we let Z^ be the 

set of multi-indices in R^, and specify j = (ji,j2) G Z ^ x Z ^ in terms of their 

components by 

i l := (il,l,il,2, • - • ^JI,N), 32 '•= {J2,l, J2,2, . . . ,J2,N)-

With this notation, we label each grid cell by 

Bj := {{x,v) G R^ X R^ : (ji,, - l)Aa;, < x, < ji,iAx^, 

(J2,i - l)^Vi <Vi< J2,iAvi, i = l,2,...,N}, 

where, for each i, 1 < i < A" : 

(a) Axi and Avi are the mesh widths for the zth spatial and the zth momentum 

coordinates, respectively; 

(b) Xi and Vi are the ith components for the spatial and momentum coordinates, 

respectively. 
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Each point in phase space R^^ will be denoted by P = {x,v), and we label 

the center of each Bj by Pj = {xj^,Vj,). The diameter of each Bj is given by 
N 

h^ '•= Ei=i Axf -I- Avf and its volume by Ah := YlAxiAvi. The family of meshes 
z = l 

m this work, as in [25, 29, 42, 43], is assumed to satisfy a regularity condition 

h<Cmm< min Ax,, min Av. I min Axi, min Avi > (2.1.11) 
il<i<iV ' l<i<N J ^ ^ 

for some constant C independent of h. Geometrically, this condition means that 

the interior angles of a mesh cell will possess a positive lower bound, and that the 

family of meshes does not degenerate into "thin needles" as /i ^ 0. 

Our particle approximation is the foflowing. Let the initial data fo{P) '•= 

fo{x,v) be approximated (in a distributional sense) by 

f^{P) := Y: ^AP - Pj) 

where 6{-) is the 2A/'-dimensional Dirac measure, and aj = fo{Pj)Ah. The crux 

of random particle methods is the approximation of the exact Langevin system 

(1.1.1)-(1.1.2), with initial states Pj = {xj,,Vj^), by solutions P^{t)-.^ {X^{t)y^{t)) 

whose positions and velocities satisfy: 

dX^{t) = V^{t)dt; (2.1.12) 

dV^{t) = {E^t, X^{t)) - (3VJ'{t))dt + V2^dBj{t), (2.1.13) 

with -P?(0) = Pj. Here Bj{t) are independent standard Wiener processes in mo

mentum space R^. 

The approximate field E^{t, -) is given by 

E^{t, x) := J^ lihNjK{x - Xj,) - aMx - X^{t)), (2.1.14) 

where the fixed ion background has been replaced by 

N,{x, v) = No{P) ^fih T. ^AP - Pj)^ (2-1-15) 

with 

Â , := No{Pj)Ah, (2.1.16) 
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and the parameter /x/̂  to insure charge or mass conservation given by 

The function k^{x) is a mollified Poisson kernel and is given as a convolution by 

k,{x):=k^C,,{x), (2.1.18) 

where 

C(x):=5-^C(:r/£), (2.1.19) 

In the convergence treatment, we will compare the solutions of (2.1.12)-(2.1.13) 

with solutions Pjit) := {Xj{t), Vj{t)) of this system when the exact field E{t,-) is 

inserted in (2.1.13) in place of E^{t,-). The convergence rates we shall obtain 

are strongly influenced by the choice of smoothing function (. In particular, this 

choice influences pointwise and integral estimates on k^ and its derivatives which 

are used to obtain sharp estimates of discretization and statistical errors. We say 

that C e Tl^^""^ if it satisfies (cf., e.g., [64, p. 959]): 

(i) V C{x)dx = 1; 

(ii) f^N x^({x)dx = 0 for all multi-indices a, 1 < |Q;| <mo — 1 (no condition if 

mo = 1); 

(iii) V \x\'^'\C{x)\dx < oo; 

(iv) C e W^^\R^) n Vr^^'°°(R^), vanishing rapidly at oo. 

Conditions (i)-(iii) are used to estimate the moment errors arising from con

volving the charge or mass density p{t,x) (the inner velocity integral in (1.1.4)) 

with Ce{x)- Examples of spherically symmetric molUfiers satisfying the above crite

ria with mo = 4 can be found in [30, p. 262]. The class M^''^^ implies the following 

integral and pointwise estimates of k^. The integral norm estimates on k^ itself fol

low from an application of the Hardy-Littlewood Sobolev theorem [62, pp. 117-121], 

and those of the partial derivatives of k^, from the Calderon-Zygmund inequality 

[62, p. 39 (Theorem 3)]. 

Proposition 2.2 Let ( G 971 '̂"̂ °. Then 
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(^) \Mo,p,N < C £ 7 - ( ^ - i ) , p e (Ar,oo); 

(n) \\D-k,\\o,p,M < Cef-^''-'^-\p G (1, oo), |a | = A 1 < ^ < L; 

(ill) |L>"A;,(x)| < C£-(^+^-i),x G R^, |a | = ^,0 < £ < L; 

(iv) \D-k,{x)\ < C|x|-(^+^-i), |x| >s,\a\=i,0<i< L; 

(v) IfCe L^(R^) has compact support in the ball B{0,r), 

(a) \D^k,{x)\ < C|x|-(^+^-i), | j ; | > (r + 1)^, |a | = ^ > 0, 

W /{x:|x|>(r+iM \D''h{x)\dx < Ce-^'-'\ \a\=i,2<£<L. 

In order to bring out the main ideas in the convergence analysis, we shall 

assume for simplicity that /o G W'^^'^'^'°°{R^^) with compact support. The fixed 

ion background Âo is to satisfy the same assumptions as /o, but can be allowed 

to satisfy the conditions in an earlier remark with £ = 2A^ + 1. Additionally we 

require our mollified C ^ 3r)̂ 2iv+i,mo ^j^g particle grid described earlier is then 

assumed to lie in the support of the data, and our treatment of course considers 

those j = (ji, ^2) ^ Z^^ for which the initial particles lie in such support. As in the 

convergence treatment for vortex methods [2, 21, 49, 50], and for Vlasov-Poisson 

particle approximations, we analyze the errors in the field quantities in both the 

uniform and (mesh-dependent) discrete i /-norms, and prove that global-in-time 

convergence in the latter norm implies global convergence in the former. These 

mesh-dependent norms use the fact that each (phase space) particle has volume 

Ah associated with it. If p' is a mesh function defined on the particle grid, we write 

\\9\\p,h •= (A/. E \9{Pj)n , 1 < P < 00, (2.1.20) 
jez 2N 

\\9\\oc,h:= sup | ^ (P , ) | ,p = oo. (2.1.21) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

If ^ is a function of the Lagrangian variables Pj{t) = {Xj{t), Vj{t)), for example, 

as well as of t, we define for each t, the norm of the associated mesh function 

||j,(t,.)IU:=(A, E \9{t,PAtWy" (2.1.22) 
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(i.e., the discrete iZ-norm of g{t, -) obtained by fixing t), with an analogous defini

tion for \\g{t, •)\\oo,h- In the following analysis, we shall employ the foflowing mesh 

functions E{t), E^{t), e^{t), e^{t), and e{t) whose values at the grid point Pj and 

tare respectively defined by ^j( t ) := E{t,Xj{t)),E^{t) := E^{t,X^{t)),ef{t)) := 

Xj{t) - X^{t),eJ{t) := Vj{t) - l//(t), and e,(t) := ef{t) + ej{t). For the total 

error, we have, for example, ||e(t)||p,;, := ||e^(t)||p,^ + We""{t)\\p,h, I < p < oo. In 

our convergence treatment, we shall need the reference field E {t,x) defined by 

E^{t,x):= Yl ajk,{x-Xj{t)). (2.1.23) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

We denote the associated mesh function {Ej{t) := E {t,Xj{t)) : j G Z^^} by 

E\t). 
A most interesting feature of random particle approximation to Vlasov-Poisson-

Fokker-Planck systems is that the set of exact states {Pj{t) : j G Z^^} constitute 

independent random variables in phase space for each t, whereas the set of ap

proximate states {Pj'{t) : j G Z^^} solving (2.1.12)-(2.1.13) do not. This is due to 

the definition of the approximate fields E'^{t, Xj'{t)) as random variables expressed 

in terms of the random positions of the other states, which results in the mutual 

interaction between different states of {P/(t) : j G Z^^} through (2.1.12)-(2.1.13). 

The set of exact states {Pj{t) : j G Z^^} do constitute independent random 

variables in phase space R^^ for each t, owing to the independent standard Wiener 

processes {Bj{t) : j G Z^^} in momentum space R^ and to the form of E{t, •) 

expressed as a sure variable of the solution to the forward Kolmogorov equation 

(1.1.3) with data /o (cf., e.g., [37, pp. 200-202]). The essential point here is that 

each particular state Pj{t) is determined by a system involving only this state under 

consideration. The same reasoning implies also that each respective component of 

the states {Pj{t) : j G Z"^^} constitutes a set of real independent random variables. 

Our convergence treatment will produce convergence of Pj'{t) to Pj{t) for each 

j ^ 2̂AT -jj ^ stochastic sense. Indeed, we not only produce a "propagation of 

chaos" type of result in that the states of {Pj'{t) : j G Z^^} become asymptotically 

independent as /i —> 0, but also convergence rates which are global in time. As such, 

our results are more practical from a computational point of view. We incorporate 

the stochastic nature of our approximations into the analysis by decomposing the 

errors in the fields in such a manner so that a large deviation estimate can be 
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applied. Bennett's inequality for estimating sums of independent random variables 

with zero means can then be exploited to give almost optimal convergence rates. 

We formulate the main result of this chapter. 

Theorem 2.3 (SEMIDISCRETE CONVERGENCE OF RANDOM PARTICLE 

METHODS). Let the mollifier Q G m^^+^^^o ^^d both /o and NQ be elements of 

W^ +^ '°°(R2^) while possessing compact support in phase space R^^. Moreover, 

assume that there exists positive constants C^,ri,r2 such that 

C^'e''-' < h/e < C^e''-\ r2 > n > 1, 

Then we have the following estimates: 

(A) Convergence of Particle Paths: 

(2.1.24) 

sup ||e(t) II,,, <C e^^ + /i^^+i + {hlef''^' e + /z^^-^^-^)/^ \\nh\ , p > 2N; 
0<t<T •• -I 

(B) Discrete i/-Convergence of Approximates Fields: 

sup \\E{t) - E\t)\\,,h < 
0<t<T 

CIs^^ -f /i^^+i + {h/e)'''+'6 + /i^s-(^-2)/2\\nh\ 

(C) Uniform Convergence of Approximate Fields: 

(2.1.25) 

(2.1.26) 

p>2N; 

sup \\E\t,-) - E{t,-)\\o,ooMo,R) < C(l + £-^^^^/^) [̂ "̂ ° -F/i^^+i(2.1.27) 
0<t<T 

+(/i/s)'^+^5 + /i + /i^e-(^-2)/2| lnh\] , p>2N. 

The universal constants appearing in these estimates depend at most on the ter

minal time T, the data /o and NQ through their derivatives, the dimension N, the 

mollifier (, and on the respective p selected. The convergence is stochastic, with 

the estimates holding except for an event of probability less than h^'^, provided 

C > C", with C and C" depending on the problem parameters just specified, but 

independent of the numerical parameters e and h. 

Remarks (A) The convergence analysis produces rates which hold in [0,T], where 

T is arbitrary but less than Tf, defined in the Theorem in Chapter I. Note here 

file:////E/t
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that a larger constant C can be chosen so that the probability h^'^ approaches zero 

faster: our analysis illustrates the trade-off between probability and accuracy. 

(B) The first three terms in each of the error bounds in (2.1.25)-(2.1.27) are due 

to estimates on the moment and discretization errors, and are similar to those 

obtained for Vlasov-Poisson systems in [30]. The random motion of the particles 

introduce, however, sampling errors which are shown in the next section to be 

dominant in terms of order, contributing the "\\nh\" terms. 

(C) For the physically meaningful cases N = 2,3, our rates are of the order 

M 2 IniVi", where M denotes the number of particles initially distributed in phase 

space. This is easily seen when (2.1.24) -̂5 exploited. These convergence rates given 

by sampling error estimates are very nearly optimal, since they should be roughly 

of the order M~^ by the Central Limit Theorem. 

We shall employ the notation "C" to represent many of the constants occurring 

in the analysis in the next sections, but otherwise enumerate these with a subscript 

when clarity is required. These constants depend at most on the problem param

eters and data, T, fo,No,N,(, and p E (1, oo) (when L^-estimates are taken), but 

are independent of the numerical parameters, e and h. In many cases, the explicit 

dependence of such constants can be inferred from the analysis. 

2.2 Consistency Estimates for a Fixed Time 

We express the errors in the approximate fields E^{t, x) in terms of consistency 

and stability. The consistency is estimated by the moment, discretization, and 

sampling or statistical errors, the latter reflecting the effects of particle diffusion as 

generated by the random motion of the particles. The moment and discretization 

errors arise, respectively, from the molUfication of the Poisson kernel and from 

replacing f{t,x,v) and NQ{X,V) by discrete particle approximations. For fixed 

t G [0, T) and x G R^, these errors are defined respectively by 

^mi'^j X) • 

and 

/ / {ke{x -y)- k{x - y))f{t, y, v)dvdy 
J 7E2iV 

(2.2.1) 

ed{t,x) :-- E fJ'hNjks{x -Xj,)- / / ^^ ke{x - y)No{y, v)dvdy 
J = 0-lj2)GZ2^ -^^ 

+ 
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E ^ aj(t[ke{x - Xj{t))] - J1^^^ k,{x - y)f{t, y, v)dvdy (2.2.2) 

where we recall that dY denotes the expectation of a random vector Y. We define 
sampling or statistical errors by 

es{t,x) := E (IJMX - X,{t)) - (t[k,{x - Xj{t))]] 
j G Z 2 ^ 

(2.2.3) 

The stability term is given by 

S{t,x) := 
j G Z 2 ^ 

(2.2.4) 

for each te [0,T], X G R ^ . 

Using (2.2.1)-(2.2.4), we can represent the errors in E^{t,x) succinctly as 

\E{t, x) - E%t, x)\ < em{t, x) + ed{t, x) -F e,{t, x) -\- S{t, x). 

Define the consistency error ec{t, x) as 

ec{t,x) := \E {t,x) - E{t,x 

(2.2.5) 

(2.2.6) 

and we see that 

ec{t,x) < em{t, x) + ed{t,x) + es{t,x). (2.2.7) 

We focus on the consistency in this section; the rather involved analysis of stability 

will be carried out in Section 2.3. 

We can express the moment error in terms of the charge or mass density p{t, x) 

by 
e^(t,x) := \{k, - A;) * p{t,x)\ = \k ^ {p^ (^ - p){t,x)\, (2.2.8) 

where * denotes convolution. L°°- and L^-estimates of the quantity {p^Q — p){t,x) 

follows from the properties of ( as an element of gjt̂ ^+i'̂ ^o^ ^nd it is proved in [30, 

pp. 260-261] that 

sup \\em{tr)\\o,oo,N<Ce'^'. (2.2.9) 
0<t<T 

The first term of the discretization error is estimated in exactly the same way as 

in the Vlasov-Poisson setting and we refer the reader to [30, p. 267] for the analysis. 

The second term in ed{t, x) is actually a quadrature error for estimating the definite 
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integral over phase space of (t[k,{x - X{t; 0, ̂ , iy))]fo{^, v) via the trapezoidal rule. 

In order to see this, we represent the distribution function f{t, x, v) in terms of the 

fundamental solution V^{x,v,t,i,v,^) to (1.1.3) to deduce 

/ L . ^^(^ - ^)^(^' ^' ^)^^^^ •= IX,, ^Mx - X{t; 0, e, ^))]/o(e, i^)diyd^, 

where 

(i[k,{x - X{t; 0, ̂ , I.))] ••= f [^^ h{x - y)Tp{y, v, t, ^ v. ^)dvdy. 
'E27V 

The second term in the discretization error is then 

E a,^[h{x-X,{t))]- f f €[k,{x-X{t;0,^,iy))]fo{(,iy)diyd^ 
j^jp.N J ./]K2iv 

(2.2.10) 

We are motivated to apply the following form of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma 

[11] and use the properties of Tji{y, v, t, ^, v, 0) to treat the seminorms in the error 

bounds. 

Bramble-Hilbert Lemma Let m > 1 be an integer and p > 2N/m, with q := 

p{p — 1)~^. Then there exists a positive constant C, independent of g, and of the 

mesh parameters, such that (i) for all g G VF^'P(R2^) n L\R^^){m <2), or (ii) 

for all g G ̂ ^"^'^(R^^) n W'^-'^'\R^^){m > 3), we have 

[ f g{x,v)dvdx-Ah E 9{Pj) <Ch^Al/' E \9\m,p,B,. (2.2.11) 
J JR^^ •^r.OM .-^^O/V ' M 2 ^ ,GZ2A^ jez 

In order to estimate (2.2.10), we let p = 1, m = 2N + 1 in the Bramble-Hilbert 

lemma. We must therefore study integrals of the following form for the error 

bounds 
/ / \D^^(t[K{x-X{t;Q,^,v))]\ \h{^,v)\d^dv (2.2.12) 

J JM?^ 

where |ai | < 2Ar -H 1, and h{i,v) = L)"Vo(?,^), |«i| + 1̂ 21 = 2Â  - f l . Such 

terms are estimated by using a classical formula for taking derivatives of expected 

values of random variables involving solutions of stochastic differential systems 

(cf., e.g., [28, p. 122]) used in conjunction with the conclusions of Proposition 2.1. 

We conclude that the integral in (2.2.12) possesses a bound of the form 

C If nD^'K{x-X{t;Q,e,,v))]\ \h{i,p)\d^dv, (2.2.13) 
J JR^N ^ 
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where C depends at most on T and on sup \\E{t, -)||2iv+i oo N- For \aA < 1. we use 
o<i<r ' ' 

L°°-estimates of (t[D^^k,{x - X{t; 0, <?, ẑ ))] (which are basically those of D'''k,{x) 

described by Proposition 2.2(iii)), with L^-bounds on h{^, v). In order to treat the 

case where \ai\ > 2, we observe that the integral in (2.2.13) can be expressed by 

/ LN \^T^^i^ -y)\j X.. r^(2/: V, t, t iy)m, y)\d^diydvdy. (2.2.14) 

The analysis in Section III of [63] implies that the inner integral possesses a bound 

of the form F {t){l+\v\^)-l, and hence (2.2.12) is bounded by a constant multiple of 

||-C^"^^e||o,i,iv- The proof of the following discretization error estimate then follows 

the proof of analogous estimates in the Vlasov-Poisson context (cf., e.g., [30, p. 

263 (Proposition 4.2)]). 

Lemma 2.4 (DISCRETIZATION ERROR ESTIMATES). Suppose that fo,No G 

W'^^'^^''^{R^^) possess compact support in phase space R^^, and suppose in addi

tion that C G 0712^+1'̂ °. Then 

sup \\ed{t, .)||o,oo,iv < C[/i2^+i -f {h/6)'''^'6]. (2.2.15) 
0<t<T 

Here C depends on T, on W'^^^^'°°- and W"^^^^'^-estimates of fo, NQ, and (, and 

on the bounds of derivatives of {X{t; 0, -, •), V{t; 0, -, •)) with respect to the initial 

states. 

We now turn to the sampling errors es{t, x). We first observe that the set 

{a,[k,{x - Xj{t)) - €[k,{x - X,{t))]] : j G Z^^} 

constitutes a set of independent bounded random variables for each t and x with 

mean or expectation zero. From the form of the sampling error, we are tempted 

to exploit the Central Limit Theorem to approximate tail probabilities for such 

standardized sums by normal tail probabilities. But our convergence treatment re

quires upper bounds for tail probabilities for sums of independent random vectors, 

and Bennett's inequahty is better for our purposes. 

Bennett's Inequality Let Yi := (1^,1, Fi,2, • - •, ẑ,7v) be independent, bounded ran

dom vectors (not necessarily identically distributed) in R^, with mean zero for each 

component, variances af with Y2i^i < ^^ «^^ l^il ^ ^ ; for all i. In addition, 

we assume that the family of ith components of Yi are real independent random 
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variables for each i=l,...^N. LetS = EiYi. Then for all r]>0, 

Fioh{\S\ >r]}< 2Nexp{-T^''B{Mr]/V)/2NV} 

where B{X) := 2A-2[(l + A)ln(H-A) - A)], A > 0 with B{\) ~ 2A-MnA as A ̂  oo. 

We observe that for fixed t, x, the set of random variables Yj := ke{x -

^j(^)) ~ ^[ke{x - Xj{t))],j G Z^^, are independent owing to the properties of 

{Pj{t) : j G Z^^} as described preceding the statement of Theorem 2.3. We have 

CYj = 0, \Yj\ < C/i2^£-(^-i) := M and 

EVary,= A, j:Wke{x-X,{t))\'-\(tk,{x-X,{t))\'}f',{P,)Ah< 
j G Z 2 ^ j G Z 2 ^ 

A, E WM^-^.(«))n/o(^.)A^. (2.2.16) 
J G Z 2 ^ 

To apply Bennett's Inequality, we must estimate the sum in (2.2.16), and we 

regard this as a quadrature rule (i.e., trapezoidal rule) estimate of the integral 

J JM 
^^J^\ke{x - X{t; 0, i, v))nfl{i. v)dvdi. 

We exploit the Bramble-Hilbert lemma to show that replacing the sum in the vari

ance estimate by the above integral contributes errors of the form C{hlE)'^^'^^E^~^, 

A/" > 2. In obtaining this bound for A/" > 3, we estimate the Sobolev seminorm on 

the right hand side of (2.2.11) by obtaining L^-bounds on ^\kz{x—X(t; 0, -, -))p and 

its derivatives in conjunction with Vr2^+^'°°(R2^) bounds on /o^(-, •). For Â  = 2, 

we follow the same strategy except that uniform bounds on ^\kz{x — X{t; 0, -, -))p 

are used. 

Observe now 

J JM 
{(t\k,{x - X{t; 0, <e, ^)) r}/o (e, ^)d^du = (2.2.17) 

/ / \k,{x-y)\' f f rp{y,v,t,i,i^,0)f^{^,iy)d^diydvdy = 

[ \k,{x-y)\'f f f T^{y,v,t,^,y,^)fl{tv)d^dvdvdy. 
JRN JRN J J]^2N 

We denote the inner integral on the right hand side of (2.2.17) by I{t,y), and 

recall that the treatment in [63] shows that sup ||7(t, Ollo.ociv exists and is finite 
0<t<T 

for every T <Tf. In particular, we show that the compact support of fo implies 

/ / r^(2/, V, t, e, V, 0)fS{t v)didv < F{t){l -f \v\')-'^' (2.2.18) 
J JR^N 
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where F{t) is some monotone increasing function on [0, Tf). Therefore, for Â  > 3, 

we use (iii) and (v) of Proposition 2.2 to bound (2.2.17) by 

[J {y:\y-x\<e} J{y-\y-x\^>£} 

[L Ci{l \k,{x)\'dx^ I \ke{x)\'dx 
'0<\x\<e J\x\>£ 

} <C2£ 2-N (2.2.19) 

and we conclude from (2.1.24) that 

E Var Yj < C/î ^^ -̂AT _ y 
jGZ2^ 

(2.2.20) 

For Â  = 2, we let i? be fixed and positive. We write 

f f \K{x-y)\'l{y,t)dy= f ...+ { ...+ (2.2.21) 
J JR^ J\y-x\<e Je<\y-x\<R 

f . . . < C sup ||/(^, 0110,00,2+ C sup \\I{t, •)\\o,oo,2 [ r'Hr 
J\y-v\>R 0<t<T 0<t<T Je 

+ CR-^fo\\l^^^<C\\iie\. 

Here V := C/i^| lne|. The constant occurring in these estimates depend on T, on 

the 1^2-^+1'̂ - and 1^^^+^'°°-bounds on the data /o and the mollifying function C,, 

and on the geometric properties (measure, diameter) of Vt. 

In applying Bennett's Inequality to appraise | J^jez^^ ^j\i we shall take care to 

distinguish between the (generic) constant in the lower bound rj and those occuring 

in M and V (which we denote by CM and Cy). Consequently, for A" > 3, 

Prob* 

- 1 

> C{h'''e 2N^2-N\ In h\y^'] < 

2Nexp l-^C'{h'''e'-''\\nh\')V''B{M{Ch'''e'-''\\nh\y^'V-')\ 

< 2Nexp{-C'I I n / ^ ^ ^ ( C M C C ^ ^ / I ^ ^ - ^ / ' | \nh\)/2NCv} 

< exp{-C2C|ln/i|2} (by (2.1.24)) (2.2.22) 

< /î 2C|in/i|̂  provided C is large enough. 

For N = 2, we must take into account the | In^l term, and we write 

Probj E ^ J - >Ch^\liih\\ < 
^ JGZ4 
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^^M~C''\\iih\^B{CMCCy^h^\\nh\le\\iie\)lACv\\ne\} 

<exp{-C3C2|ln/i|2|ln£|-ii5(C4/i' |ln/i|(^|ln£|)-^)} (2.2.23) 

< exp{-C5C|ln/i |2|ln£|-i} (by (2.1.24)) 

< h*^^^, provided C is sufliciently large. 

The results obtained so far enable us to prove 

Proposition 2.5 (CONSISTENCY ESTIMATE AT FIXED x AND t). Under 

the conditions stipulated in Lemma 2.4: 

(CI) For fixed x G R^, t G [0, T], 

ec{t,x) <em{t,x)-^ed{t,x)-^es{t,x)< (2.2.24) 

d^mo ^ ^2N+l ^ (/,/^)2yV+l^ ^ ^^^ {hlE)^\ lu h\], N > 2. 

(C2) For spatial lattice points Xj^,ji G Z^, contained in B{0,R) given by Xj^^i := 

{ji,i - 1/2) Axi, i = l,...N, we have for fixed t G [0, T], 

max ec{t,XjJ < max[e^(t, x^J + ed{t,Xj^) -^ es{t,Xj^)] < (2.2.25) 
jiEZ^ jiez^ 

C[s'^' + /i2^+^ + (/i/5)'^+V + h^{h/s)^\\nh\],N> 2. 

(C3) (Consistency at exact particle positions). For fixed t G [0,T], 

ma^xe,(t,X,(t)) < ma^x[e^(^,X,(t)) + e,(t,X,(t)) + e,(t,X,(t))] < 

C[£"̂ o +/,2iv+i ^ {hlef^+^e + h^{hle)^\\iih\],N > 2. (2.2.26) 

These estimates hold except for an event of probability dominated by h^ ^ where 

C > C" and both C and C" are constants determined by the terminal time T, 

the dimension N, TUQ, the geometric properties (i.e., diameter, measure) ofQ, and 

by both 1^2^+ '̂̂ - and W^^'^^'°°-estimates of fo, NQ, and ("• There is in general a 

trade-off between accuracy and probability. 

Proof: The proof of (C2) follows easily from (CI). For the purpose of discussion, 

let us assume (2.2.24) holds except for an event of probability less than h^^^, where 

Ce > 0 and depends on the problem data and parameters as hypothesized for C 

and C" in the statement of the proposition. Since the number of lattice points 

in B{0,R) is bounded by Cih~^, assertion (2.2.25) holds with possibly larger C. 
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except for an event of probability less than Cjh'^h^'^ < h^'^ with some constant 
Cs>0. 

For (C3), we see that the probability estimate wifl follow by the same arguments 

in the preceding paragraph since the number of random variables {Xj{t) : j G 

Z^^} is precisely the cardinality of the initial states Pj{0) = {xj,,Vj,) in Q, which 

is proportional to /i"^^. This fact is a direct consequence of the uniqueness of 

Langevin solutions to (2.1.12)-(2.1.13) with initial states Pj{0) = {xj,,Vj^) where 

E{t,-) is substituted for E^{t,-) [3, p. 105 (Theorem 6.22)]. Inequality (2.2.26) 

follows from (CI) when ke{0) = 0 (as would be the case if k{x) in (2.1.18) is 

convolved with a spherically symmetric moflifier). In such a case, we select j G Z^^ 

and introduce an independent copy P^{t) = {X'j{t), Vf{t)) of Pj{t) = {Xj{t), V}(t)) 

in the following manner. First, we replace the original standard A^-dimensional 

Wiener process Bj{t) by another B'j{t) such that the resulting new family consists 

of standard independent Brownian motions. Next, we solve the resulting (2.1.12)-

(2.1.13) with exact fields. 

The moment and discretization errors will remain the same since the solutions 

of (2.1.12)-(2.1.13), altered by using the exact fields and replacing Bj{t) by B'j{t), 

will be unique in the sense of probability law [28, p. 113]. Hence the basic statistics 

(e.g., expectation, variance) of the associated random states remain invariant, since 

the transition probability density Tp{x, v, t, ^, v, 0) remains the same almost surely 

with respect to choices of the A'-dimensional Brownian motions in the Langevin 

system of stochastic differential equations. 

In the sampling errors, k^{x — Xj{t)) is replaced by ke{x — Xj{t)), and the 

resulting set constitutes a set of independent and bounded random variables, 

with expectation zero and variances obtained in (2.2.20) and (2.2.21). For j G 

Z^^, \ec{t, Xj{t))-^ajke{Xj{t)-X'j{t))\ wifl be estimated as in (2.2.24), and (2.2.26) 

results when we observe that \ke{x)\ < Ce^'^. This completes the proof. 

Remarks (A) The convergence proof in Section 2.4 shows that we need stability 

bounds in order to extend (2.2.24) to all x in bounded subregions. This delicate 

interplay between consistency and stability is not present in the study of (deter

ministic) particle methods for the Vlasov-Poisson systems. 

(B) A careful perusal of the use of Bennett's inequality in the proof of Proposition 

2.5 yields a probability estimated by /I'̂ '̂ l^"'̂ !, C > C" for N>3, where C and C" 
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depend on the problem data as stipulated in the statement of the proposition. 

2.3 Stability Estimates for all Time 

In studying the stabiHty portion of the errors in the fields for the Vlasov-

Poisson system [30], we subdivided phase space into a union of Lagrangian boxes 

and considered the images under the (phase space) flow map given by the exact 

Hamiltonian trajectories. But in the Vlasov-Poisson-Fokker-Planck setting, this 

procedure needs modification as the states Pj{t) and P^{t) are random vectors, 

since we have in effect perturbed the acceleration equation (2.1.13) by indepen

dent Wiener processes in R^. Of necessity, then, our techniques wifl necessitate 

subdividing phase space R^^ into a union of strips with the foflowing properties: 

(1) Each such strip is the Cartesian product of a ball or square in position space, 

whose diameter is of the order of e, with velocity space R^. 

(2) The number of charges or masses within the strips is uniformly bounded with 

high probability. 

In order to derive the appropriate estimates, we shall from time to time exploit 

Bennett's Inequality. To describe our results more concisely, we say that a :< 6 if 

a < b except for an event of probability h^^ , where C has the qualitative depen

dence on the problem parameters and data as described in Proposition 2.5. This 

probability rate, in other words, approaches zero faster than any given polynomial 

rate if C is chosen sufficiently large. 

The major stability estimate is stated as the following theorem 

Theorem 2.6 Assume 

sup ||e^(t)||oo,hdCo6 (2.3.1) 
o<i<r* 

for some T* < T. Then 

sup \\E\t)-E''{t)\\p,H^C sup We''{t)\\p,n (2.3.2) 
0<t<T* 0<t<T* 

where the constant C in (2.3.2) depends at most on T, the p selected, the diameter 

of fi; and the bounds for a finite number of derivatives of the exact field E{t, •), 

0 <t <T. In particular C is independent of T*. 

To see the quantities which must be estimated, we write 

\E){t) - E]{t)\ < S^{t) + \E\t,Xj{t)) - E^{t)\, (2.3.3) 
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where the mesh function S^{t) is given for each j G Z^^ by 

S^{t) = S{t,X,{t)). (2.3.4) 

The proof of Theorem 2.6 will be carried out in a series of lemmas and propositions 

oriented towards treating each term in (2.3.3). Approximately the first third of this 

section will be devoted to setting up the partitioning of phase space as described 

in the beginning and estimating the expected number of charges or masses in each 

square or ball. Once this is accomplished we can utilize the Calderon-Zygmund 

inequality [59, p. 39] to bound S^{t) in both the usual and discrete iZ-senses as 

carried out in [30, 62, 64]. 

The following lemma provides an estimate of the number of charges or masses 

in a ball B{x,r). 

Lemma 2.7 Let M{x,r,t) be the number of particles in the strip B{x,r) x R^, 

with r > 0, 0 < t <T, defined precisely by 

M{x,r,t) := Card{P,(t) : Xj{t) G B{x,r),Pj = Pj{0) = {xj„Vj,) G Q}. (2.3.5) 

/ / / i ^ | ln / i | <r^/\ then 

AnM{x,r,t) ^ Cr^/2(r^/2 + /i^|ln/i|) = Cr^. (2.3.6) 

Remark In applications, r is usually proportional to e, and hence satisfies the 

conditions of the lemma by virtue of (2.1.24). 
Proof: Let II{y,v) be the characteristic function of B{x,r) x R^. Write 

AnM{x,r,t)=An E H{P,{t)) = h+h. (2.3.7) 
j G Z ^ 

where 
I, := A, E ^H{P,{t)), (2.3.8) 

j G Z 2 ^ 

I, := An E ^(^:^W) " ^^(^:^W)- P-^-Q) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

Here h represents the expected number of charges in B{x,r) x R^, and h, the 

fluctuation from the expectation. 
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To treat / i , we use the Bramble-Hilbert lemma, and dominate H{y.v) by 

II{y,v) = Hi{y)H2{v) where H2{v) = 1 on R^ and Hi{y) is a real-valued non-

negative function with range in [0,1], having compact support in B{x,2r), and 

identically one on B{x,r). Additionally, we take ^{x,v) to be a C°°-function of 

compact support, with range in [0,1] and identically one on Q. Then 

/i < A, E <^H{P,{t))^P,), (2.3.10) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

which we estimate by the integral 

J 1^^^ €H{X{t; 0, e, ẑ ), V{t; 0, ̂ , u))^^, v)didiy = 

L,2r) L ^(^' "̂  / L ^^(^'"''' ̂ '"' ̂ )̂ (̂ ' )̂̂ ^̂ ^̂ ^̂ -̂ (2-3.11) 
By using the decay properties of the inner integral with respect to velocity, we 

can show that the preceding integral has a bound of Cr^. Then the Bramble-

Hilbert lemma can be exploited to show that the errors in such an estimate of /i 

are proportional to (/i/r)^^"^^r^. 

We treat I2 by Bennett's inequality where each random variable Yj is, for fixed 

Y, := Ah[H{Pj{t)) - (tH{P,{t))], j G Z^^. (2.3.12) 

Here, \Yj\ < Ch'^^, €Yj = 0, and the independence of the set {Yj : j G Z^^} 

implies 

E Var Y, < A, E ^[H{Pj{t))?HPj)Ah. (2.3.13) 

jGZ2^f j G Z 2 ^ 

We appeal to the Bramble-Hilbert lemma again to estimate the right hand side of 

(2.3.13) by 
/ / €[II{X{t; 0, <e, ^), V{t; 0, ̂ , i^))M(, i^)d^du. 

J yR2Jv 

The same procedure for treating h aflows us to deduce that 

E Var Yj < Ch 2N^N 

From Bennett's inequality, we obtain 

/ 2 ^ C r ^ / V | l n / i | , (2.3.14) 
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and (2.3.6) follows. 

For the details of the proof to Lemma 2.7, we refer the reader to [42, pp. 794-

795] where similar results for random vortex methods are shown. The following 

corollary provides an estimate of the expected number of particles which move far 

away from their initial positions, and is shown by exactly the same arguments used 

in the proof of Lemma 2.7. 

Corollary 2.8 LetM''^{0,r,t) be the number of particles in the set {R^\B{0,r)) x 

R^, defined precisely byM^{^,T,t) := Caid{Pj{t) : Xj{t) G R^\B{0,r),Pj G Q} 

with r > 0, 0 < t < T. Then 

AhAr''{0,r,t) ^C{h''\\iih\+I{r,t)), (2.3.15) 

where lim^^oo ^"-f(^, )̂ = 0 uniformly in t G [0,T], with n any given positive 

integer. In fact 

I{r, t):= f [ T^{y, v, t, ^, i^, 0)^^, v)didvdvdy, 
jRN\B{0,.9r) JR^^ 

with <l>(4, jy) a function of compact support as described in the proof of Lemma 2.7. 

The proof of Theorem 2.6 requires discrete L^-estimates of k^ and its derivatives 

as functions of the random particle states. The following result is needed for the 

proof of Theorem 2.6 and uses crucially Lemma 2.7 and its coroflary. 
Lemma 2.9 Zet Mi,̂ ) := me.x\y\<Coe\D%{X,{t) - X,{t)+ y)\, W = l ,2. Then for 

fixed t 

A, E M < ' ) ^ ( ^ l ^ " ^ l ' ^ ^ 2 ' W = ^ (2.3,16) 
jh" \(^/' N > 2 , K| = 2. 

Proof: We use pointwise estimates of the derivatives of the mollified kernel k, is 

given by items (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 2.2. Define now, for each t € [0,T], 

MXm := {i € Z ' ' ' •• ^At) G B{Xi{t),2Coe)}, 

MXm) ••= {j e 2 ' " •• 2Coe < \Xj{t) - XM < 2}, 

MXi(t)) := {j eZ"':2< \Xj{t) - X.(t)|}, 

and write 
A, J: M^ = I + II + III, 

jGZ 2N 
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where 

^•=^h E M^^\ etc. 
jeJiix,{t)) 

The dominant terms result from estimating II, whereas higher order terms are pro

duced by I and III. In treating II, we set up the use of Lemma 2.7 by decomposing 

the set J2{Xi{t)) into K -2 sets given by 

{x : (m + l)Co£ <\x- Xi{t)\ < (m + 2)Coe}, 

m = 1,2,.. .K — 2, where here K is the least integer greater than or equal to 

2/Co£. For the actual details of the proof, we refer the reader to [42, pp. 795-796] 

for the proof of a similar result in the convergence treatment of random vortex 

methods. 

The analysis of stability in the Vlasov-Poisson context [30, 64] was in terms of 

discrete i / -norms defined on the Lagrangian lattice points at t = 0. In essence, 

the stability theory required monitoring the number of charges or masses near a 

given position. This approach does not work for random particle methods, since 

the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck states Pj{t) and P^{t), j G I?^, are random variables for 

t > 0. Using the approach of D.-G. Long in his stability analysis of random vortex 

methods [42], [43, pp. 797-804], we shall estimate the average of the particle errors 

about the nodal points belonging to a fixed spatial lattice whose mesh spacing is 

of the order of e. 

We impose on R^ a lattice whose points are el,^, and denote by x^ := |(2A;i — 

l,...2ki-l,...2kN- 1), the center of the cube Qk = e^UfLi 0 [k - 1, ki]. This 

particular lattice is not to be confused with the particle grid set up in Section 2.1 

following Proposition 2.1! For fixed t G [0, T], let J{xk) := {j G Z^^ : Xj{t) G Qk}. 

Define the average particle error over Qk by 

A:=^-^ E a,{X,{t)-X^{t)) = e-'' E fo{Pj)ef{t)A,, (2.3.17) 
jeJ{xk) jeJixk) 

where we recall that ef{t) := Xj{t) - X^{t). We consider the following step 

function on R^, 

F{x):={fk,xeQk}, (2.3.18) 

where fk = Oii J{xk) is empty. 
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Let p > 1, and denote the complement of the bafl B{0, h'^) by 5(0, h-'^). Then 

an appHcation of Lemma 2.7 and Coroflary 2.8 with Holder's inequahty yields 

ll^llo,p,iv = / \F{x)\Pdx + / \F{x)\Pdx = 
JB{0,h-^)' 7^(0 ,^-1) ' ^ ^' 

E -̂̂ (̂ -̂ )| E aj{x,{t)-x^{t))r^ 
QfcnB(o,/i-i) jeJ{xk) 

E • • • ^ (2.3.19) 
QfcnB(o,/i-i) 

C(l + (h/6r^'»\\nhf''~'y')\\foe''imi, = C| | /„e^(i) |U 

where we have utihzed (2.1.24) to obtain our bound. 

For each Xj{t), we select the closest point Xk for some k G Z^ and label it Yj 

(suppressing the dependence of e and t). If there is more than one such lattice 

point, we choose one of them arbitrarily. We express the mesh function S^{t) for 

each i G Z^^ by 

S^{t):=S^^\t) + S^'\t), (2.3.20) 

S^'\t):= E ajDk,{Y,-Yj)ef{t), (2.3.21) 
jez 2N 

Sr{t):=- E ajDk,{Y^-Y,)ef{t)-\- (2.3.22) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

E aj ^ ' Dk,{X,{t) - X,{t) -f eef{t))de^ ef{t). 

Furthermore, 

\\S''XA = ^'^ E I E ajDk,{Y,-Y,)ef(t)r 
iGZ2^ j G Z 2 ^ 

= Aft E I E I>fc.(i 'i-2;t)A£''r = 
ZGZ2JV fcGZ^ 

A;, E CardJ(x^)| E D^s{xe - Xfc)^^^^ î  (2.3.23) 
^ G Z ^ fcGZ^ 

C ' E I E Dk,{xe-Xk)fke''\'e''. 

We regard the right hand side of (2.3.23) as a quadrature estimate of Dk^ * F 

by the trapezoidal rule. Then a linear interpolation result in [18, p. 121 (Theorem 
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3.1.4)] can be used to estimate such a sum in terms of ^^'^-bounds on Dk^^F, and 
such bounds result from applying the Calderon-Zygmund inequahty. We observe 
that 

ll^'^. * FWN < C\\Q * F||„,,,„ < C||C||o,i.^||F||„,,.„, 

and 

\\D%^F\\o,,,j,<Ce-'\\DC\\o,,M\no,p,N. 

From [15], we can deduce that 

E I E Dk,{^,-Xk)fke''\Pe''<C\\F\\l^^. 

Consequently, we obtain from (2.3.19), 

l |5 ' ' ' (*)IU^^II /oe^(^)IU. (2.3.24) 

We now turn to treating S'f'̂  Towards this end, we express (2.3.22) by 

S^'\t) = 

^ " 4 r r ^'^^(Mt) - Xj{t) + eef{t) - (1 - ^)U,,{t))U,,j{t)dedcf>ef{t) 
1(ZZ2N L./0 JO j G Z 2 ^ 

where 

U,,j{t) := X,{t) - X,{t) - {Yi - Y,) + eef{t). 

We next observe that \Uij{t)\ ^ (2 -K Co)£ (by (2.3.2)) and that \eef{t) + (1 -

^)^i,j{t)\ < 2(1 + Co)£. By the generahzed Young's inequality [26, pp. 13-14 

(Theorem 0.10)], used in conjunction with Lemma 2.9, we get 

l|5'''^(«)IU ^ (2 + Co)£max{5:Mg)A,,EM<5>Aj| | /oe^(t)IU ^ C||/oe^(i)|U, 
j i 

(2.3.25) 

Combining (2.3.24) and (2.3.25), we have 

Proposition 2.10 Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, we have for each t G 

[0,T*]; the following estimate 

||5' '( i)|U^C||/oe^(J)||,,, (2.3.26) 

where the universal constant C is independent ofT*, h, and e but is dependent on 

those quantities as described in the conclusion of Theorem 2.6. 
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We next turn to obtaining L^-estimates on the remaining term in (2.3.3), 
E {t,X^{t)) - E^ (t). Toward this end, we note that 

E^{t)-E\t,X,{t))= Y: a,{K{X^{t)-X^{t))-K{X,{t)-X^{t))) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

= E ^j{fDK{X,{t)-X,{t) + ef{t)-eef{t)))deef{t). (2.3.27) 

We wish to show, with high probabiUty, that 

E o,j f Dk,{X,{t) - X,{t) + ef{t) - eef{t))de 

is uniformly bounded with respect to Xi{t), i G Z^^, t G [0,T*]. Since 

E a, j\Dh{X,{t) - Xj{t) + ef{t) - eef{t)) - Dk,{X,{t) - X,{t))]d0 = 
j G Z 2 ^ 

•1 / • ! 

E aAf f D'k,{X,{t)-Xj{t) + <f,efit)-<t>0ef{mef{t)-eefit))dedA, 

(2.3.28) 

from Lemma 2.9, it suffices to show the uniform boundedness of 

E ajDk,{X,{t) - X,{t)) 

for fixed t. We estimate this quantity by using the same techniques for obtaining 

discrete i7-estimates on S^'^{t), where a generalized Young's inequality was used 

[26, pp. 13-14]. 

Proposi t ion 2.11 Under the conditions of Theorem 2.3, we have for fixed t G 

[0,T*], 

(A;. E \E]{t)-E\t,X,{t))\A ^C||e^(t)|U. (2.3.29) 
V jGZ2^ 

where C is independent of T*, h, and e but dependent on those quantities as de

scribed in the conclusion of Theorem 2.6. 
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Proof: For any x G R^, 

E ajDk,{x - X,{t)) = ^ aj(t[Dk,{x - Xj{t))] + 

E aj{Dk,{x - Xj{t)) - (t[Dk,{x - Xj{t))]}. (2.3.30) 
jGZ 2N 

The Bramble-Hilbert lemma can be used to show the first term has a bound of 

C\p{tr)\yf,N • \p{tr)\Z^'j^^'' up to terms of 0{{h/e)'''+'). Bennett's inequality, 

when apphed to the second term yields for fixed t G [0, T*] an estimate of the form 

Ch^£-^/'^\\nh\ except for an event of probability /i^'c|in/i| Uĝ ĵ g (2.1.24), we see 

that for fixed x G R^, t G [0, T*] 

E ajDk,{x - Xj{t)) -<C 

and (2.3.29) results from using (2.3.28) in conjunction with Lemma 2.9. 

R e m a r k A careful perusal of the use of Bennett's Inequality in the proof of Lemma 

2.7 yields a probability estimated by /i '̂̂ Mn/il^ (j > Q"^ where C and C" depend on 

the problem data as stipulated in the statement of the convergence result Theorem 

2.3. The estimates in this section hold except for an event of probability having 

this type of bound. 

Theorem 2.6 is shown for each fixed t G [0, T*] by combining the estimates in 

Proposition 2.10 and 2.11. For obtaining uniform estimates for all t G [0,T*], we 

need to exploit deeper properties of the Wiener processes {Bj{t) : j G Z^^} . 

To show that our stability estimates (2.3.26) and (2.3.29) are uniform, we 

subdivide [0,T*] into L subintervals [tnjtn+i], n = 0,1,2,.. .L — I, with A^ = 

tn+i — tn = h^- The choice of £ will be clear from the discussion. Since (2.3.26) 

and (2.3.29) hold for any fixed time t, except for an event of probability less than 

j^c'c\\nh\^ they hold at all discrete t„ except for an event of probability less than 

C2h^'^^ in/i|-^ jjjjg bound will approach zero faster than any polynomial rate when 

C is chosen large enough. In the following paragraphs, we first make the case that 

both (2.3.26) and (2.3.29) extend to all t G [t„,t„+i] if only we can show that the 

states P^{t) and Pj{t) are close to their respective states at t = tn (with high 

probabiUty independent of !̂) Subsequently, we incorporate the finer properties of 

the Wiener process to show how this task can be accompUshed. 
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The results of Lemmas 2.7, 2.9, and CoroUary 2.8 involve statistics on the exact 

Langevin states Pj{t), j e 1?^. These statistics are used in the proofs to Lemma 

2.7 and CoroUary 2.8 to bound functions of these random variables via Bennett's 

inequality (cf., e.g. (2.3.12) and (2.3.30)). In applying Lemma 2.9, we regard the 

approximate particle positions X^j{t) as small perturbations of the exact positions 

Xj{t), because of (2.3.1). No statistics of the approximate states P^{t) are needed 

in obtaining (2.3.26) and (2.3.29). 

More precisely, write for t G [tn,t„+i] and j G 1}^, 

X^{t) - X,{t) = Y,{t) + X^{tn) - X,{tn), (2.3.31) 

yj'{t) - Vj{t) = W,{t) + Vj'{tn) - V,{tn), (2.3.32) 

where 

Yj{t) := X^{t) - X^{tn) + Xj{tn) - X,{t), (2.3.33) 

W,{t) := y/( t ) - V^{tn) + Vj{tn) - Vj{t). (2.3.34) 

From (2.3.31)-(2.3.32), we treat the approximate state P^{t), j G Z^^ as perturba

tion of the exact states at ^ = t„. The results of Proposition 2.10 and 2.11 will hold 

if we show that Yj{t) satisfies an estimate of the form (2.3.1). At this juncture we 

incorporate the dynamics of the Wiener process in our analysis by citing the fol

lowing elementary result on normalized Brownian motion [27, Chapter 1 (Section 

2)]: 
Lemma 2.12 Let B{t) be a standard N-dimensional Brownian motion (Wiener 

process). Then 

Prob I max \B{s) - B{t)\ > b] < dfe-^At^/^expl-Cz^VAt} (2.3.35) 
\^t<s<t+At ) 

where b > 0 and the positive constants Ci and C2 depend only on the dimension 

N. 
We can write for the exact states Pj{t), j G I?^, t G [tn,tn+i], 

Xj{t) - X,{tn) = r ' ( l - exp(-/?(t - tr,)))Vj{tn) + (2.3.36) 

r exp{-P{t - s)) r Ej{r)dTds + V2^ j exp(-/5(t - s)){Bj{s) - B,{tr,))ds. 
Jin Jin -^tn 
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Vj{tn) := ex^{-ptr,)vj, + / " exp(-;5(t„ - s))Ej{s)ds + 
J U 

V2^Bj{tn) - ^ 2 ^ / " exp(-/3(t„ - s))Bj{s)ds. (2.3.37) 

Analogous formulas for the approximate states PHt), j G Z^^, follow from formally 

integrating (2.1.12)-(2.1.13). The function E'^{t) is substituted for Ej{t) in (2.3.36) 

and (2.3.37). 

From Lemma 2.12, we observe that 

P rob j max \BJ{T)\ > h'^] < CihVfexp{-C2/h^T} 
{0<T<tn ) 

from which we can deduce that 

max\Vj{tn)\^Ch-\ (2.3.38) 
iez 

max |V,^(tJ| -< C[^-(^-^) + h-'] = C/i-(^-^) (2.3.39) 

(by (2.1.24)). Moreover, we have from (2.3.35) 

Prob (max max \B,{t) - Bj{tn)\ > h] < TC,h-^'+'^/'exp{-C2h-'+'}, 

and we conclude from (2.3.38) and (2.3.39), 

max max \Xj{t) - X , ( t J | < C{h'-' + h''), (2.3.40) 
" [tn,tn+l] 

max max |X'"(t) - X^(t„)\ ^ C[/. '-(^-') + /»'« + h''-<''-% (2.3.41) 

We see that we can choose ^ > Â , and therefore maxj |yj(t)| has the bound (2.3.1) 

where we use (2.1.24). Thus Theorem 2.6 is completely shown. 

2.4 The Convergence Proof 

The stabiUty analysis in the previous section wiU aUow us to extend the con

sistency results of Proposition 2.5 to aU times t G [0,T]. This wiU be carried out 

in two stages. First, we extend the estimates for the discrete fields in (2.2.26) to 

aU t G [0,T*] by the same arguments for extending the stability bounds (2.3.26) 

and (2.3.29) to aU t. Then the convergence analysis itself wiU show T* = T when 

£ and h are smaU enough. 
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For the first portion of this task, we insert points t^, n = 0 , 1 , . . . , L in [0, T*] 

dividing [0,T*] into L subintervals with lengths h^, i > N, and combine the 

consistency estimates in (2.2.26) for ^„, n = 0 , . . . , L with the stabiUty inequaUties 

(2.3.26) and (2.3.29) for aU time t G [0,T*]. We write for t G [t^, W i ] , 

\\m-E\t)\\,,,<\\E\t)-E\tn)U+\\E{tn)-E\tn^^^^^^ 
(2.4.1) 

Estimates of the second and third terms are determined respectively by (2.2.26) 

and by (2.3.40) (when the regularity of the exact fields is used.) The stabiUty 

treatment aUows us to treat the first term. To see this, we have for j G Z^^, 

E'{t) - E^j{tn) = E CLdk,{X,{t) - Xi{t)) - k,{X,{tn) - X,{tn))} = (2.4.2) 

E «̂  / Dk,{Xj{t) - x,{tn) + e{Xi{tn) - x,{t)))de{x,{tn) - X,{t)) + 

E az rDk,{x,{tn) - x,{tn) + e{x,{t) - Xj{tn)))de{x,{t) - x,(t„)). 
iez2iv -̂ 0 

From (2.4.2), we obtain estimates of the form of (2.3.26) and (2.3.29) with the 
quantity 

max max max \Xj{t) - Xj{tn)\ di C{h^~^ + h^^) (2.4.3) 
" [tn-,tn+l\ 3 

replacing (2.3.1). Regarding the positions Xj{t) as small perturbations to Xj{tn) 

determined by the Brownian motion (Lemma 2.12), we can closely follow the proofs 

of Propositions 2.10 and 2.11 to treat (2.4.2). Here, no statistics oiXj{t), tn < t < 

tn+i, are needed. 

The first and third terms in (2.4.1) can be bounded by using (2.4.3), and hence 

the second term produces the dominant errors. We conclude for all t G [0, T*], 

sup \\E{t) - E\t)\\p,h ^ C[s^'+ h'""-^' -f {h/e)'''+h + h'^{h/e)'^\\nh\], 
0<t<T* 

(2.4.4) 

N > 2. The discrete L^-norm is necessarily taken for p > A", as determined 

by the discussion preceding (2.3.24). In a similar manner, we can show that the 

consistency estimate (2.2.24) of Proposition 2.5 holds uniformly on [0,r*]. 

We now examine convergence of the approximate states Pj'{t) solving (2.1.12)-

(2.1.13) for each j G Z^^. Our arguments paraUel those of D.-G. Long [42, Section 
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7] for random vortex methods. We have 

ri 
Mt) - Xj{t) = ef{t) = J^ 0-\l - exp{-P{t - s))[Ej{s) - E^{s)]ds (2.4.5) 

along with the errors in velocities given by 

yj{t) - Vj^t) = l\xp{-P{t - s))[E,{s) - E^{s)]ds (2.4.6) 

where t G [0,r*]. We use (2.4.5)-(2.4.6) in conjunction with (2.3.2) and (2.4.4) to 
obtain 

Mt)\\p,h ^ CI^"" + h'"^' + {h/er^'e + h'^{h/e)'^\lnh\ + f Ms)\\,,ds] 
Jo 

(2.4.7) 
for N > 2. Hence ||e(t)||p,/j ^ 0(t), where (f){t) is the solution of the ordinary 
differential equation 

(P{t) = C[e^<^ + h'''+' + {h/e)'''+h^h'^{h/e)^\lnh\-^ f y{s)ds], (j){0) = 0. 
Jo 

A straightforward Gronwall argument yields the estimate (2.1.25) of Theorem 2.3 

for the errors in the particle states on [0, T*]. 

The discussions in the concluding sections of [30, 42, 62, 64] enable us to 

obtain uniform bounds for the errors in the particle paths from the bounds on 

supo<t<r* lk(^)llp,/i- More importantly, from such uniform estimates involving uni

versal constants independent of T*, we can deduce that T* = T and that all consis

tency, stability, and error bounds are global. With global discrete i/-estimates of 

the errors in the particle states given by (2.1.25), we can combine the consistency 

bounds (2.4.4) with stability (2.3.2) to obtain (2.1.26). 

We now turn to showing assertion (C) of Theorem 2.3, concerning the uniform 

convergence of the approximate fields E^{t, •) to E{t, •) on [0, T]. Let x G S(0, R) 

for some positive R, and let Xj^ e B{0,R) he that lattice point of the form Xj^. := 

{ji,i - 1/2)Axi, i = l,.. .,N, closest to x. We have 

\E^{t,x) - E{t,x)\ < \E\t,x) - E^{t,Xj,)\ + 

\E\t,x,J - E\t,x,,)\ + \E\t,Xj,) - E{t,x,,)\ -f 

\E{t,Xj,) - E{t,x)\ := {I) + (//) + ( / / / ) + {IV). 
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The set of positions x closest to Xj, is the prism centered at Xj, with sides Ax,. 

i - 1 , . . . Â . The continuous fields E^{t, •) and E{t, -) are approximated on such 

prisms by the piecewise constant fields E^{t,Xj,) and E{t,Xj,), respectively, and 

(I) and (II) refiect the errors incurred. For fixed t G [0,r], term (III) is treated by 

the consistency estimate (2.2.24) and (IV) is bounded by using the smoothness of 

E{t, •) as an element of iy2Ar+i,oo ]̂̂ iv^ 

To estimate (I), we have 

I/I < E <h{x-X^{t))-k,{x,^-X^{t))] 
iGZ 2N 

Y. ^i I Dke{xj, - Xi{t) + ef (t) + e{x - Xj,))de{x - Xj,) 

We can treat (I) by exactly the same procedure used to analyze (2.3.27) in the 

treatment of stability. Indeed, (I) produces errors 0{h). We need only observe 
that 

sup max \Xi{t) - X^{t) + e{x - Xj)\ ^ C{e + h) 
o<t<TieZ2^ 

and then deduce that the sum in (I) is uniformly bounded on [0, T] with high 

probability. This follows from an application of Lemma 2.9. 

To study (II), we write 

E aAke{xj, - X^{t)) - k{x,, - X,{t))] 
iGZ2A^ 

E aJf Dk,{x,, - X,{t) -f eef{t))de) ef{t) 
zGZ2iV V/o J 

and this yields a bound proportional to the uniform estimates on the errors in the 

particle trajectories. The extension to all time (because of the presence of (HI)) 

follows from the exact same arguments advanced in the concluding paragraphs of 

Section 2.3: We subdivide [0,T] into L intervals of length h^, i> N, and use the fact 

that the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck dynamics indicate that the states {Pj{t) : j G Z^^}, 

t G [tn,tn+i]: arc closc to those at tn uniformly with high probabiUty given by 

Lemma 2.12. 



CHAPTER III 

DETERMINISTIC PARTICLE METHODS APPLIED TO VPFP EQUATIONS 

3.1 Description of the Splitting Procedure 

The spUtting procedure used in this chapter has its counterpart in the vortex 

setting when Navier-Stokes equations are treated, especially for high Reynolds 

numbers. We refer to the pubUcations of J.T. Beale and A. Majda [8], L.-A. 

Ying [67, 68], and J.T. Beale and C. Greengard [7]. In our treatment, we employ 

a spUtting procedure motivated by the ideas of G.H. Cottet and S. Mas-GalUc 

in their treatment of the Navier-Stokes equations [22], whereby particle methods 

are used to approximate the convective part and the diffusion is simulated by 

convolving the particle approximation with the field-free Fokker-Planck kernel. 

Such a step corresponds to that stage in the random particle procedure whereby 

a Wiener process in velocity is added to the convective trajectories to mimic the 

Ornstein-Uhlenbeck dynamics. In this step, the mass or charge is redistributed 

on the particles in their previous states. Our ideas are made feasible by some 

formulas by F. Bouchut [10, pp. 242-244] and by M.L. Clark and H.D. Victory, 

Jr. [19] concerning the field-free fundamental solution to both the initial-value and 

periodic problems. 

In order to describe our splitting procedure, we let V^(t)/o be the solution 

f{t, -, •) of (1.1.3) - (1.1.6). The underlying ideas can be summarized in two basic 

steps. 

(A). Solve the convective or transport problem: 

%{t, x,v)-^v VJ{t, X, T;) + V, • {E{t, x) - (3v)f{t, x, v) = 0, (3.1.1a) 
ot 

E{t, x) := -Xk * p{t, x), (3.1.16) 

f\t=o = fo, (3.1.1c) 

and we denote by V{t)fo the solution of (3.1.1a)-(3.1.1c). This problem is solved 

by characteristics as follows: Let t i-> {X{t; s, x, v), V{t; s, x, v)) be the solution of 

the Hamiltonian trajectory equations, 

^ = V, ^ = E{t,X)-0V, (3.1.2a) 
dt at 

40 
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X\t=s = x, V\t=s = v. {3.1.2b) 

The mapping {x,v) ^ {X{t;s,x,v), V{t;s,x,v)) is a diffeomorphism of R^ onto 
itself, if E{t, •) is suitably smooth in x, with Jacobian 

d{X{t; s, X, v), V{t; s, x, v))/d{x, v) = e'^'^^'-'l (3.1.3) 

In the periodic case, we have periodicity of the trajectories, i.e., {X{t;s,x + 

nL,v), V{t;s,x -^nL,v)) = {X{t;s,x,v) + nL, V{t;s,x,v)) [5, p. 414]. Also 

V{t)fo = fo{X{0;t,x,v), V{0;t,x,v))e''^K 

(B). Next, consider the VFP equation, 

d 
—g{t, x,v) + v- V:,g{t, x, v) + Vy- {-(3v)g{t, x, v) = aAyg{t, x, v), (3.1.4a) 

9\t=o = go{x,v). (3.1.46) 

This problem has a unique solution for bounded initial data which is represented 

as the convolution of a Gaussian-type kernel with go. More precisely 

g{t,x,v)= / / Gp{x,v,t,^,u,0)go{(,u)d^du, (3.1.5) 
J JW^N 

where [7, pp. 242-244] 

Gp{x, v, t, ^, V, 0) = Go,/3(t, x - i - iix{t)v, V - e-^'v), (3.1.6a) 

with 

/.o(t) = (1 + e-^0/2, Mi(t) = r ' ( 1 - e-^*), (3.1.66) 

^0,^(^,3:,^) = (47raL>^(t))-^exp{-$o(^,a:,v)/4a}, (3.1.6c) 

$o(^, X, v) = [D{t)]-' f \yLi{s)v - e-^'x\^ds, (3.1.6d) 

D{t) = 0-'[fio{t)fii{t)t - fxl{t)]. (3.1.6e) 

A rather tedious calculation yields the following useful formula 

/ G0{x,v,t,C,u,O)dv = (:{t,x-i-^,{t)u), (3.1.7a) 
JRN 

where 
C{t,x) := {iTTadi{t))-''/'exp(-|x|V4arfi(t)), (3.1.76) 
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and 

di{t) = J fil{s)ds. (3.1.7c) 

For the periodic problem, the unique, bounded solution of (3.1.4a) - (3.1.4b) 

can be expressed as a convolution of the initial data with the periodic, field-free 

fundamental solution e^(x, v, t, ^, p, 0) by the formula 

g{t,x,v)= f f ep{x,v,t,ti^,0)go{^,iy)d^du, t > 0, {x,v)eSL. (3.1.8) 
J J SL 

We refer the reader to Chapter II of [19] for the details in obtaining a closed 

expression for Qp{x,v,t,e„i^,^). The treatment of the periodic heat kernel by 

D.V. Widder in Chapter 5 of [66] was generahzed to the setting here. Formally, 

we represent 9/3(x, v, t, $,, v, 0) as 

ep{x, v, t, e, V, 0) = eo,/3(t, x - ^ - ^ii{t)v, v - e-^'v), (3.1.9) 

where 

eQ^p{t,x,v)= Y. Go,f3{t,x + nL,v), (3.1.10) 
nGZ^ 

and Z ^ denotes the set of multi-indices in R^. Classical arguments (cf., e.g., pp. 

86-88 of [66]) indicate that Qo^i3{t,x,v) is well defined as a C°°-function for all 

{t,x,v) ^{0,nL,0), neZ^. 

When Qo^p{t,x,v) is represented as a uniformly convergent Fourier series (in 

x), we obtain that 

SoAt^^:^) = {27^/L)''{4^^aflo{t)^il{t))-''/'exp[-\v\y4a^lo{t)^il{t)] • 

eAr(27r(2/io(^)a; - fii{t)v)/2fio{t)L, 47r^aD{t)/L^fio{t)iii{t)), (3.1.11) 

where QN{X, t) denotes the classical, A^-dimensional, third theta function of Jacobi, 

Qj,{x,t) = (27r)-^ E e^""e-l"l ' = (27r)-^ E ^"'"' 'cosn-x. (3.1.12) 
nGZ^ nGZ^ 

The field-free, periodic fundamental solution is defined by (3.1.9) and (3.1.11). 

The precise same steps in obtaining (3.1.11) allow us to deduce moreover that 

/ Qo3{t,x,v)dv = {27T/L)^eN{27rx/L,i7r''adi{t)/L'), (3.1.13) 
JRN 
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^ ^ Qp{x, v, t, C, V, 0)dv = (27r/L)^eAr(27r(x - { - /xi(t)i/)/L, i7r^adi{t)/L^). 

(3.1.14) 
In order to describe the method, we first specify j = (ji, J2) G Z^ x Z^ in 

terms of their components by j , = (ji,i,ji,2,. • .JI,N), J2 := (j2,i, • • .J2,N). Label 
each grid cell by 

BJ := {{x,v) G R^ X R^ : (ji , - l)Ax, < x, < j,,Ax„ {32, - 1)A^, 

<Vi<J2^iAvi,i = l,2,...,N}, 

where for each i,l <i < N: 

(a) Axi and Avi are the mesh widths for the zth spatial and the zth momentum 

coordinates, respectively; 

(b) Xi and Vi are the ith components for the spatial and momentum coordinates, 

respectively. 

For the periodic problem, we select Axi = L/{2Jl) where J} G N for each i = 

1, 2 , . . . , A", since we wish to cover the strip SL C R ^ ^ . 

Each point in phase space SL and R^^ will be denoted by P = {x, v) and we 

label the center of each Bj by Pj = {xj-^, Vj^). The diameter of each Bj is given by 
AT AT 

h^ = 'Y Ax^ + Avi and its volume A/̂  := JJ AxiAvi. Introduce a time step and 
i=l i=l 

set tn = nAt, 72 > 0. 

Step 1: Start with 

/ 0 : = / o , E\0,-):=-\k^p{^,-), (3.1.15) 

with p{t,') defined by (1.1.5) for t = 0. 

Next, given ff^, P/ '" , we define /̂ "^^ and P/'"+' as foUows: 

Step 2: First, we denote by /^ the following particle approximation to fj^: 

fh--= E a]6{P-P^n, (3.1.16) 

a^":=A,/,"(P, ' '>-^^*". (3.1.17) 

Step 3: Advance particles (XJ"'", F / ' " ) by solving the VP system by a standard 

particle method. More precisely, we solve: 

-^X?'"(r) = V/'"(r), 0 < r < A^, (3.1.18a) 
dr -^ 
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-^Vj^-^ir) = E\t, + T,Xf-(T)) -)3VI''''{T), (3.1.186) 

P^'"iO) = (Xf •",¥''•"), (3.1.18c) 

where 

E'^{tn + T, x) := -Xk * C(At,.) * / E « i ^ ( ^ - ^/'"(-^))^^ 

+^lhk^ I^^No{-,v)dv. (3.1.19) 

Here jj^ is introduced to enforce charge conservation and is given by 

7? := E ^V\\No\\o,i,2N. (3.1.20) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

Step 4- Set, now. 

pM+i _ pM(^^)^ (3.1.21a) 

ChP)= E a^"^(i^-Pf'"+^). (3.1.216) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

Step 5: Finally, solve the Unear VFP equation with initial data f^^^{P) to obtain 

formally 

/ r ' ( ^ , ' ' ) : = E a,"Go.,9(Ai,x-XJ''"+\t;-V;''-"+^). (3.1.22) 
j G Z 2 ^ 

Step 6: Begin the calculations for the next time interval by computing the weights 

for the particle approximation 

af^ := A„/r^(P/ '"+>-^^*"+^. (3.1.23) 

For the periodic case, the summations in (3.1.16), (3.1.19), (3.1.20), (3.1.21b), 

and (3.1.22) wiU be over those indices j G Z^^ for which Xj^ G WL{0). Also in 

(3.1.20) the integral of No{x, v) is taken over phase space SL- The approximation is 

defined by (3.1.15), (3.1.17) - (3.1.22). During each time step of the algorithm, the 

convective part is solved numerically by a particle method, whereas the diffusion is 

reflected by redistributing the charge or mass associated with the particles in their 

previous states. In computing the fields for the periodic case, we would employ 
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finite elements to solve for the potential U^{tn +T,X), 0< T < At, satisfying the 
foUowing periodic Poisson equation, 

-A,U\tn + ^' ^) = - '^ / ^ (27r/L)^e^(27r(x - y)/L, i7r'adi{At)/L') • 

Y. ^l^{P-Pj^"{r))dvdy + X^l f N,{x,v)dv. (3.1.24) 
jGZ2iv ^R^ 

In order to insure better accuracy in the electrostatic or gravitational fields, 

we use super-convergent derivative recovery methods analyzed in [69] for general 

quadrilateral finite elements, which we have implemented for periodic Poisson prob

lems. For such methods, we employ derivatives of the finite-element potential at 

the Gaussian points to obtain super-convergent approximates to the gradients or 

fields at the Lobatto points. The Lagrange interpolant in turn produces approxi

mates to the gradients which exhibit global super-convergence in both the uniform 

and mean square senses, of one order higher than expected. 

For the Poisson equation defined on all R^ we can simplify the expressions for 

E {tn + T,x) in (3.1.19) somewhat by obtaining closed expressions for convolving 

k{x) with ({At, x), which we henceforth denote by KaAt{x)- We can calculate this 

convolution by observing that KtjAt{x) will solve a spherically symmetric Poisson 

equation, with ({At,x) as source, and we find for Ka/^t{x) the expression 

•(4o-(ii(At))-i/2|i | 

'0 

For the important cases A" = 2,3, we can compute 

KaAt{x) := {4adi{At)/\x\'^)^ / ^^-^e"" du x, N> 2. (3.1.25a) 
J (J 

KaAt{x) := (1 - exi>{-\x\yAadi{At)))/27r\x\^ x, N = 2; (3.1.256) 

KaAt{x) := i{i7T\x\')-'^'[-{4ad,{At))-'/'\x\exp{-\x\y4ad,{At)) 

/•(4(Tdi(A«))-i/2|x| 

-\- exp{-u^)du]x, N = 3. (3.1.25c) 

In the convergence treatment for the periodic problem, KaAt{x) is formally the 

convolution of the quantity (27r/L)^6Ar(27rx/L, 47r^adi{At)/L'^) with the gradient 

k{x) of the periodic Green's function of the Laplacian. The expression for E^{tn + 

T, x) can be reformulated in terms of KaAt{x) as 
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E\tn + r,x) = X^lk * ^ ^ A^o(-,v)dv - A E ci^jK,At{x - Xf^{T)). (3.1.26) 
jGZ2iV 

We next present our convergence result. 

Theorem (Convergence of Splitting Algorithm). Assume that we have (1 + 1^^)^ 
fo{x,v), ( 1 + | ^ | 2 ) f7Vo(x ,7 ; ) G W^27V+l,l(j^2Ar) p^2Ar+l,oo(3^27V)^ 0 < m < 7^0, 

mo > N^-N. Assume, moreover, that h and adi{At) satisfy the following stability 

condition (cf, also, (3.4.19)) 

h''^-^\ad,{At))~'^ < C{cjd,{At)fl\ (3.1.27) 

where C is a given positive constant. Given T > 0, CTQ > 0, /?o > 0, there is a 

constant C, depending on the data fo, NQ, and T but independent of the numerical 

parameters such that for adi{At) sufficiently small 

\\E{t, •) - E''{t, •)||o,p,Ar < C{ad,{At))'/\ (3.1.28) 

for all te[0,T],a<ao,p<^Q. 

We prove this result by examining the convergence of the velocity moments of 

fJl{x,v) and we show this is first order in A^. Convergence rates for the velocity 

moments then imply similar rates for the approximate densities and fields. 

To carry out the convergence analysis, it will be convenient to describe the 

algorithm by employing operator notation. Let K-Ai(^) be the operator such that 

V(jAt{i)fo is the solution of (3.1.1a)-(3.1.1b), with K(rAt{x) in lieu of k{x). Then 

(3.1.22) can be formulated as 

S^^\x,v) = GoA^t, ; •) * (y„^,(At)/;:)(x,t;), (3.1.29) 

or, for the periodic problem, explicitly as 

fl^^\x, v) = IJ^ eo,/j(At, x-y,v- w)V,At{At)f;:{y, w)dydw. (3.1.30) 

For (3.1.19), we have 

E\tn + r, •) : - -XK^At * J^^ ^.At(r)/^(- , v)dv -f Xj^^k * ^ ^ A^o(', v)dv, (3.1.31) 
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with the consequence that 

E^{tn+u •) = -XK^At * j ^ ^ fh^^-,v)dv -f X^^^k * I^ No{-, v)dv. (3.1.32) 

Although E {t, •) is not a continuous function of time, being redefined at the 

points tn = nAt for the next time interval, the definition of the Hamiltonian 

trajectories {X^{t;s,x,v), V^{t;s,x,v)) generated by E^{t,X''{t;s,x,v)) makes 

sense and these functions are continuous with respect to t. More importantly, the 

smoothness of {X^{tn + T;tn,x,v), V^{tn + T;tn,x,v)) with respect to {x,v) is 

guaranteed as E^{tn-\-r, x) is smooth with respect to the position variable x, with 

partial derivatives uniformly bounded on 0+ < r < At (cf., e.g., [20, pp. 25-29]). 

We conclude this section with an observation which is necessary for the imple

mentation of the method. We can check that 

a] =Ah Y <-'GoA^t, Xj^'" - Xf'^ y/ '" - F '̂̂ '")e-^/3*" (3.1.33) 
z G Z 2 ^ 

(with a similar expression for the periodic problem with 6o,/3(At, X^'^—X^'^, V̂ '̂"— 

Vl"'"") replacing G'o,^(At,Xf" - Xf '" ,F/ ' " - V^'"")). The total mass or charge is 

not conserved in general. Indeed, we would like 

We overcome this problem by defining a^ in the following way for the purely 

Cauchy problem 

a- = a]-' + A, E « " ' - a]-')GoA^t, XJ '̂" - Xf'", V '̂̂ '" - V;''")e-^^^^ 
iGZ2^ 

(3.1.34) 

with an analogous expression for the periodic setting with ©o,/? (At, •, •) substituted 

for Go d{At, •, •). This method is conservative and is the scheme we implement. 

We shall employ the notation "C" to represent many of the constants occurring 

in the analysis in the next sections, but otherwise enumerate these with a subscript 

when clarity is required. These constants depend at most on the problem parame

ters T, the bounds for a and p, and the bounds on the Sobolev norm of the data, 

but are independent of the numerical parameters h and At. In many cases, the 

expUcit dependence of such constants can be inferred from the analysis. 
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3.2 Preliminary Results 

The preliminary results needed in the convergence analysis wiU use the prop

erties of solutions to (3.1.2a) - (3.1.2b) and to (3.1.18a) - (3.1.18c) when the fields 

themselves are periodic in the spatial variable x (cf., e.g.. Chapter 2 of [34] and [5, 

p. 414]). For ease of presentation, we let pf{t,x) denote the zeroth velocity mo

ment of f{t,x,v) > 0, i.e., pf{t,x) := / f{t,x,v)dv. Occasionally, Q. wiU denote 
JR'^ 

either R^ or WiSfS), when the cited results apply to both settings. 

The purpose of the following proposition is to obtain Sobolev estimates on 

both Go,p{t,x,v) and its velocity moment C{t,x). These estimates will follow in 

a straightforward manner from the representation of these functions as described 

in the previous section. The analysis of the derivatives of these quantities uses 

essentially the following inequality concerning derivatives of the exponential 

We-'^'l < (r/2e(l - a^))'/^-'''''", xeR, (3.2.1) 

with a any parameter in (0,1). Additionally, similar estimates result for 6o,^(t, x, v) 

and {2Tr/L)^eN{27rx/L, 47rVdi(t)/L2) from those for Go,^(t, x,'?;) and (:{t,x). We 

refer the reader to [63, pp. 112-114] and to Chapter II of [19] for details. 

Proposition 3.1 Let j := {juJ2) G Z^ x Z^ where both ji and 32 have nonneg-

ative components. There exist constants Cj^a o-nd Ck such that 

(a). \Di^Dl^GoAi.x,v)\ < C,>[/io(t)Mi(t)/aD(t)]l^-^l/^ • (3.2.2) 

[rfi(t)/aP>(t)]l^'^l/'Go,/3(t, ax, av), a G (0,1); 

(b). WDiWi^GoAt^ •: •)\\o,P,N < C,A^7raDHt))-T[p,{t)p2{t)/aD{t)]\^^\/' • 

[dl(t)/aD(t)]l^•^l/^ a G ( 0 , l ) , p-'+q-' = l; (3.2.3) 

(c). \m')\\k,p,N<Ck{cTd,{t))-^-K pe[l,oo], p-' + q-' = l, (3.2.4) 

with SoA^^^^^) «^^ (27r/L)^0Ar(27ra;/L, A7r^adi{t)/L^) having qualitatively sim

ilar estimates. 

Proof: The assertions for OoA^^^^^) ^^^^^"^ ^^ "̂̂  ^^^^^ concerning Go,/3(t,x,v) 

by exploiting the rapidly converging series representation of eo,/3(t,x, v) in terms 

of shifts of G'o,/3(t,x,v) as in (3.1.10). For example, the pointwise estimate for 
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Dl'Di'QoAt,x,v) follows when (a) is applied to each term of (3.1.10). Sobolev 

estimates on QoA^: x, v) Ukewise result from (b) directly when we observe that the 

series in (3.1.10) exhibits rapid uniform convergence for t > 0 and (x, v) e SL- The 

Sobolev estimates in (3.2.4) for ((t, •) apply directly to ( ^ ) ^ e i v ( ^ , 47rV(ii(t)/L2) 

represented in the foUowing expressions as a rapidly uniformly converging series of 

shifts of ({t,x): 

(27r/L)^eAr(27rx/L, 47T'ad,{t)/L') = / BQ p{t, x, v)dv = (3.2.5) 
JRN 

Y C{t,x + nL), t > 0 , xeWL{0). 
n G Z ^ ^ 

The details are left to the reader. 

For any f{t,x,v), t > 0, {x,v) G R^^ or SL, define Mn,f{t,x,v) with m > 0 

by 

]^n,f{t, X, v) := (1 + \v\')'^f{t,X, v). (3.2.6) 

We refer the reader to [63, pp. 125-126] and [10, pp. 245-246] for obtaining L°°-

and i / - estimates on p/(t, •) in terms of, respectively, the L°°- and L^- norms of 

^mf{t, X, v). The estimates for the periodic case are shown by the same arguments 

as in the aforementioned works. 

We leave the reformulation of the following proposition for the periodic setting 

to the interested reader. Its proof is straightforward and is omitted. 

Proposition 3.2 Let m be any nonnegative number and for t > 0, let f{t, •,-) be 

defined on R^^. 

(A). Suppose for each t > 0, Mmf{t, •, •) G L°°(R'^). Then: 

(i). ||M^_,/(t,.,.)llo,oo,2iv< (3.2.7) 
J_ m — t 

Ci(m,£)||/(i,-,-)llo;oo,2;vl|M„/(t,-,-)||o,^,2Af. 0 < ^ < m; 

(ii). \\Pf{t,-)\Wo.,N< (3-2.8) 
m-N N C2{N, m)\\f{t, •, • ) l l o X 2 A ^ l l ^ m / ( ^ , •, •)llo;oo,2Ar, TU > N. 

(B). Suppose, for each t > 0, Mmf{t: •, 0 € ^^(R^^), with f{t, -, •) G L ~ ( R 2 ^ ) . 

Then: 
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(iii). | |M^_J(t,.,.)| |o,i,27v< (3.2.9) 

C3{m, i)\\f{t, ; •)\\to,,2N\\Mmf{t, ; ')\\ol2N. 0 < i < m; 

(iv)- l |P/(^, ' ) l lo,^,iv< (3.2.10) 
TV 

TV 

C,{N, m)\\f{t, ; •)| |o":iVI|M^/(t, , Ollol^iv-

Here the constants d, i = 1,2,3,4, depend at most on the indicated parameters. 

We now cite some preUminary results concerning convolution with k{x). We 
TV 

recaU at this point that k{x) is an element of the weak Lebesgue space Lw~^ (R^) 
TV 

or Lw~^ {WL{0)) [54, p. 30] and that convolutions with k{x) must be estimated by 

means of the extended Young's inequahty [54, p. 32] or by the Hardy-Littlewood-

Sobolev inequality [59, pp. 117-121]. The Calderon-Zygmund inequality [59, p. 

39 (Theorem 3)] is used to treat the derivatives and implies that the convolution 

produces one additional L^- derivative. Sobolev estimates on i^aAt(') and on the 

exact and approximate fields can be obtained by means of these inequalities. 

Proposition 3.3 Let f G IJ'{R^) or LI{WL{0)), 1 < p < oo. Then there exist 

constants C such that the following estimates hold: 

(i). \\k^f\\o,p,n<C\\f\\o,,,n: q-' = N-'-^p-\ 1< q, p < oo; (3.2.11) 

(ii). | |m*/| |o,p,n<C||/ | |o,p,Q, l < p < o o ; (3.2.12) 

(iii). 11̂  * /||o,oo,n < C\\f\\lf^M\\^,n; (3.2.13) 

(iv). \\Dk * /||o,oo,n < ||/||o,oo,n[A^-' + NH1 + \\Df \\o,oo,n)] + Aru;^'||/||o,i,n 

-h N{1 + ||Z)/||o,oc,fi)-'||^/l|o,oo,r2; (3.2.14) 

(v). \\{k-K,At)*f\\o,p,n<Cad,{At)\f\i,p,n: l<P<oo. (3.2.15) 

Proof: Item (i) is the weU known Hardy-Littlewood-Sobolev inequahty and (ii) is 

the Calderon-Zygmund inequality. Items (iii) and (iv) are classical and we refer to 

[35, pp. 237-239] for the proofs. The estimate (3.2.15) bounds the error resulting 

from regularizing k{x). Its proof follows from the exact arguments by G.H. Cottet 

and S. Mas-GalUc [22, p. 810] in treating the errors resulting from convolving the 
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vorticity with the mollified velocity (Biot-Savart) kernel in calculating the velocity 

field for incompressible, viscous flow. See also [53, pp. 267-269]. 

In [19] and [63], local existence of classical solutions was shown for Cauchy 

and periodic VPFP systems, when A" > 2, by working with \\Mmf{t, •, •)\\O,OO,2N-

m > N, where f{t,x,v) denotes the particle distribution. On the other hand, P.L. 

Lions and P. Perthame [41] and B. Bouchut [10] show that classical solutions result, 

respectively, for three-dimensional VP and VPFP systems from the boundedness 

of supo<i<x ||A^m/(^5 *5 •)llo,i,2Ar for every T < oo,m < mo, where mo > 3. This 

analysis can be formally generalized to any dimension A", but only local existence 

of classical solutions can be deduced for A" > 4. 

The boundedness of the density and the fields on compact time intervals foUows 

by Sobolev embedding arguments when C^- data are given. More precisely, the 

following mappings are continuous: 

(i). t ^ p{t, •) G L^(R^), l<q<{N + mo)/N; (3.2.16) 

(ii). t K ^ ^ ( t , . ) e L ^ ( R ^ ) , (3.2.17) 

A /̂(A^ -l)<q< N{N -\- mo)/{N^ -N- mo), mo < N^ - N; 

(iii) f ^ E{t,') G C°'*(R^) (i.e., functions H51der continuous on R^ 

with indexes 6), 6<{mo- {N' - N))/{N -h mo), mo > Â ^ - AT. (3.2.18) 

The same results hold for the periodic setting. 
For the purpose of the convergence analysis, we let both (1 + |v| ) 2 fo{x,v) 

and (l + h P ) ^ No{x,v) be elements of W^2yv+i,i(̂ 2iV) p^2iv+i,oo(i^2iV) (̂ ,̂  ^f 

\Y2N+i,ir^\ ^\Y2N+I,CO^^^^ fQj. the periodic case). Here m is at least as large as 

Â 2 _ jv, for Â  > 2. Our first result is a stabiUty result for solutions to both VP 

and VPFP systems stated for purely Cauchy problems. 

Proposition 3.4 Under the conditions on fo and No cited above, there is a con

stant depending at most on T, and on the Wl'^^'^' and 1^!^+^'°° bounds on 

Mmfo{x, v) and MmNo{x, v), such that for any t e [0,T], 0 < k <2N + 1, 

IIV(t)/o||fc,oo,2Ar + IIV(t) /o | |M,27V < C{\\fo\\k,c.,2N + | l /o lk , l ,2 iv) , ( 3 . 2 . 1 9 ) 

| | y^ ( t ) / o | | , , oo ,2 iV + \\V'{t)fo\\k,l,2N < C( | | /o |k,oo,2iV + | | / o | |M ,2 iv ) . ( 3 . 2 . 2 0 ) 
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Here V{t) fo{x, v) is the solution of the VPFP system (1.L3) - (1.1.6), with data 

fo{x, v) and No{x, v). These estimates are uniform for a and (5 residing in bounded 

subintervals of R" .̂ 

Proof: The basic existence theory by P.L. Lions and B. Perthame [41], and by 

F. Bouchut [10], implies the existence of solutions in W^^'^{^^)^W^^^{^^) for 

each t (respectively, in W^^°^{SL) for the periodic case), 0 < A; < 2Â  + 1. The 

discussion here wiU indicate how the constants depend on T and on a priori bounds 

on the Sobolev norms of Mmfo{x,v) and MmNo{x,v). We focus on the VPFP 

system, as the estimates apply verbatim to the VP setting. 

For A; = 0, the conclusion of the Proposition follows from the L^- and L°°- esti

mates of solutions to VPFP systems obtained in [63, pp. 123-124]. For /: = 1, we 

formally differentiate the underlying VPFP equation to obtain an inhomogeneous 

equation for Df{t, x, v), with its 2A" x 2A' coefficient matrix involving DE{t, x) as 

an A" x A" entry. The usual L^- and L°°- estimates follow as before and result in a 

linear GronwaU inequality for \\Df{t, -, •)||o,oo,2Ar and \\Df{t, -, •)||o,i,2iv [63, pp. 133-

136]. It behooves us to prove that | |D^(t, •)||o,cx),Ar possesses a bound uniformly in 

cr and (3 residing in compact subintervals of R+. 

Toward this end, we consider MmDf{t,x,v) and obtain an inhomogeneous 

VPFP system for this [63, p. 134-136]. Inequality (3.2.14) produces L°°- estimates 

on ||L>^(t,')||o,oo,iv, in terms of L^- and L°°- bounds on pf{t,x) as weU as L°°-

bounds on Dpf{t, x). This can then be estimated in terms of ||M^i:>/(t, •, •)||o,oo,2Ar. 

A logarithmically nonlinear GronwaU inequality results for \\MmDf{t, -, •)||o,oo,27v 

which can be solved globally in time, with bounds uniform in a and p. Subse

quently, we can obtain uniform L^- estimates oi Df{t,-,-). 

The treatment of the higher order derivatives of f{t,x, v) proceeds by an in

duction argument. More precisely D^f{t,x,v) solves a VPFP equation, with in-

homogeneous portion involving terms with lower order derivatives of E{t, •) and 

/ ( t , •, •) plus a term linear in D^f{t, -, •) with coeflicient involving D^E{t, •). The 

treatment of D^E{t, -) requires an analysis of \\MmD^f{t, -, •)||o,oo,2iv which satis

fies a logarithmicaUy nonUnear GronwaU inequaUty. The detaUs of the induction 

are left to the reader. The periodic case is handled in a similar manner. 

We next show the convergence of the VPFP solution to the VP solution as 

(7 -> 0. The following result is proved for the purely Cauchy problem, but the 
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same techniques apply to the periodic problem. 

Theorem 3.5 Let the data fo{x,v) and No{x,v) satisfy the hypotheses of Propo-
sition 3.4- Then 

\\y^{t)fo-V{t)fo\\o,p,2N< (3.2.21) 

C c r t ( | | / o | | 2 , o o , 2 i V + | | / o | | 2 , l , 2 i V + SUp | | M ^ V ( t ) / o | | 2 , o o 2iv), I < P < OO. 
0<t<T 

Here, the constant C is independent oft G [0, T], and of the parameters a and (5 in 

compact intervals o/R+, but depends on the W'^^\R^^)- bounds on the data fo and 

No, and on W^''^{R'^)- bounds for fo. No, Mmfo, MmNo, N <m<mo,mo> 
N^-N. 

Proof: Let r{t,x,v) := V''{t)fo{x,v), f{t,x,v) := V{t)fo{x,v). We obtain for 

^{t,x,v):=f-{t,x,v)-f{t,x,v), 

d 
—S(t, x,v) + v VxS(t, X, v)-\-Vy' [E''{t, x) - Pv]E{t, x, v) - (3.2.22) 

(jA,E{t, X, v) = {E{t, x) - E''{t, x)) • VJ{t, X, v) + aAJ{t, x, v), 

where the notation p'^{t, •) and E''{t, •) denotes the VPFP density and associated 
fields. 

We solve (3.2.22) by using the fundamental solution to the VPFP equation 

(1.1.3). This is merely the transition probability density to the forward Kol

mogorov equation, the convective-diffusive VPFP equation. The properties of 

this fundamental solution are detailed in [63, pp. 117-124] and will allow us to ob

tain L^- and L°°- estimates on E{t, x, v) which are uniform in a and f3 in compact 

subintervals of R^. 

From (3.2.22), we are able to estimate 

\\E{t, ; ')\\o,l,2N <(^ f \f{t - S, ', ')\2,l,2Nds + (3.2.23) 

[' \\[E{t -s,')- E^{t - s,.)] . VJ{t - S, ; •)\\o,i,2Nds 
Jo 

and 

||S(t, •, •)llo,oo,2Ar <a f \f{t - s, ; •)\2,oo,2Ne'"'^'-'^ds + (3.2.24) 

/ ' | |[^(t - 5,.) - ^^( t - s, •)] • V J ( t - s,., •)\\o,oo,2Ne''^^'~'^ds. 
Jo 
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Now, for any t e [0,T], we appeal to (3.2.8) and (3.2.13) to obtain 

||[£;(t, •) - E^{t,.)] . VJ(t, , .)||o.:,2^ < Aa;i^'C||H(t, , •)l|o,i.2iv|/(«, •, -^ZN • 

l / ( * , v ) l t - " r - ^ ' " " " l | M „ P / ( t , , ) | | „ % , ; (3.2.25) 

\\lE(t,.) - E^t,.)]. V„ / (« , , .)||o,oc,2^ < | A K ' C | / ( t , , •)|i,oc,2;v||H(i,, •)\\IZ^ • 

IF (^ . •' •)llo,oo,2iv' | |M^^( t , . , Ollc^.ayv. (3.2.26) 

To make the inequaUties (3.2.23) and (3.2.24) self-consistent, we must study 

MmE{t,x,v), which satisfies an inhomogeneous VPFP equation [63, pp. 127-128] 

with source terms Ri{t,x,v) and R2{t,x,v) given by 

Ri{t, X, v) = aA^Mmf{t, X, v) - 2(7m{l + \v\^)-\ • VyMmf{t, x, v) + 

(crm(m + 2)|i;p(l -f \v\^)-'^ - Nam)Mm-2f{t,x,v) (3.2.27) 

and 

R2{t,x,v) = {E{t,x) - E%t,x)) • {V,Mmf{t:X,v) - m(l + | ^ | ' ) - ' / ' 

Mm-ir{t, X, v)v) + m(l + \v\^)-^''^Mm-iE{t, X, v){E{t, x)-v)-V 

{am{m + 2)|v|^(l + \v\'^)~'^ - Nam + m/?)M^_2S(t, x, v). (3.2.28) 

We now proceed to obtain uniform estimates on both Ri{t, x, v) and R2{t, x, v). 

Toward this end, we first note that the analysis [63, pp. 129-132] indicates that 

\\l^m-if^{t: "5 •)llo,oo,2Ar is bouuded uniformly in t G [0, T] and in a and /? in com

pact subsets of R+. Indeed, the proof of Proposition III.l of [63] indicates that 

||.E?'̂ (̂ , •)||o,oo,iv has such a bound and straightforward estimates produce a linear 

GronwaU inequality for | |M^/'^(t, •, •)||o,oo,Ar. Then from (3.2.7), we get the esti

mate for | |M^_i /^( t , . , •)lkoo,2iv. We can conclude that 

| | M ^ _ i r ( t , - , - ) | | o , o o , 2 A r < C | |M ^ /o | | o , oo ,2 iV . 

Additionally, we estimate 

sup \\Ri{s,;-)\\o,oo,2N<C{m,N)a sup | |M^ / ( t , •, .)||2,oc,2iv, (3.2.29) 
0<5<T 0<s<i 
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and 

ofit " ^ ' ^ ' ' •' •^"''•~'''' - ^ (™' ^ ) | 1 + o™P, l l ^™/(« . •- •)l|l.oo.2A.] • (3.2.30) 

sup | |E(5 , . ) -E"(s , . ) | | o .oo ,^ + C(™,iV) sup | |M„-(.,, .) | |o,oo,2;v. 
^-•^- '^ 0<s<t 

Let 

^ W - (3.2.31) 

m a x [ s u p | | S ( 5 , . , - ) | | o , i , 2 y V , s u p | | S ( 5 , •, •)||o,oo,2Ar, s u p | | M ^ H ( s , - , •)||o,oo,2Ar]. 
0<s<t 0<s<t 0<s<t 

From (3.2.23) - (3.2.26), in conjunction with the uniform estimates on ]^rn^{t, x, v) 

resulting from (3.2.29) and (3.2.30), we can obtain the foUowing GronwaU inequal

ity for Y{t): 

Y{t) < C f[ sup {||/(r,., .)||2,i,2Ar + (3.2.32) 

\\f{r, •, •)ll2,oo,2iv + | | M ^ / ( r , . , ')\\2,^,2N}]{Y{S) + (j)ds. 

A Gronwall argument yields the result of the theorem. Observe, moreover, 

that we obtain qualitatively the same type of bound for both supo<s<^ II/̂ '̂ (•̂ '̂) ~ 

p{s, •)llo,r,Ar, 7" = 1, OO, by (3.2.8) and supo<,<, | | ^ " (5 , •)-E{s, •)\\O,OO,N by (3.2.13). 

The estimates for general p G (l,oo) follow from an interpolation argument and 

the proof is complete. 

Proposition 3.4 and Theorem 3.5 are shown by working with the basic VFP 

equation, and subsequently using the properties of the fundamental solution to 

obtain L^- and L°°- estimates. In order to analyze the consistency and convergence 

of the time-spUtting algorithm for the periodic case, we shall need a change of 

variable formula for integrals over SL of spatially periodic functions. The proof of 

the next lemma can be found in [34, pp. 11-13]: 

L e m m a 3.6 Let A : R^^ -^ R^^ be a periodic diffeomorphism, i.e., 

A{x + Lci, v) = A{x, v) + L{ei, 0, ,0), (3.2.33) 

1 < i < A"; where {ci : I < i < N} denotes the standard basis in R^. Then if 

f{x, v) is spatially periodic with period L, then so is f o A and 

If f{x,v)dvdx= f f f{x,v)dvdx= I I f{A{x,v))Jj^{x,v)dvdx 
J JAiSL) -̂  ^ ' ^ JwLio) JR^ J JSL ^ 

(3.2.34) 
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where J^( - , •) is the Jacobian of the transformation A. 

We now check the consistency of the time-sphtting algorithm. In particular, 

we estimate the following quantity 

sup ^"(8)^- 11 Gis(;;s,^,u,0)e-''^'(V{s)fo){i + ^t,(s)u,ue-(")didu\\o,,,2N 
0<s<t J J^^^ 

with an analogous expression for the periodic case. 

Proposition 3.7 Let fo and No satisfy the hypothesis of Proposition 3.4- Then 

there is a constant C := C{T, fo,No), independent oft,a, and (5 such that 

sup \\V\s)fo-f[ G0{; ., s, e, î , 0)e-^^^(V(s)/o)(e + fii{s)iy, iye-^')d^diy\\o,p,2N 
o<s<t J JR^^ 

< Cat^, 0<s<t<T, l<p<oo. (3.2.35) 

Proof: Let us set 

A'^{s,x,v) := 

V^{s)fo{x, v)- j j , , G^{x, V, s, e, z/, 0)e-^^^(V(s)/o)(C + f^i{s)iy, ye-^')dvd^. 

A rather tedious calculation yields the foUowing inhomogeneous VPFP equation 

for A.'^{s,x,v): 

—AUs, x,v)-^v • V,A'^(s,X, v) + V,- {E'{s,x)- /3v)A^(s, x, v)- aA,A^(s, x, v) 
ds 

= h{s, X, v) 4- /2(s, X, v), (3.2.36) 

A''{0,x,v) = 0. (3.2.37) 

Here, 

/ , ( . , X, V) = [E{s, X) - E^{s, x)\ • V. / 1 ^ ^ G,{x, v, s, C, . , 0)e-'^''» • (3.2.38) 

U,^^^y)= f f Gp(x,v,x,^,u,0)e-''^'[E{s,^ + n,(s)i.)-E{s,x)]-
^̂  ' ^ J JR^N 

[V„(V(.)/o)(e + ^^l(^>, ^^''') - V.(l^(s)/o)(^,«)l<ied'' + (3.2.39) 

V,{V(s)fo){x, v) • I lOpix, V, s,C, 1^, 0)e-''^'[E{s,^ + ,ii{s)u) - E{s,x)\didv. 
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Therefore, by [63, pp. 123-124 (Proposition II.5)], 

sup ||A^(s,-,.)||o,i,2iv< / sup[||/i(r,.,.)||o,i,27v + ||/2(r,-,-)llo,i,2Ar]c?s, (3.2.40) 
0<s<t JO 0<T<s 

sup ||A''(s, •, •)l|o,cc,2;v</e''«'-^) sup [||/i(r, •, •)lkoo.2» + \\h{r, ; •)l|o,cc,2jvlds, 
0<s<t JO 0<T<s 

(3.2.41) 

and U*- estimates wiU follow by interpolation for p G (1, oo). Theorem 3.5 impUes 

s u p | | / i ( s , •,.)||o,r,2iV < C s u p | / (5 , . , . ) | i , , ,2ArO-t , r = 1, OO. (3 .2 .42 ) 
0<s<t 0<s<t 

For treating l2{s,x,v), we make use of Taylor's formula with integral remain

der applied to \/v{V{s)fo){x,v) and E{s,x). After a change of variables in the 

integrals defining l2{s, -,-), we need the following spatial and velocity moments of 

Go,/3(5,rc,v): 

/ / {x-y)GoA't^x-y,v-w)dydw= (3.2.43) 
J 7E2Ar 

/ / {v - w)Go,p{t, X -y,v- w)dwdy = 0; 
J 7R2Ar 

/ / \x- y\^Go p{t, x-y,v- w)dydw = 2Nadi{t); (3.2.44) 
J JR2N 

11 {x-y)-{v- w)GoAt^ x-y,v- w)dydw = 2N(jp\{t). (3.2.45) 

Analogous formulas hold for the periodic case, and are obtained by rather cum

bersome calculations involving the Â - dimensional third theta function of Jacobi: 

f f {x- y)QoAt^ x-y,v- w)dwdy = j J^ (^ - w)€)o,/3(t, x-y,v- w)dwdy = 0; 

-^ "̂ ^ ' ^"^ (3.2.46) 

f f \x-y\^eoAt^^-y^^-'^)^^^y= (3.2.47) 

00 

NL'TT-' 5 : ( - l ) "+ 'n -2 ( l - exp{-i7TVad,{t)/L')); 
n = l 

/ / {x-y)-{v- w)eoA^^ x-y,v- w)dwdy = (3.2.48) 

oo 

2Napl{t) Yi-^T^' exp{-A7r'n'ad,{t)/L'). 
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Consequently, we can deduce from (3.2.39), (3.2.43) - (3.2.45) 

s u p \\l2{s,-r)\\o,r,2N <C SUp | | ^ ( s , •) ||2,oo,Ar SUp | | / ( s , •, .)||2,r,2iV(jt, f = 1, OO, 
0<s<t 0<s<t 0<s<t 

(3.2.49) 

and the conclusion of the proposition follows from (3.2.40) - (3.2.42) and (3.2.49). 

The estimates for the periodic case will Ukewise result from (3.2.46) - (3.2.48) when 

Lemma 3.6 is used to simplify the integrals defining Ii{s, x, v) and l2{s, x, v) with 

the change of variable (J, î ) ^ (^ + Mo(̂ )̂ , i/e~^*). We omit the details, and the 

proof is complete. 

3.3 Error Estimates on a Time Step 

For t G [0,T1, let us set e/,(t, •) := E{t,-) - E\t,-), el{-) := e„(tn, •), where 

E^{t, •) has been defined for t„ + r, 0 < r < At by (3.1.26) and E{t, •) (without 

the superscript a) denotes the exact fields of the VPFP system. In this section, 

t e {tn, tn+i] and we write t = t^ + r, 0 < r < At. 

The solution of (3.1.2a) and (3.1.2b) with the given exact and approximate 

fields is denoted in the remainder of this analysis by {X{t;s,x,v),V{t;s,x,v)) 

and {X^{t;s,x,v), V^{t;s,x,v)), respectively. The notation 5(r ) / ( t„ , •, •) (or 

SaAt{r)f{tnr,')) indicates the solution of the linear convective Vlasov (trans

port) equation (2.1a) on (tn,tn+i] with initial condition /(t„,. ,-) subject to the 

exact (or approximate) VPFP fields regarded as given. As in the previous section, 

V''{t)fo{x,v) denotes the solution of (1.1.3) - (1.1.6) and Y,Atfh is the solution of 

the VP system on (t„,t„+i] as described in the splitting algorithm in Section 3.1. 

With the "-A" incorporated into the definition of k{-), we denote by Vi"(r,x) 

the following: 

ynr j,).= [ [ [k{x -y)- K,At{x " y ) ^ {T) f {U.", •)){y. v)dvdy; (3.3.1) 

V,^{T,X) := [ I K,At{x-y){V'{r)f{tn.:-)){y.v)dvdy- (3.3.2) 
2 ^ ' ^ J JR2N 

[f K,At{x - y - Pi{r)v)e-''^^{S{T)f{tn, •, -)){y + fii{r)v, ve-^^dvdy; 

V'iT x)-= [ [ KM^-y)[fitn.X{tn;tn + r,y,v),V{tn]tn + r,y,v))-
3 ^ ' ^ J JR^N 

fj:{X{tn; tn + r, y, v), V{tn; tn + T, y, v))]e'^^'dvdy -h (3.3.3) 
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(^h-^){ I^^J{x-y)No{y,v)dvdy; 

^'^^' ""^ '-^ /L -^^^^^"^ " y^^fh{X{tn; tn + r, y, v), V{tn; tn + r, y, v)) - (3.3.4) 

fj;{X^{tn; tn + r, y, v), V^tn, tn + r, y, v))]e''^^dvdy; 

^ " ( T , X) := jj^^K,^t{x - y)e^^^f;:{X'^{tn; tn + r, y, v), F^(t„; t . + r, ?/, )̂)rf̂ rf2/ 

- / ^^^ A-^AK^ - y){VaAt{r)fj:){y, v)dvdy. (3.3.5) 

The field errors for the periodic case are decomposed in precisely the same way, 

with the resulting integrals taken over phase space SL-

With the definitions of Vl'{r,x) in (3.3.1) - (3.3.5), we are able to write 

5 

eh{tn + T,x):=Yy:'{r,x), (3.3.6) 

and we turn to estimating the various terms. The estimates for these various 

components of the errors are formulated and shown for the purely Cauchy problem. 

The generalization to the periodic setting is trivial and left to the reader. 

Lemma 3.8 Assume that fo and AQ satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.4-

Then 

\\Vr{T,-)\\o,p,N<Ciadi{At), l < p < o o ; (3.3.7) 

l|V?(r, •)\\o,p.N < C.aAt, N/{N - 1) < p < oo; (3.3.8) 

\\V,"{T, •)\\O,P,N < C3(l + CsAt)f-'\\f{t„, •, •) - fnl'^N • (3.3.9) 

||M„[/(i„, •, •) - mitj^ + C3(7," - 1), N/iN -l)<p<^, 

wherep''^-\-q~^ — 1 andm = N{Np-N-p)/{N-\-p). These estimates are uniform 

int e [0, T], and in a and P residing in compact subsets o/R+. The constants Ci, 

C2, and C3 are independent of the numerical parameters At, h, and n, but depend 

at 'most on N, onpe (1, 00), and on the W'^R'"")- and W^'^{R^'') bounds for 

fo. No, Mmfo, and M^No, N <m <mo,mo> N^ - N. 

Remark In [17], the analysis ofV^{T, •) made careful use of the properties of the 

Biot-Savart kernel to obtain a hyperbolic system for this component of the errors on 
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0 < r < At. The properties of the Biot-Savart kernel reflect the equivalence of the 

velocity and vorticity formulation of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations m 

two dimensions. In the VPFP setting, such a dynamical system for these errors is 

not readily apparent, but we use the analysis of the velocity moments as in [10, 41] 

to express these errors in terms of quantities which do satisfy a dynamical system. 

This is the required generalization of the analysis in [22] to the setting here. 

Proof: To show (3.3.7), we use (3.2.15) to write 

\\yi{r. •)llo,p,iv < Cadi{At) sup \p{s, •)|i,p,^. (3.3.10) 
0<S<tn+T 

The methods used to show Proposition 3.4 apply to produce a priori bounds for 

sup \p{s, •)\i,p,N when expressed in terms of sup \p{s, •)|i,r,iv, r = 1 and oo, 
0<S<tn+T 0<S<tn+T 

by an interpolation inequality . Likewise, (3.3.8) can be shown in a straightforward 

manner by using the generalized Young's inequality (3.2.11) in conjunction with 

the arguments in showing Theorem 3.5. The straightforward details are left to the 

reader. 

To estimate V^{T, •), we focus on the convolution of -fC^At(-) with the velocity 

integral of/f(r, x,-u) := [f{tn,X{tn\tn + T,x,v), V{tn\tn + T,x,v))-fJl{X{tn\tn + 

T,x,v), V{tn\tn + T, x, v))]e^ ^'^. This solves on [0, At] a linear Vlasov equation 

having initial data f{tnrr)-fh{-r) with the exact VPFP field E{tn -\-T,X). Use 

of the generalized Young's inequality leads to 

Jli^.A.* / H{r,;v)dv\\o,p,N< (3.3.11) 
JRN 

C,,j,eM{N - q)Pr/q)\\H{0, -, •)t'!JU''\\MmH{T, -, •)\\Z7N''', 

N/{N-l)<p<oo, p~^+q'^ = l. m = N{Np-N-p)/{N-]-p). 

Now, for any m > 0, we observe that MjnH{T, x,v) satisfies identically, 

— MmH{T, X,V) + V- V^MmH{T, X, v) + Vy- [E{tn + T, x ) - (5v]MmH{T, X,v) = 

dt 

- mPMm-2H{T,X,v) + mE{tn + r,x)-v{l + \v\^)-^''^Mm-iH{T,X,v), (3.3.12a) 

MmH{^,x,v) = Mm[f{tn,x,v) - A"(:r,^)]. (3.3.126) 

Taking L^- estimates [63, pp. 123-124] of the solutions to (3.3.12a) - (3.3.12b), we 

can employ a Gronwall argument to deduce that 
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\\MmH{T, ; •)\\o,,,2N < [l + C ^ SUp | | ^ ( t „ + T, •)| |o,oo,ArAt]-| |M^H(0, •, .)||o,l,2Ar. 
[0,At] 

(3.3.13) 

The estimate for ||V3^(r, ')\\o,p,N follows from (3.3.11) and (3.3.13). This completes 

the proof. 

The expressions V^{T,X) and V^{T,X) refiects the errors in the particle ap

proximation to the convective phase of the splitting algorithm. Accordingly, we 

shall make extensive use of techniques for studying particle approximations of VP 

systems [30, 62]. 

Lemma 3.9 Let the data fo and No satisfy the conditions of Lemma 3.8. Then 

there exist two constants C4 and C5 such that for p G (l,oo), 

l|V;"(r,.)||o,p,^< (3.3.14) 

C4||M^/;; |̂|o,oo,2Ar sup ||M_m[X'^(t„ + r; t„,.,.) - X(t„ + r; t„,., •)]||o,p,2iv • 
[0,At] " 

exp[C5 sup |^'^(t„ + r,.)|i,oc,ivAt][l-fC5At^ sup ||^'^(tn + r, •)||j;^^^]. 
[0,At] [0,At] 

Proof: We recaU that V^{T,X) can be represented by 

V^{T, X) = j j ^^ [KaAt{x -X{tn + T\ tn, 2/, v)) - (3.3.15) 

KaAt{x - X^{tn + r; t„, y, ^))]/r(y, v)dvdy. 

For brevity of notation, we define 

^r,x):= j\{r,x,e)de (3.3.16) 

where 

^{r,x,e):= (3-3.17) 

/ / ]^-m[X\tn + r ; tn, ', •) " X{tn + T; tn, ; -)]{y, v)Mmfj:{y, v) ' 
J JR2N 

C(At, x - X^{tn + r; tn, y, v) + e{X^{tn + r; t„, y, v) - X{tn + r; t„, y, v)))dvdy. 
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The Calderon-Zygmund inequaUty (3.2.12) implies first of aU that 

\\K{^^ •)\\o,p,N < C||$(r, Ollo,̂ ,̂ ,̂ 1 < ;? < 00, (3.3.18) 

with 

Mr,x)\ < \\Mmfno,oo,2N ['i^{T,x,e)de. (3.3.19) 
J u 

Let q be the exponent conjugate to p, and write 

i^{r,x,e) < ii{T,x,e)h2{T,x,e)-^, (3.3.20) 

where 

h{T, X, 9) := 11^^^ | M _ ^ [X\tn + T;tn, y, v) - X{tn + r;tn, y, v)n{At, X -

X^{tn + r;tn, y, v) -f e{X^{tn + T; tn, y, v) - X{tn + T; tn, y, v)))dvdy; (3.3.21) 

l2{r, x,e):= f f M_mC{At, x - X\tn + r; tn, y, v) + ^(A'^(t„ -f r; t„, y, v) -

X{tn + r; tn, y, v)))dvdy. (3.3.22) 

Let us consider the following change of variables: 

Z{tn-^r;tn,y,v):= (3.3.23) 

X^{tn + r; tn, y, V) + e{X{tn + T; tn, y, V) - X^{tn + T ; tn, y, v)), 

U{tn+T;tn,y,v):= (3.3.24) 

V^{tn + r; tn, y, v) -h 9{V{tn + r; t„, y, v) - V^{tn + r; t„, y, v)), 

Z\t=o = y. U\t=.o = v. (3.3.25) 

The mapping {y, v) ^ {Z{tn + T; tn, y, v), U{tn + r; t„, y, v)) satisfies a differential 

system, namely 

-^Z{tn + r; t„, y, v) = U{tn "^ritn, y, v), (3.3.26) 
OT 

—U{tn + r; tn, y, v) = -l3U{tn + r; tn, y, v) + 6'^(t„ + r, X(tn + r; t„, ?/, v)) 

-h(l - e)E\tn + r, (1 - e)-\Z{tn + r; t„, y, T;) - eX{tn + r; t„, y, i;))), (3.3.27) 

z\t=o = y. u\t=o = V. 
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For the periodic case, the periodicity of both E{t,x) and E^{t,x) with respect to 

the spatial variable impUes that {Z{tn + T;tn,y + nL,v), U{tn -\-T;tn,y-\- nL, v) 

= {Z{tn + r; tn, y, v), U{tn + T] tn, y, v)) + uL, n e Z^. 

We wish to show that the Jacobian of the transformation {y, v) ^ {Z{tn + 

r; tn, y, v), U{tn + r; t„, y, v)) has a bound independent of r and t„. Towards this 

end, let W{tn + r,tn) := max[|Z(t„ + T;tn, •,')Ii,oo,27V, |t/(t„-f-r; t„,., .)|i,oo,27v] in 

a suitable matrix norm. From (3.3.20) and (3.3.21), a straightforward calculation 

yields the following Gronwall inequality for W{tn -^ T,tn)' 

— W{tn + T, tn) < C[W{tn + T, t„) -f |A(t„ + T; t„, ., 011,00,2̂ ] " (3.3.28) 
ar 
[sup [ |^( t„ + r , •)\i,oc,N + \E^{tn + r, •)\I,OO,N]]-
[oAt] 

We obtain the estimate 

s u p W{tn-^r,tn) < C s u p | X ( t n + T ; t „ , ., .) |i,oo,2Ar[exp(C( SUp \E{tn + T,-)\i,oo,N 
[o,At] [OAt] [^At] 

+ sup |^^(t„-Fr,.)|i,oo,iv)At) < Cexp[C sup |JE;'̂ (t„ + r, .)|i,oo,ivAt], (3.3.29) 
[OAt] [0'̂ *1 

since we can bound the exact quantities |A(t„ -f r ; t„ , . , •)|i,oo,2iv and |^(t„ + 

r, Oli.ociv. The Jacobian of the transformation {y, v) i-̂  {Z{tn+T; tn+s, y, v), U{tn-\-

^. t^ + s, y, v)) has quaUtatively the same bound, but perhaps with different uni

versal constants. 
The estimate of h is easy. Observe that 

[ h{T,x,e)dx= (3.3.30) 
JRN 

||C(At, •)||o,i,iv||M_m[X'^(t„ + r; t„, •, •) - A(t„ -h r; t„, •, •)]|lo,p,2iv = 

||M_-[A:^(tn + r;tn, -, •) - N{tn + T;tn, -, •)]llo,p,2iv. 

For I2, we make use of the change of variables indicated above. We obtain 

l2{r,x,e) < Cexp[C |^^ t„ + r,-)|i,oo,ArAt] . (3.3.31) 

sup / {l + \V{tn;tn-hr,Z,U)\-'^dU\\a^t,-)\\o,i,N, 
zeRN m ^ 
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and our estimate requires an analysis of the velocity integral. For this task, we 
subdivide R^ into two sets: 

0.--={UeR'^:\e^^U\<2/\^^[eE{tn^s,X{tn + s;tn-^r,Z,U))^ 

{l-e)E\tn + S,{l-e)-\Z{tn + S;tn+T,Z,U)-dX{tn + S;tn^T,Z,U)))]ds, 

0 2 : = R ^ \ 0 i . 

For O2, we can conclude that |F(t„;t„ + r ,Z , t / ) | > y^\U\, and so (1+ 
\V{tn;tn^r,Z,U)\')-^/' < (l + l | t /p ) - f . Therefore, 

/ {l + \V{tn;tn-hr,Z,U)\')-"'/'dU < f {1 ^llUlY""/'dU < 00,m > N. 
JO2 JRN 4 

(3.3.32) 
For 0\, we have 

/ (1 4- |F(t„; tn + r, Z, U\')-^l'dU < ^^^^^^^^M^[sup | |^(t„ + r, •)\\O,O.,N + 
•^Oi iv [OAt] 

sup ||^'^(t„ + T, ')\\O,OO,N]''• (3.3.33) 
[OAt] 

The estimate for V^{T,X) results from combining (3.3.18), (3.3.19), (3.3.30) -

(3.3.33). For the periodic case, we would use Lemma 3.6 to effect the change 

of variables for estimating ^{T, X, 9). This completes the proof. 

We next analyze V^{T,X), which corresponds to the error introduced when 

discretizing /^ on the particles. 

Lemma 3.10 Let p G {N/{N — 1), 00). Then there are two constants CQ and C-j, 

such that 

\K{r, •)\\o,p,N < C,[l + C7 sup | | ^ ^ t „ + T, .)||o,oo,ArAt]^/i2^+i . (3.3.34) 
[OAt] 

2N+\ m N 

V max n |i"'(*n+ '•; 0, •, •)l?oo,2jvlC(A«, Olw.A'l/ri^i^llM^iJV.IIo^i^J'^, 
^-^ [OAt] 1 

\eI{i+r,2N+\) 

where P^{tn + r; 0, y, v) := {X^{tn + r; 0, y, v), F^(t„ -F- r; 0, y, v)), 

I{j, k) -{XeN' •.Y^^= h Y '^^ = ^} ' (3.3.35) 
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and m and p are related by p = N{N -f m)/{N'^ -m-N),0<m<N^-N. 

Proof: By a change of variables, we can represent V^{T,X) by 

V,^{r, x) := j j ^ ^ ^ K,^,{x - X\tn + r; 0, y, v))fj;{X\tn, 0, y, v)V'{tn; 0, y, v)) • 

e-'^^'-dydv - e-^'^'-Ah Y ^M^ - 4 ' " (^) )A"(^ ' ' " , V^/'"). (3.3.36) 

Now, recalling that P/ '"(r) := (X^(t„ -̂  r; 0, P,), "l/^(t„ + r;0,Pj)), we see that 

V^{T,X) can be regarded as a quadrature estimate for the function, 

{x,r;y,v) ^ (j){T,x;y,v) := 

K,At{x - X\tn + r; 0, y, v))fj;{X\tn; 0, y, i;), V\tn; 0, ?/, ^))e-^^^" 

with T and a: considered as parameters. 

At this point, we make use of the Bramble-Hilbert lemma [11] for m = 2A'+ 1, 

p = 1. Thus 

ln"(T,x) | < Ch'''^'\(f>{T,X;;-)\2N+l,l,2N. (3.3.37) 

Next, we define some notation in order to estimate higher derivatives of compos

ite functions. With I{j,k) given by (3.3.35), we can show by an easy induction 

argument the following inequality: 

m 

\D'"{fog)(x)\<C E \D>'f(g{x)\Y[\D'g(x)\'' (3.3.38) 
l<A:<m i = l 

Xel{k,m) 

where D^ stands for the total derivative of order k. From the classical Leibnitz 

formula for obtaining higher order derivatives of products of functions, we can 

write 

\DZV<l>{T,x;y,v)\<CN E P U ^ . A , ( X - X'"(t„ + r;0,2/,^))| • (3.3.39) 

\Dly,,)K{X\t„; 0, y, v), V\K; 0, y, v))\e-''»'\ 

and hence by (3.3.38), 

\(Dl^X'l'^T,x-y,v)\< (3.3.40) 
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C E { Y \{D'K^t){x - X''{tn + r;0,y,v))\e-''^'- -
j+k=2N+l ^ t<j 

xei{e,j) 

n i ^ ' ( ^ n + r;0,.,.)L^;^^,^ Y \{D'f;:){PHtn;0,y,v)\l[\P\tn;0,-,-)fj:^,2N-
^ — 1 r<fc gi — i 

6el{r,k) 

By noting that A G I{i, j),6 e I{r, k) impUes X-^S e I{i-\-r,j-hk), we obtain the 
estimate 

2iV+l 

I ^S '* (^ ' ^ ;2 / ' ' ' ) I < ^ E >?ax n \P\tn + 0-A;-)\f:^,,Ne-''''"- (3.3.41) 
Xelii+r,2N+l) 

\{D'KAt){x - X\tn + r;0,y,v))\\{D^fj;){P^{tn;0,y,v)\. 

Next, integrate (3.3.41) with respect to {y,v) and use the change of variables 

{y, v) ^ {X^{tn + r; 0, y, v), V^{tn + r; 0, y, v)) to obtain (with r and x considered 

as parameters): 
27V+1 

\<l>{r,x;;-)\2N+i,i,2N<C Y ma^ n l^'(^n + ^;0,.,.)|^;^,2iV (3.3.42) 

XeI{£+r,2N+l) 

\\D'K,At\^ I \e''^%D^f^){P\tn;tn + T,;v))\dv\. 
JRN 

Now we are in a position to take the L^- norm of both sides with respect to x, 

and we employ Young's inequality[59, p. 271] to treat the convolution. With the 

expression of p in terms of m and A" in the statement of the lemma, we obtain 
2N+1 

WW; ; •)|2A.+i,i,2iv||o.p.JV < C E K J n l^^*" + ^;0, •, •)l':oc,2N ' (3.3.43) 

XeI{i+r,2N+l) 

|C(At, •)|,,i,Ar| j ^ ^ e''^^Wf]:){P\tn; tn + r, •, v))\dv\,^^^^. 

By observing that the quantity e^^^\{D''ff!){P^{tn; tn + r, •, •)| is the solution of a 

linear Vlasov system (3.1.1a) on (0, At] with fields E^{tn + r, x) and data \D''f]^\, 

we can proceed as in the treatment of V^{T, X) to deduce that 

I / e''^^\{D'f;:){P''{tn.tn-^r,',v))\dv\,^N±^^j,<Cm,Nexip{Nmf3T/{N-hm))' 
JRN 

mN "" ^ 771 iV " 

[1+C„sup WE^tr, + T,•)||o.oo,;vA«]=w|P7."llo':i>l|M„|D7,"|||o':i%. (3.3.44) 
[0,A(1 
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The conclusion of Lemma 3.10 follows by combining (3.3.37), (3.3.43), and 

(3.3.44). The exact arguments apply for treating the periodic case; in particular. 

Lemma 3.6 allows the integration to be represented as an iterated integral over 

phase space SL := VF̂ (O) x R^ after a change of variables has been made. This 

completes the proof. 

3.4 Local Stability in Time 

In order to produce an error estimate for the approximate fields, the analysis 

of V^{T, X) and V^{T, X) indicates that we must study the behavior of the approx

imate distributions, fields and trajectories with respect to time, as well as their 

derivatives. The precise behavior of this growth fundamentally reflects the sta

bility of the method. In particular, we can carry out a theoretical analysis if the 

approximate, mollified fields are bounded uniformly in L^ with respect to time. 

On such a time interval convergence results from the consistency of the method 

with the constants occurring in the error estimates independent of t G [0, T] and 

of the numerical parameters crAt and h. This wiU be shown in the next section. 

Finally, we show that such bounds are global for sufliciently small crAt. 

Towards this end, we set for /i > 0, 

T^ •= sup{t G [0,r] : V5 G [0,t],s = tn + r,n>0,Te (0, At], |A: *Ci(At,.) * 

/ VrAt{r) !;:{•: v)dv\,,,,M <M,l<p<oo, Y «" < ^ l " (3-4.1) 
JRN j^^2N 

Here Ci(At,-) := {27radi{At))-^/^ exp{-\x\y2adi{At)), and M and M are pos

itive constants. For the periodic case, our molUfying function is taken to be 

l'27r\iV0^^27rx/Z/, 27r^cr(ii(At)/L^). Convolutions of these molUfiers with them

selves produce, respectively, C{^t,x) and {^)^eN{27rx/L,ATr^adi{At)/L'^). The 

convergence analysis wiU show for crAt sufficiently^small, T^ = T, and M := 

2max{|A: * pf{t, -)\i,p,N,t G [0,T], 1 < p < 00} and M := 2||/o||o,i,2Ar, with similar 

definitions for the periodic case. Our first resuU wiU focus on the growth of the 

approximate fields and densities with respect to time. 

Proposition 3.11 Let i>0. Iftn + r< T^, therejxist constants Cp, CD: and 

C depending at most on the exact fields, M, M, and the terminal time T, 
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such that for 1 < p < oo, 

(i). |^'^(t„ + T, •)|£+l,p,iV < CF{(Td,{At))-'2; (3.4.2) 

(ii). |P^(t„ -F r; 0,., •)l̂ +i,oo,2iv < CrnAj,Hi{(7di{At))-'/'; (3.4.3) 

(iii). | C ( A t , . ) * / V,At{T)f]:{;v)dv-^ll No{-,v)dv\,^p^^< 
JR'^ JRN 

CDi<7di{At))-'/^; (3.4.4) 

(iv). I / IA"(-,̂ ) -7r'iV(-,«)]rf«li,P.;v < Cn(ad,(At))-"\ (3.4.5) 

Remark These results have the following direct consequence: If p > N, inequal

ity (3.11) with N/2 < q < N, implies \\E^{tn + r, •)||o,p,iv < CCD- By Sobolev 

injections and interpolation theory. 

1 - ^ 
N N 

\E\tn + T, •)\o,oo,N < C\\E'{tn-^r,-)\\,l;'^\E\tn + T,-)\lp^^ < C^^F- (3.4.6) 

Proof: We write 

E''{tn + T,.) := -Ci(At, •) * Ci(At, •) * ̂  * ̂ ^ V,At{T)fh{-,v)dv + 

+ llk^ I No{;v)dv. 
^ JRN 

By elementary properties of convolutions 

^D'E^it^ + r, •) = - 7 ^ C | ( A « , •) * •D'Ci(Ai, •)*''* L VMr)I]:{;v)dv 
dxi ' dxi ' ' « " 

+ lhk^ [ -^D^No{-,v)dv. 
" JRN dxi 

The classical Young's inequality for convolutions is applied to the first term and 

(3.2.13) or (3.2.14) is applied to the second term to obtain 

|^ '(tn+r,Oki,p,Ar < |Ci(At,Oki,Ar|Ci(At,0*^*/^^^.At(r)/n^^^^^ 

A straightforward calculation indicates that |Ci(At, .)|£,i,Ar can be bounded by 

C{adi{At))-^/^, and (3.4.2) follows from (3.4.1). The estimates (3.4.4) and (3.4.5) 

file:///E/tn
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follow directly from (3.4.2) since the approximate density is the divergence of the 

field. 

We prove (3.4.3) by an induction argument. By differentiating the differential 

system determining P^{t; 0, x, v) with respect to the initial states {x, v) G R^^, we 

obtain 
d „ . 

(3.4.7a) —L>^X^(t; 0, X, v) = D^V^U; 0, x, v), 
ar 

d_ 

~dt 
\i^rh i jph (4. \rht DW\t; 0, X, v) = -(5D^V^{t- 0, x, v) + D^E^{t, X\t; 0, x, v)), (3.4.7fe) 

D'P''{0;0,x,v) = 
hNx2N, W — 1 

0, \i\ > 1. 

For ^ = 1 we have DP^{t; 0, x, v) determined by the foUowing linear system. 

(3.4.8) 

j^DP\t;{),x,v) = 
ONXN INXN 

h(j. vht V:,E^{t, X^{t; 0, X, v)) - (5INXN 

DP^{0;0,X,v)=l2Nx2N-

In a suitable matrix norm, we can deduce that 

DP^{t;0,x,v), (3.4.9) 

(3.4.10) 

P''{t; 0,., •)|i,oo,2iv < [/? + 1 + \E\t, •)|i,oo,Ar]|P'(t; 0,., •)|i,oo,2iv, (3.4.11) 
'dt 

|P'^(0;0,.,-)koo,2iv = l. (3.4.12) 

Thus far t = tn+r < T^, |P'^(t„+r; 0, •, •)|i,oo,2iv < C, where C has the dependence 

on M, M, T, and the problem data as described in the statement of the proposition. 

Next we consider the higher order derivatives of P^{t; 0, x, v). For the induction 

argument, we assume that |P^(t; 0, •, •)|r,oo,2iv < C{ad,{At))-^-^, t = tn+r < T^, 

T e {0,At],0 <r <i. We can immediately deduce that 

- |F '^( t ; 0, -, •)Wi,oo,2N < (/5 + 1 + \E'{t, •)|i,oo,iv)|P'(t; 0, •, •)lm,oo,2iv + 
dt 

c E [/3+i + l-E*(*.-)Uooini^''(<;o,v)i':oc,2^ 
s = 2 

e 

1 (3.4.13) 

xeJ{s,i+^) 
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where t = tn-^ T < Tj^j, J{j, k) = {X e I{j, k) : Xk = 0}. For any A G J{s, i -h 1), 
s < ^ -Fl, we can write by induction: 

U \P% 0,., .)|^;^,2^ < Ciad,(At)Y'-'-'y\ (3.4.14) 

/? + 1 + |^ '^(1, .) | , , , , < CF{ad,{At))-^. (3.4.15) 

Summarizing, we obtain the following inequality for estimating |P^t;0,.,.)|̂ +i,oo,27v: 

^ | P ^ t ; 0,., •)Wi,oo,2N < C{\P'{t; 0,., •)lm,oo,2yv + {ad^{At))-'/'), 

|P'^(0;0,.,.)|,+i,oo,2iv = 0 

and (3.4.3) follows by the usual Gronwall argument. 

We next show how the results of Proposition 3.11 enable us to control the 

growth of \fi:\i,oc,2NA\MmD'fJ^\\o,oo,2N, and ||M^L)7;;^||o,i,27v, 0 < z < 2Ar + l, 

0 < m < 77Z-0, with increasing n. These quantities occur in the L^- estimates of 

V,-{T,-)^ndVi^{T,-). 

Theorem 3.12 Por all n for which tn < Tj^; there exist constants C{m,M,M) 

and C{M, M) independent of n. At, and h such that: 

(i). ||M^/;: |̂|o,oo,2Ar < C ( m , M , M ) , 0 < m < m o ; (3.4.16) 

(ii). \\MmD^f[:\\o,iaN < C{m, M, M){ad,{At))-'/\k= 0,...,2N + 1; (3.4.17) 

(iii). \fnk,oo,2N < C{M, M){ad,{At))-'/' (3.4.18) 

provided 
/i2^+i((7rfi(At))-'^ < C{adi{At))'/\ (3.4.19) 

The constants occurring in (3.4-16) - (3.4.18) depend on the parameters indicated 

and on the W'^^'^^'^{R^^)- bounds on the data fo and No and on their velocity 

moments, p = l,oo. 

Proof: For fixed m, we treat both ||M^P>V;; |̂|o,oo,2iv and ||M^P)Vh lki,2Ar r = 

0 , 1 , . . . , 2Â  + 1, as the analysis for |/̂ |r-,oo,2Ar is precisely the same. The integer n 

ranges from 0 to Â o, where tNo < ^ M , but tNo + At > T^. We write 

fj;{x, v) := A?(At,X, v) + A^(At, x, v), (3.4.20) 



where 

A?(r, X, v) = GoAr, •, •) * (5^.At(r)/r')(a:, v) (3.4.21) 

and 

AJ(At, X, v) = f]l{x, v) - A?(At, X, v), (3.4.22) 

with Pj := {xj^, Vj^). By employing a change of variables given by the approximate 

Hamiltonian trajectory equations, we can regard Aj(At, x, v) as a quadrature error 

incurred in approximating A'l{At,x,v) by the summation defining fJi{x.v). The 

Bramble-Hilbert lemma [11] wiU be exploited to estimate carefully the velocity 

moments of A5(At, x, v). 

The quantity ||M^A5^(r,., •)||o,oo,2iv can be bounded in terms of M ^ A J O ( T , X, V) 

and Af^A"i(T, x,?;) by 

WMmAUr, •, •)lkoo,2Ar < \\MmAlo{r, ; •) | |o ,oo,2Ar| |M^A?^i(r , -, •)||o,oo,2Ar, (3 .4 .23 ) 

where 

AIQ{T, X, v):= f [ Go,/3(r, x-y,v-w){l^ {wlY'^dwdy (3.4.24) 
J JR^N 

and 

AI,{T, X, v) := {S,At{r)fr'){x, v). (3.4.25) 

Uniform estimates on iVf^A^o('r, x, v) and iVi'^A"2('r, x, v) result by observing that 

these functions satisfy, respectively, a VFP and a Vlasov inhomogeneous linear 

system. These defining equations are found in a straightforward manner (cf., e.g., 

[63, pp. 127-128]), and we omit the details. We apply Proposition II.5 of [63, pp. 

123-124] in conjunction with the usual Gronwall analysis to obtain the following 

bounds: 

l|M„AJ_o(r, •, •)l|o,oc,2A, < (1 + Corr" (3.4.26) 

and 

||M^A?,i(r,.,.)||o,oo,2iv < e^^^(l + Cir)-||M^/r^||o,oo,2iv (3.4.27) 

where CQ := m{{m - 2)/2)^"^(/? + cr{m + 2 - A )̂) and Ci is proportional to the 

uniform bound for E^{tn-i + r , x) defined in (3.4.6) as long as t„_i + r < T^j holds. 

Thus, 

| |M^A?(At,. , .)||o,oc,2^ < (1 + CoAt)-/^(l + C,At)^e^^^'\\Mmfr%,ooaN. 

(3.4.28) 
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To estimate | |M^Aj(At, . , 0^0,00,2^, we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.10 
treating V^{T,X) and define '^''{x,v;y,w) by 

^^{x, v; y, w) := e'^'^'-^GoA^t, x - X^(t„; 0, y, w), v - V^{tn, 0, y, w)) • 

f;:{X\tn-i;0, y, w), V\tn-,; 0, y, w)). (3.4.29) 

We observe that 

\Dl'',:l^"{x,v;y,w)\< 
2N+1 2N+l-r 2N+1 ce-m.-, Y: E max n \p\t„.,+e- 0,, .)it.2^ • 

r-=0 ^=0 L '̂̂ ^J i = l 
Xelil+r,2N+l) 

\{D'Go,p){^t, X - X''{tn; 0, y, w), v - y'^(t,; 0, y, w))\ • (3.4.30) 

\D^fr'){P\tn-i;0,y,w))\. 

Applying Propositions 3.1 and Lemma 3.8, we have, respectively, 

\{l/Go,ff){At,x - X''(t„;0,y,w),v -V''{t„;0,y,w))\ < (3.4.31) 

Q , „ [ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ] ' ^ G o , ^ ( A < , a { x - X''{t„- 0,y, w)),a{v - V\t„-0,y, w))) 

and 

2 ^ + 1 X 2iV+l ^^ 

m^x]J\P\tn-i + 9;0,-,-)\f;^^2N < IlCTnAjA^M^t)y^i^M^^))~ 
[OAt] ^^i i=i 

= CV::}{ad,(At))-'^{ad,{At))'-¥, (3.4.32) 

with A G / (^ + r, 2N +1). After a change of variable, we can express 

\^''{x,V;-,')\2N-\-hl,2N < 

2N+12N+l-r „ . 

CC^^+;e'^' '^*(<Tdi(Ai))-^ E E / L l(-D'Go./j)(A«,x-y,v-w)\-
r=0 i=0 

{(jdi{At))'-^\{D' f]l-^){X^{tn-i;tn, y, w), V\tn-utn, y, w))\dwdy. 
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Now, using (3.2.2) and (3.4.28) (with D^f^ and a/a^ replacing / , " - and a, etc.). 
we can conclude 

\\M„A-{At,., •)||o,oo,2;v < C^A'^^'iadriAt))-"^ • (3.4.33) 
2A^+1 2A^+l- r 

E E CeAM^t)MAt)d,(At)/D{Atr\ad,(At))i\\M^Djr\k^,.N = 

= />^ ' ^« (ad , (A<) ) -^ E C'n,U<^d,{At)Y'^\\M^D^fr\\o,^aN. 
r=0 

We next consider D^f;^{x, v), and we observe that 

{ad,{At))'/'D'f^ix, V) = D'^GoAAt, -, •) * (V.^,(At)/r^)(x, v) < 

Ck,a[po{At)p,{At)di{At)/D{At)]l • (3.4.34) 

/ LN ^0 ' /5 (^^ ' «(^ - y)^ «(^ - ^))(KA*(At)/r ')(2/, w)dwdy. 

Hence the treatment of {(Td,{At))'^/'\\MmD'f-\\o,^^2N parallels the treatment for 
ll^m/rl|o,oo,2iv carried out previously. This is due to the fact that a^^GoA^t, a{x-
y),a{v - w)) satisfies a VFP system with a replaced by a-'^a. The details are 
omitted and we summarize the forgoing treatment by: 

\\M,r,mo,oo,2N < (1 + CoAt)'"/^(l + C:A«)" 'e ' '^^ ' | |M„/r ' | |o ,„, , ; , + 

2A^+1 

/ i ^ ~ + ' ( M ( A « ) ) - ^ E Cm,rA<^d,{At)Y/^M^D^fj:-%_^^,„ (3.4.35) 

and, for A; = 1,...,27V-M, 

{ad,{at))'/'\\MmD'f;:\\o,o.,2N < Cm,kA\Mmfr%,oo,2N + (3.4.36) 
2iV+l 

h'''^'{ad,{At))-'-^ E Ci^Wd,(At)Y''\\M^D^fr%,^aN. 
r=0 

The constants occurring in these estimates are independent of the numerical pa

rameters At, h, and n < T j At, and of a and /? in compact subsets of R+. 

The treatment of ||M^/^||o,i,2iv and ||M^P)V^||o,i,2iv, A: = 1, 2 , . . . , 2Â  + 1 , is 

similar to the previous analysis, but is simpler because of the following preliminary 

estimate which follows from the analysis producing estimate (3.4.28): 

||M^/,"||o,i,27v < (1 + C3At)f ||M^V,A,(At)/ri||o,i,2Ar. (3.4.37) 
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Our treatment then boils down to obtaining estimates for the velocity moments of 

the advection approximates. A straightforward change of variables indicates that 

the preceding integral on the right hand side of (3.4.37) is a quadrature approx

imation of ||M^S^At(At)/;^~^||o,i,2Ar, and we must study the derivatives of order 

2Â  + 1 of e-^^^"-(1 + \V\tn;0,x,v)\')f- fr\X\tn-i;0,x,v), V\tn-i;^,x, v)). 

The usual Gronwall arguments for estimating the quantity ||Af ̂ i / ( r , •, •)llo,i,2iv 

in the treatment of V^{T,X) allow us to conclude that 

| |M^5.At(At)/r^||o,i,2iv < (1 + C4At)-| |M^/r' | |o,i,2iv, (3.4.38) 

C4 := m{m - l ) ^ | | ^ ' ' ( t n , Olkociv- The Bramble-Hilbert lemma allows the esti

mate 

I / / M™[S<,A,(At)/r^ - V.At{At)fj;-'Kx, v)dvdx\ < 
J JR'^N 

ICCj^iHl + C4At)'"e'^''^'/i^'^+H<T<ii(At))-'^ • (3.4.39) 

Y E Ce{c7di{At)Y/'\{ad^{At))-^\\MmD'-fr%,oc,2N, 
r=0 V £=0 ' 

where the constants Ci arise from 

p>'(i+i^iT^'<cKi+i^r)'^. 

We have 

||M™A1|o,,2;v < (1 + C3A«)*(1 + C4At)"' | |M„/r^||o,i,2^ + (3.4.40) 

2Ar+i 
/ , 2 ^ « ( a d , ( A t ) ) - ' ^ E C„,..„(adi(A«))^/^||M„Z)7r'llo,oc.2N. 

r=0 

From (3.4.34) and (3.4.37), we can treat the higher order derivatives of fl{x, v) 

in precisely the same manner. We summarize: 

(a^i(At))^/^||M^I^V.1lo,i,2N < C; , , , J lM^/r ' l lo ,^ ,2N + (3.4.41) 

h'^^\odAAi)r'^ E c(j.U(<^<^i(A«))'/iM„i)7r'iio,.,2^, 
T-O 

k = 1 2 2N -\-l, where the constants depend at most on Cp, CTRAJ, ^/, and 

M described in the statement of Lemma 3.8. 

file:///V/tn
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From (3.4.35), (3.4.36), (3.4.40), and (3.4.41), we observe that the vector quan
tities 

(llM™A"||o,p,2;v,..., Mi(At))*/2||M„Z)'=/rilo,p.2iv,... 

. . . ,(<Tdi(A())^| |M„i)^^+V,"| |o. , , , 

for p = 1, oo, m < TOO, satisfies a (2Af + 2) x {2N + 2) system of inequalities of tiie 
form 

V^ < [C{At) + h'''+\ad,{At))='f^Q{At)]V^-\ (3.4.42) 

We now argue that this system is stable in that the iterates of the matrices 

C(At) and C{At)+h^^^\adi{At))-'-^Q{At) are uniformly bounded. First, the 

matrix C{At) is a matrix of rank one with dominant eigenvalue 1 + CAt. Secondly, 

Q{At) is bounded as At -^ 0, and the stability criterion (3.4.19) indicates that the 

perturbation to C(At) because of Q(At) is 0(At). Then a perturbation lemma of 

H.-O. Kreiss and G. Strang [61, p. 40] indicates that the iteration matrix in (3.4.42) 

possesses powers which are uniformly bounded. The conclusion of Theorem 3.12 

follows for tn<T^. 

The same analysis treats the periodic case, since similar estimates apply to 

Qo,p{t, X, v). Moreover, the periodicity lemma. Lemma 3.6, can be used to represent 

the integrals resulting from a change of variables as iterated integrals over phase 

space SL-

We are in a position to determine M in (3.4.1). 

Corollary 3.13 For all n for which tn + r <T^,T e (0, At], 

Y «" < 2||/o||o,i,2iv (3.4.43) 

provided the stability condition (3.4-19) holds. 

Proof: To show (3.4.43), we suppose that for some no, Y ^T - 2||/o||o,i,2Ar 

and|A;*Ci(A^,-)* / V^At{At)f]^''{-,v)dv\i^p^2N < M,l<p < oo. Then we claim 
' 2 JRN 

that Y ^T^^ - 2|l/o||o,i,2yv as a consequence. 

Towards this end, we write Pj = {xj,,Vj2), 

Y <°^^ = ii/r^^iki,2N+ 
j e z 2 ^ 
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e-^^ '-o-A, E / r^>(^ ' - (Wi ;0 ,F , ) ,V" ' ( i „„^ , ;0 ,P , ) ) -
j eZ2^ 

-̂AT t̂.̂ ,̂ 1 1 ^ ^ ^ /r^'(^'(t,,+i;0,:z;,^)y'^(t.„+i;0,a:,^))rf7;rf:i;. (3.4.44) 

We appeal to the Bramble-Hilbert lemma [11] to estimate the error terms in 

(3.4.44). As in the proof of Lemma 3.10, we can bound the errors by 

pp 2iV+l 2Ar+l 

ch'^'^'lL, E i(^vr')r(wi;o,x, .) i n ip'"«„„«;o,,.)î :<„6-~'"»o-d^dx 
fc=i s = l 

XeI{k,2N+l) 

2N+1 

< Ch'^^^ad^iAt))-'-^ E (^di(At))^/^||PVr+'llo,i.2^- (3.4.45) 

Since the bounds on the fields hold uniformly on [t„o,t„o+i], each of {adi{At))'^/^-

ll^''/r^^llo,i,2iv, k = 1,2,---,2N -\-l, are bounded uniformly in no by (3.4.17) 

where m = 0. From (3.1.22), we see that ||/r^Nlo,i,2iv = Y ^T• ^^^ assertion 

follows for sufficiently small adi{At) when we make use of the stability condition 

(3.4.19). This completes the proof. 

3.5 Proof of Convergence for Small Times 

Because of our estimates on the derivatives and velocity moments of fh{x, v), 

tn <T^, and on the fields E^{tn, x), we are able to proceed with the convergence 

analysis. We let Âo be defined as the largest n for which t„ < T^. Define now at 

the outset for 0 < m < mo, mo > Â ^ - Â : 

Yj:{tn) •-= m a x [ | | / ( t , , •, •) - fnO,r,2N, | | M ^ [ / ( t „ , ., .) - /,1||o,.,2Ar, T = 1, Oo]. 

(3.5.1) 

In the course of our convergence treatment, we shall obtain a coupled system of 

GronwaU inequalities for X!^{tn) and ||e„(t„ -hr, •)\\o,p,N- The estimates on Y^{tn) 

involve however L°°- estimates of the field errors, which must be expressed in terms 

of ||e/i(tn + r, Olkp.iv in order to obtain a closed system. For clarity, we shaU at first 

enumerate the constants occurring in the various expressions forming the estimates 

oiYj^{tn) and ||e^(t„ + r, -)\\O,P,N, n < NO- The values of these constants differ from 

expression to expression, but we wish to emphasize that they have the dependence 

on the problem data and parameters as described in the statement of Lemma 3.8. 
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Our first result wiU produce a GronwaU inequality for ||e^(t„ + r, •)\\o,p,N involving 

ym{tn),tn < Tj^. 

Proposition 3.14 For tn + r < T^, there exist constants d, i = l,2, 3,4, 5, such 
that 

\\eh{tn + r, •)\\o,p,N < Ciadi{At) + C2^At + CsYj^{tn) + (3.5.2) 

C4 [ Pi{r - s) exip{Nl3s/p)\\eh{tn + s, •)\\o,p,Nds + C,h'''^\cTd,{At))-'^ 
2Â  + l 

Proof: The estimate for ||V3"(r, Olkp.iv results from (3.3.9) and the definition of 

Y^{tn) in (3.5.1). Next, using (3.2.4), (3.4.3), (3.4.6), (3.4.17), (3.4.18) to estimate 

the various expressions constituting V^{T,X), we deduce for tn^r <T^, 

2N + 1 
m{T,-)\\o,p,N < C,h'''+\ad,{At))-^^. (3.5.3) 

From (3.4.2), (3.4.6), (3.4.16) - (3.4.18), we can deduce that V^{T,X) can be 

estimated in terms of the trajectory errors by 

m{r, •)\\o,p,N < C||M_^|X'^(t„ + r; tn, ; •) - X{tn + r; t„,., •)ll|o,p,2iv, (3.5.4) 

0 < r < At. We proceed to carefully treat the right hand side of (3.5.4) in terms 

of the field errors. Towards this end, we write 

X^{tn + T; tn,y, V) - X{tn + T; tn, y, v) = 

/ " Mtn-^r- s)[E{s, X^{s; tn, y, v)) - E{s, X{s; tn, y, v))]ds -
Jtn 

r Iti{tn+r- s)eh{s,X^{s;tn,y,v))ds. (3.5.5) 

Next, multiply both sides by (1 + l^p)"^ and take i / - norms. Using the same 

techniques for bounding (3.3.31) (after a change of variables in the I/- norms of 

the right hand side of (3.5.5)), we have 

||M_in |A:^(tn + r ; t„ , •, •) - X{tn + T;tn,-, OIllo,p,2Ar < 
II p \ 

C fpAr- s) ex^{N[5slp)\\eh{tn+ s, •)||o,p,iv^s-K / / i i ( r - s) | |V^(t„ + s, -)\\O,OO,N 
Jo ^ 

M-rn\X^{tn + S; tn, -, •) - X{tn + S] tn, ', ')\\\o,p,2Nds ( 3 . 5 . 6 ) 
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A Gronwall argument yields 

| | M _ ^ |X^(t„ + r; tn, ; •) - X{tn + r; t„,., •)!||o,p,2iv < 

C r P,{T - s) exp{NPs/p)\\eh{tn + s, ')\\o,p,Nds. (3.5.7) 
J u 

The desired bound for ||V'4^(T, •)llo,p,iv follows when we combine (3.5.4) and (3.5.7), 

and (3.5.2) results. This completes the proof. 

The analysis to follow obtains a recurrence relation for l^(t„) , tn < Tj^. This 

will involve estimating the field errors e/j,(t„_i + s, •) in the uniform norm, and 

the bulk of the analysis is to express this in terms of the I/- norm by means of 

interpolation estimates. 

Proposition 3.15 For tn < T^, there exist constants Ci,i = 1,2,3,4,5, and 6, 

such that 

X!:{tn) < e^^^*(l + C2At')Yj;{tn-i) + C,At{ad,{At))'/' -f (3.5.8) 

pAt 

C,h'''^\ad,{At))-'^ -^CJ e^^(^*-^)||e,(t„_i + s, •)\\o,^,Nds; 
Jo 

\\eh{tn + r, -)\\o,oo,N < Ciad,{At) + Cs^At + C,Yj:{tn) + 

C4{adi{At))-^p riii{T - s)exp{N(3s/p)\\eh{tn-\- s,-)\\o,p,Nds+ (3.5.9) 
J U 

2N-\-l N iV 

C5h^''^\adi{At))-^—-p, p>N, {—--N<m<mo). 

Proof: To show (3.5.8), write 

f{tn, X, v) - fj:{x, v) = AJ(At, X, v) + A5(At, x, v), (3.5.10) 

where for 0 < r < At, 

AJ(r, X, v) = f{tn-i + r, x, v) - GoA^^''') * {SaAt{r)fh-^){x, v), (3.5.11) 

AJ(At, X, v) = GoA^t^ •' •) * [SaAt{At)fr' - VrAt{At)fr']{x, v). (3.5.12) 

The proof of Theorem 3.12 allows the following estimate of A'^{At,x,v) via the 

Bramble-Hilbert lemma, 
27V+1 

||AJ(A«, •, •)l|o,oo,2;. < Ch'^'^'iad.iAt))-^, (3.5.13) 

\\Mr,KiAt,;-)\\o,,2N<Ch'^^\ad,{At))-'^, r = l,oo. (3.5.14) 
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Uniform estimates of A^{At,x,v), along with uniform and L^- estimates of 

its velocity moments will be obtained from the respective inhomogeneous VPFP 

systems they satisfy and will be in terms of the L°°- norms of the field errors. More 

precisely, both A"(T, X, V) and Ai'^Ay(r, x, v) solve inhomogeneous VPFP systems 

with fields E^{tn-i + T,X) and source terms given, respectively, by 

^"(r , X, v) : - [^^(t„_i + r ,x) - E{tn-i + r,x)] • (3.5.15) 

Vyf{tn-i + T,x,v)-^ / / V^G'o,/3(r, x-y,v-w)-
J JR'^N 

[E\tn-i + T,y) - E\tn-i + r, x)]{S,At{r)fr'){y^ w)dwdy; 

RI^(T, X, v) := MmR''{T, X, v) + m.E\tn-i +T,x)- (3.5.16) 

^(1 -f |i;|2)-^M^_iAJ(r, x, v) + am.[{m - 2)1^1 (̂1 + M^)-' + Â ] 

Mm-2A'l{T, X, v) - mf^lvWl + | I ; R - I M ^ A J ( T , X, V). 

Since E^{tn-i + r, •) G Vt^i'°°(R^) by (3.4.2), tn + r < T^, we can appeal to the 

analysis in Section II of [63] to obtain the existence of a fundamental solution to 

the forward Kolmogorov (VPFP) equation. From this result, we can obtain L°°-

and L^- bounds on A'i{At,x,v) and M^A^(At,a:,7;), 0 < m < mo. We have 

||Anr,.,.)||o,oo,2N< (3.5.17) 

e^^1|/(tn-i, •, •) - /r^llo,oo,2N + f e^^(-^) | |^n-, •, •)llo,^,2^^^; 

|lM^A?(T,.,-)||o,i,2iv< (̂ -̂ -̂ ^^ 

| |M^[/( t„_i , •, •) - /r^]llo,i,2N + / ' ll^:^(^, •, •)llo,i,2N^s; 

||M^A5^(r,.,-)llo.oo,2Ar< (3-^-19) 

e-^^\\Mm[f{tn-U •, •) - / r ^ ] l l o , o o , 2 ^ + f ^^^^^"^^ I I C ( ^ , ", • ) l l o , . , 2 . ^ -

The second terms on the right hand side of (3.5.17) - (3.5.19) account for estimates 

involving ||e.(t„_i + s, •)||O,OO,N. For (3.5.17), we have 

re^/^(-^)||^"(5,.,-)l|o,oo,2ivrf^< (̂ -̂ -̂ O) 
Jo 
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sû P \f{tn-i + s,., •)\,,^^2N [ e^^(^-)||e,(t._i + s, •)\\o,ooMs + 

l?""'^^'^^'M^F | / / M 2 . ^ ^ ^ « ' ^ ( ^ ' ^ - y ^ ^ - ^ y \E\tn-, + . , y ) - E \ t n - , + .,x)] . 

{SaAt{s)fr^){y,w)dwdy\ds. 

We estimate carefully the second term on the right hand side of (3.5.20). Label its 
integrand as / and express I = I^-\-1^ where 

^' •" / IR2N ^-G^AS, x-y,v-w)- [E^{tn-i -hs,y)- E\tn-, + s, x)] • 

{SaAt{s)f{tn-i, •, •)){y, w)dwdy 

and 

2̂ - / L2N '^-^o,/3(s, x-y,v-w)- [^^(t„_i + s, 2/) - ^^(t„_i + s, x)] . 

(5.At(5)[/(t„_i,., •) - fr']){y, w)dwdy. 

To estimate / i , transfer the differentiation to {SaAt{s)f{tn-i, •, •)){y, w), appeal 
to (3.1.7b), (3.4.2), and (3.4.3) with the use of the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to 

conclude 

h < C\E\tn-l + S, -)\l,oo,N\ScrAt{s)f{tn-l, ; •) |l,oc,2Ar(arfi ( A t ) ) l / 2 . 

The term I2 is estimated similarly, when use is made of (3.2.2), (3.4.2) (for ^ = 0), 

and (3.4.18). We obtain 

I2 < CAte^^^^||/(t„_i,., •) - /r^||o,oo,2yv. 

Our estimate of | |/(t„, •, •) - /̂ ||o,oo,2Ar is as follows: 

\\f{tn, •, •) - A"l|o,oo,2Ar < e^^^^(l + CAt2)||/(t„_i,.,.) - /r^||o,oo,2Ar + (3.5.21) 
rAt 

C{<Td,{At)Y" At+ Ch"'^\ad,(At))-'^ + C e '^«^'-) | |e,(t„_i+ 5, Ollo.ocjvds. 

The treatment of the velocity moments of A1{T,X,V) wiU produce a GronwaU 

inequaUty, resulting from carefully bounding the right hand side of (3.5.16) in both 

the uniform and L^- norms. The estimate of | |M^^" ( r , •, •)||o,r,2iv,r = 1, oo, wiU 

file:///E/tn
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account for terms involving C{adi, (At))V2 and ||e^(t„_i + s, -)\\O,OO,N- The analysis 

of | |M^A5^(T , •, •)lkoo,2Ar, r = 1, 00, follows the treatment for ||AJ(r,., •)l|o,oo,2iv and 

the details are omitted. Our bound for | |M^[/( t„ , •,.) - /J]||o,r,2Ar, r = 1, oo, then 

follows by incorporating (3.5.14): 

l |M^[/( t , , - , . )- / ,T| |o, , ,2iv< (3.5.22) 

e^^^*(l + C2At2)||M^[/(t„_i,.,.) - /r^]||o,.,2iv + CsAt{ad^{At))'/' + 

C,h''^^\ad,{At))-'^ + C, r e^^(^^-)||e,(t„_i + ., •)\\o,^,Mds, 
J (J 

and (3.5.8) results. 

Next, we express the uniform norm of e/j(t„ 4- r,x) in terms of its I/- norm, 

p > N, and of Yj^{tn), tn < Tj^. For this task, we must estimate each of V^{r,x), 

i = 1, 2, 3,4, 5, in the uniform norm. Uniform estimates of V{^{T, X), V^{T, X), and 

V^{T,X) are obtained by first estimating their derivatives in L^ and then using an 

interpolation inequality. Uniform estimates on V^{T,X) and V^{T,X) are obtained 

directly. 

With p > N, we have A^ /̂2 — N < m < mo in the velocity moment bounds. 

With the regularity on the data fo and Â o, the derivation of inequality (3.3.7) 

applies to obtain D"- estimates on the spatial derivatives of V{'{T, X), resulting in 

K{T,')\i,p,N<Cad,{At). (3.5.23) 

The L°°- estimate of V^{T,X) can be obtained directly by combining (3.2.13) with 

the conclusion of Theorem 3.5 guaranteeing L°°- bounds for the difference in the 

respective densities, 
\\V2^{r,-)\\o,oo,N<CaAt. (3.5.24) 

SimUarly, the treatment of V^{T,X) in Lemma 3.8 is easily generahzed to obtain 

estimates in the uniform norm; we first make use of uniform estimates of convolu

tions with k{') in (3.2.5) in conjunction with L°°- estimates of velocity integrals in 

(3.2.8). Consequently, we obtain 

\\V,^{T,-)\\o,oc,N<CYj:{tn). (3.5.25) 

For treating V^{T,X) and V^{T,X), we transfer the differentiation with respect 

to X to C(At, •) in the convolution with k{-), and our I/- estimates are derived in 
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exactly the same manner as in Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10. A factor of {adi{At))~'^/^ 

results when the L^- norm of D({At, •) is taken in the estimates. We obtain 

K{T,-)\,,P,N< (3.5.26) 

C{ad,{At))-'/' f\,{T - s)exp{N^s/p)\\eH{tn + s. •)Up.^ds 

and 

\V,''{T, •)|i,p,Ar < C{ad,{At))-h'''+\ad,{At))-'^. (3.5.27) 

In order to obtain sharp L°°- bounds on V{^{T,X), V^{T,X), and V^{T,X). we 

make use of the following well-known interpolation inequality: There exists a pos

itive constant C such that for any function / G W^'P{R^), 

\\f\\o,oo.N < C\\f\\Zl\f\tp,N- (3.5.28) 

Estimate (3.5.9) results from (3.5.24), (3.5.25) and (3.5.28) used to interpolate the 

Sobolev estimates for V{'{T,X) ((3.3.7), (3.5.23)), V^{T,X) ((3.3.14), (3.5.26)), and 

Vi'{T,x) ((3.3.34), (3.5.27)). This completes the proof. 

The concluding paragraphs show convergence for tn+r < T^. We first estimate 

||e/i(t„_i + T, •)||o,p,iv in terms of l^( t„_i) by a GronwaU analysis of (3.5.2). We 

obtain 

||e;.(t„_i+r, •)||o,p,iv < C,ad,{At)+C2aAt+CsYj:{tn-i)-}-C4h'''+\ad,{At))-'^. 

(3.5.29) 

Next, insert this result into (3.5.9), and select a fixed p > Â  to conclude for 

||e^(tn_i -f- r, •)\\o,oo,N the following estimate: 

\\eh{tn-i + r, •)\\o,oo,N < Ciadi{At) + C2(jAt -f 

CsYj:{tn-i) + C,h''^^'{ad,{At))-'^-^p, p > -N. (3.5.30) 

With this result we obtain convergence for Yjl{tn) when we insert (3.5.30) into 

(3.5.8), tn < Tl. 

Yj;(tn) < (1 + CiAt + C2At2)y^^(t„_i) + Cs{(7di{At))"^At + C.aAt' + 

C,h'''^\ad,{At))-'^[l + At((7rfi(At))-§]. (3.5.31) 
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With the stabiUty condition (3.4.19), we can deduce by a GronwaU argument 

X!:{tn) < C{ad,{At))'/', tn < Tl,. (3.5.32) 

Local convergence in the U- and uniform senses are obtained for the fields them

selves when (3.5.32) is substituted into (3.5.29) and (3.5.30). This completes the 

proof of convergence for small time. 

Propositions 3.14 and 3.15 enable us to obtain convergence of the approximate 

densities. In particular, we show the following estimate which will be crucial for 

obtaining global convergence. 

Proposition 3.16 For tn -\- T < T^, there exists a constant C such that 

II / f(tn+T,;v)-(C,{Atr)*VrAt{T)f;:){;v)dv\\o,,,N<C{ad,(At)Y". (3.5.33) 
JRN 2 

Proof: Write 

Pf{tn +r,x)- f{tn + T, X) := f f{tn + T, X, v) - ( Q ( A t , •) * VrAt{T)f;;){x, v)dv 
•' JRN 2 

= A-^{T,X) -f A'i{T,x) + AI{T,X), (3.5.34) 

where 

AI{T, X) := pf{tn + r,x)- (Ci(At, •) * p/(t„ + r, •)){x), 

^ J ( r , x ) := (Ci(At, •) * Pf{tn+r, •)){x) - (Ci(At, •) * ̂ ^ V,At{r)f]:{;v)dv){x), 

Al{r,x) := {Ci{At,)^ j^JSMr)fh -VrAt{r)fh]{:v)dv){x). 

We proceed to take I/- estimates of the various terms. For ||AJ(r, •)I|O,P,N, we 

have by elementary properties of convolutions, 

\\A'l{T,-)\\o,p,N<Cad,{At). (3.5.35) 

The estimate of || AJ(r, •)||o,p,iv parallels the treatment of V,''{T, X) in Lemma 3.10. 

Indeed expressing p e {N/N - 1, oo) in terms of m and Â  as in the statement of 

Lemma 3.10, and taking D'0_{At, •) G L ^ ( R ^ ) for each A:,0 < /c < 2Ar + 1, we 

can exploit the classical Young's inequaUty [59, p. 271] to deduce 

2JV+1 1 

||.4J(r,-)||o,p,Ar < Ch'''^\<jd^(At))-—{ad,{At))-. (3.5.36) 
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The bulk of the analysis is concerned with estimating A^{T,X), and we first 
observed (with p = 1-\-^, etc.). 

M?(T,-)||o,p,Ar< ||p/(t„ + r , . ) - f S,At{r)f;:{;v)dv\\o,p,N< (3.5.37) 
JRN 

C\\f{tn + T, ., .) - S,At{T)fXX2N\\Mm[f{tn + T, ; •) - 5 , ^ ^ ^ ) / , " ] | | o ^ ^ . 

We observe that the quantity f{tn + T, x, v) - S^At{r)fJi{x, v) := G{T, X, V) satisfies 

an inhomogeneous VP equation with fields E^{tn + r,x) and source terms given 

by 

S^{T, X, v) = aAJ{tn + r, x, v) -f [E\tn + r, x) - E{tn + r, x)] • VJ{tn + r, x, v). 

We easily deduce 

| |/(t„ + T,., •) - S,At{r)fno,oo,2N < CaAt + c/>^(^-^) | |e , ( t„ + x, ')\\o,oo,Nds 
J u 

+ e'^'''^X^(t„). (3.5.38) 

The treatment of the velocity moments is handled in a similar manner and 

proceeds along the lines of the proof of Proposition 3.15. The details are omitted, 

and we obtain an estimate similar to that in (3.5.38). We summarize: 

| |M^[/ ( t„ + r, ; .) - S,At{T)fj;]\\ox2N < CaAt + e^^X'(^n) 

-^C re^^'-'^\\eh{tn + s,')\\o,oo,Nds. (3.5.39) 

Combining (3.5.35) - (3.5.39) with (3.5.30), (3.5.32) and (3.4.19), we obtain the 

estimate (3.5.33). 

3.6 Global Convergence 

We focus on showing that 

|A:*Ci(At,.)* / VrAt{r)fh{-,v)dv\i,p,N<M 
' 2 JRN 

holds globally, where M is given by 

M:=2max{|A;*/9/(t,-)|i,p,Ar,tG [0,T],1 <p<oo}. (3.6.1) 
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Then aU constants in the error estimates in the previous sections hold on [0,rj. 
Let r ^ be that number such that T̂ ^ = tj,, + rjj,, r^ e (0, At]. 

It behooves us to check that 

\k * Ci(At,.) * J^^ V^At{r'M)f7'{', v)dvU,,^j, < M. (3.6.2) 

Towards this end, we note that the Calderon-Zygmund inequality (3.2.12) impUes 

1̂  * ̂ ^ (^ ' ' •) * L ^-^^(^M)/;f°(-, v)dv - k * p,(t^, + r^, . ) | , , ^ < 

^IIQ(^^' •) * i . ^^A.«) / r°( - , v)dv - pj{t^^ + < , .)||o,,,^. (3.6.3) 

For the L°°- estimate, we use an interpolation inequaUty (3.5.28) to deduce for a 
preselected p > N, 

\k * Ci(Ai, •) * /^^ V,^,(ri^)/f»(-, v)dv - k * pfit^^ + < , .)!,,„,;, < 

ll^|(^*' •) * X„ ^ .A,«) / f»(- , v)dv - p,(t^, + < , . ) | | J ; t . (3.6.4) 

Prom Proposition 3.16 and (3.6.3), we can deduce for any p e (1, oo), 

\k * Ci(Ai, •) *_(^KAt(4)/f°(-, v)dv - k * pf{t^„ + < , Oli...^ < Ci(<7di(At))V'i. 

(3.6.5) 
With M given by (3.6.1), we have for aAt sufficiently small, 

1̂  * Q(^*' •) * i« •l^.At(4)/f°(-, v)dv\i,p^M < M. (3.6.6) 

The continuity of the left hand side of (3.6.6) as a function of r e (0, At] implies 
that T^ = T from the definition of Tj^. 

For ;? = oo, we draw the same conclusions. First, we observe that 

|Ci(At, •) * ̂ ^ V;A.(r^)/f°(-, v)dv - pf(t^„ + ri,, .)\,^^^^ < 

Ciad,{At)f'{ad,iAt))-''\ (3.6.7) 
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From the interpolation estimate (3.6.4), we have for a preselected p> N, 

\k * Ci(At, •) * f^^ K A , ( r ^ ) / ^ ( . , v)dv - k * p;(t^„ + rjj,, •)U,^,^ < 

C(a(ii(At))6-§, (363) 

and T^^T for crAt smaU, as seen by letting p > 3Â  in this interpolation estimate. 

We now consider the case r ^ = At. Since both k^pf{tNo+i+r, •) and Ci(At, .)* 

SRN VTAt{^)fh °^ {•,v)dv are continuous functions of r, we may write 

Urn |A: * Ci(At, •) * ̂ ^ V.AKr)/^"^^., v)dv - k * pf{tr,,+i + r, .)|i,,,^ = 

\k * Ci(At,.) * ^ ^ /f°+i(., v)dv - k * p/(t^ro+i, •)\,,p,N. (3.6.9) 

The precise same arguments as used in the proof of Propositions 3.14, 3.15, and 3.16 

can be exploited to bound the right hand side of (3.6.9). Indeed, the Bramble-

Hilbert lemma [11] can be used to estimate the errors resulting from replacing 

fh°^^{x, v) by f^°^^{x, v) as in the estimates for V^{T, X) in the proof of Proposi

tion 3.14. The resulting bounds are not only due to the stability criterion (3.4.19), 

but also to the boundedness on [0, T^] of the exact and approximate fields, and of 

the derivatives of the approximate trajectories. We can deduce for aAt sufficiently 

small, 

\k * Ci(At,.) * 1^^ /f°+^(., v)dv - k * Pf{tN,+i, •)\i,p,N < M/2. 

If, indeed Tj^ were strictly smaUer than T, then it would be possible to produce a 

r such that for any p e (1, oo], 

\k * Ci(At,.) * I^ VrAt{r)fh''^\-, v)dvU,p,N < M/2 -K \k * p/(t^ro+i + r, •)\,,p^N 

- thereby contradicting the definition of T]^. So T^ = T, and global convergence 

is assured. 



CHAPTER IV 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this chapter, we shall consider a one-dimensional plasma and present numeri

cal results which compare electrostatic energies for the particles when each method 

is implemented. In our numerical experiments, test particles are introduced into a 

spatially uniform Maxwellian distribution of ions. The system we study is 

— (t, X, v)+v—{t, X, v)-E{t, x)-^{t, x,v) = a 
d'^f 1 d 

for 0 < X < L, -oo < v < oo, A* = ^7 with (4.1.1) 

f{t,x,v) = f{t,x + L,v), (4.1.2) 

r ^ ( t , x ) = 0, (4.1.3) 
Jo 

^(t,x) = A7r\l- r f{t,x,v)dv), (4.1.4) 
OX Joo 

and the initial ion distribution is given by 

fo{x, v) = (27r/zo)~^ exp(-^V2Mo)(l + 0.5 cos(27rx/L)), (4.1.5) 

which is a periodic problem with period L. The steady-state solution of (4.1.1)-

(4.1.5) is easily seen to be 

/(oo, X, v) = (27r//)-^ exp(-vV2//). (4.1.6) 

The choice of data in (4.1.5) gives rise to the classical Landau damping phe

nomenon in the colUsionless VP setting where a = P = 0 [39]. The purpose of our 

numerical experimentation is to investigate the competition between the nonlinear 

effects of Landau damping and the inherent dissipation in the system owing to 

the Fokker-Planck diffusion in velocity. The nonlinear effects of Landau damp

ing account for the damping of electrostatic plasma (Langmuir) plane waves in a 

colUsionless plasma. This damping is not simply explained by dissipation in the 

physical system inasmuch as the VP collisionless model is completely reversible in 
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Figure 4.1: Landau Damping {a = 0) 

both time and velocity. PhysicaUy, Landau damping is explained by the nonhnear 

effects present in the trapping of resonance particles in potential troughs of Lang

muir plasma plane waves. For such waves, these particles move faster and slower 

than the wave phase velocity. The net effect is that if there are more particles in 

the slow range then there is a gain in the kinetic energy of these particles resulting 

in damping of the wave amplitude. In such electrostatic plasma waves, the amount 

of damping is proportional to the derivative of the particle distribution at the wave 

phase velocity. The overall collective effects are manifested in the non-monotone 

weak decay of the high frequency oscillations in the electrostatic energy as seen in 

Figure 4.1. The dissipation in the VPFP model will relax the particle distribution 

to a steady-state Maxwellian, and the nonlinear effects become secondary when the 

dissipative effects take over. More precisely, the larger the parameter a, the more 

the dissipative effects relax the distribution to a Maxwellian. Landau damping 

phenomena quickly become of secondary importance as seen by the early onset of 

monotone decay of the osciUations in the electrostatic energy (see Figure 4.2 and 

Figure 4.11). The smaUer a and /? are chosen, the less pronounced the decay. For 

a and P very smaU, we observe very slow, non-monotone decay of the oscillations 

in the electrostatic energy with monotone decay eventually setting in as the distri

bution relaxes to a MaxwelUan (see Figure 4.9). The convective-diffusion splitting 

simulates this competition quite nicely in our numerical experiments in regions of 
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small a and /?. 

The choice of data aUows symmetries in the phase space variables of the distri

butions and fields, which was of advantage in programming the particle codes for 

this problem. By substitution into the underlying equations, we can easily show 

f{t,x,v) = f{t,L-x,-v), {x,v)eSL; (4.1.7) 

E{t,x) = -E{t,L-x), xe[0,L]; (4.1.8) 

E{t, 0) = E{t, L/2) = E{t, L) = 0. (4.1.9) 

In outlining the numerical procedure used, we briefly discuss the manner in 

which particles are initially distributed, and the "charge sharing" between spatial 

cells whenever the Poisson equation (4.1.4) is solved on each time level. We refer 

the reader to [1, pp. 340-345] for the details of the numerical integration of the 

stochastic Langevin system determining the particle states, based on the Ito cal

culus. The initial distribution of particles was uniform as described in Section 2.1. 

The charge sharing between spatial cells in order to numerically solve Poisson's 

equation employs ideas from R.L. Morse [46]. The particle charges are appor

tioned between neighboring cells in a manner consistent with the shape function 

defining the finite size particles. Such a procedure is necessary, as the spatial grid 

used in solving for the fields is a fixed Eulerian grid, and conservation of charge 

must be maintained before advancing to the next time level. In the deterministic 

method, we employ a version of the fast Gauss transform of L. Greengard and J. 

Strain [33, 60] in evaluating sums of Gaussian-like terms appearing in the formulas 

for determining the redistribution of charges of masses at each time-step, since the 

third theta function of Jacobi is involved. 

The deterministic splitting strategy analyzed in the previous chapter is not 

quite suitable for computations especially if the long time behavior of the particle 

distribution is to be observed. We convect the particles by the Hamiltonian tra

jectory equations for the classical VP equation without the friction or resistance 

term "-/?v." Steps 3, 4, and 5 in the algorithm are suitably altered. The reason 

for the alteration is that the -/Sv in the velocity equation can lead to Lagrangian 

grid distortions. Whenever the fields become negligible, the computations for in

creasing times wiU force the velocities to become arbitrarily smaU. This can be 

partially alleviated by taking more particles, but the problem will re-emerge for 
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large times. Additionally, the weights (3.1.23) wiU have the factor e-^^^+' in the 
particle approximation of fj^^^{x,v). 

Accordingly, we drop the - /?F/ '"(r) term in the HamUtonian trajectory equa

tions (3.1.18a,b) in Step 3. In Step 5, we must modify the convolution with the 

field-free fundamental VFP kernel to accommodate the Fokker-Planck diffusion in 

velocity about the classical VP trajectories. For Step 5, we take for fll^\x,v), 

fh''\x,v) := Y «iG'o,/3(At,x-XJ^'"+^-(;zi(At)-At)IAM+i^^_,-/?A.^M+i) 
jez^N ^ 

(4.1.10) 
with the consequence that the weights are defined as in (3.1.23) without the expo
nential term. The sum of the weights is maintained as in (3.1.34) by taking into 
account the amount of charge flowing into and out of a Lagrangian box about P / ' " 
during a time interval. We update the weights as follows: 

«? = ^r' + (4.1.11) 

A, Y ar'GoA^t, Xj^'"- Xf'"- (/xi(At) - A t ) ^ ' , ^ / ' " - e-^^'v/'n -
iez^N 

Aha]-' Y GoA^t, Xf'"- Xj^'"- (;zi(At) - At)y/ , V,^'"- e'^^'V^^^). 
iez^N 

The convergence analysis for the altered deterministic procedure parallels that 

given in Chapter III. The estimates involving VI{T,X) and V^{T,X) become no-

tationally more complex. The convergence and stability criteria are altered by 

replacing the a on the right-hand-side of (3.1.27) and (3.1.28) by max(cr, /5). 

The convergence and stability conditions have the following important impli

cations: these conditions mean that At can increase whenever a and /? decrease. 

This is somewhat surprising in light of the theory for time discretizing the col

lisionless VP equations. But the stability condition (3.1.27) points out that two 

different time-steps can be used. A smaU time-step. Ate, can be used for the con

vective part, thereby allowing implicit and expUcit time-integrating methods for 

the Hamiltonian trajectory equations, and a larger time-step, At^, for the diffu

sion step where Steps 5 and 6 are implemented. The convergence and accuracy 

wiU be thus preserved, and the computational cost decreased as the calculation of 

fh^^{x,v) and the construction of the particle approximation is more costly than 

convection of the particles in Step 3. The smaller the cr, the less necessary it is 
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to diffuse at every calculation, and, with a fixed number of particles, stability is 

maintained for large At^. The precise interplay between Ate and At^ is the object 

of further study. 

For our numerical experimentation with the random particle method and with 

the deterministic particle method for the classical VP systems, we distribute the 

initial particles by a technique known as "quiet start" [9]. Basically, no random 

numbers are used to set up the calculations. We refer the reader to Section 7 of 

[30] for a description of the asymptotic distribution of particles with respect to the 

initial data. 

We now proceed with a discussion of the numerical results that were obtained by 

the two methods. All simulations have parameters p^o = "^^L = b,v E [—7.5,7.5], 

and 5000 particles for the random procedure and 10,000 particles for the deter

ministic procedure unless otherwise specified. We begin by comparing the classical 

Landau damping phenomenon (cr = 0) in Figure 4.1 to simulations where cr 7̂  0. In 

Figure 4.2, we use the deterministic particle method with cr = | , and we see a time 

of non-monotone decay followed by monotone decay in the electrostatic energy (as 

discussed previously). SimUarly, the random particle method shows this pattern 

of decay in Figure 4.3 for cr = | . In either case, we see that the Landau damping 

effects become secondary whUe the dissipative effects in the system, due to the 

diffusion, relax the system to a MaxwelUan. This relaxation has been verified by 

plotting average velocity profiles at various times for the deterministic method. In 

figure 4.1.4 we see the initial velocity profile, which is the actual MaxweUian to 

which we hope the system wiU relax at steady-state. As we go forward in time, the 

system's velocities do stray from the MaxwelUan as is seen at time t = 1 (Figure 

4.5) and time t = 2 (Figure 4.6), but, by time t = 4 (Figure 4.7) and time t = 8 

(Figure 4.8), the profiles change only sUghtly. That is, by time t = 4, the system 

has begun to approach the Maxwellian and wiU slowly relax to the initial profile 

as indicated by the sUght differences in the profiles in Figure 4.7 and Figure 4.8. 

The MaxwelUan is not yet attained, but we do not expect this steady-state to be 

attained until the electrostatic energy is approximately zero, which we see in Fig

ure 4.2 occurs beyond time t = 8. Though we cannot formally plot these profiles 

for the random procedure, other tests on the velocity moments have verified that 

the system relaxes to a Maxwellian in this case as well. 
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Figure 4.3: Random Particle Method with cr = | 
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Figure 4.4: a = I, y{0, v) = f^ f{t, x, v)dx 

Figure 4.5: a = | , y{l:V) = fo f{t,x,v)dx 
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Figure 4.6: cr = I, y{2,v) = JQ f{t,x,v)dx 

Figure 4.7: a = | , y(4, v) = fo f{t^ ^^ '^)dx 
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Figure 4.8: a = | , y{8,v) = J,''f{t,x,v)dx 

Next we carry out simulations with a smaller a, a = 1/27. As expected, we see 

in Figure 4.9 and Figure 4.10 a less rapid decay of the electrostatic energy. That 

is, the smaller thermal diffusion coefficient results in a slower approach to steady-

state. Here we see more clearly the competition between the Landau damping 

phenomena and the dissipative effects due to diffusion in that we see a larger time 

interval of non-monotone decay before the dissipative effects enforce monotone 

decay. 

One last concern addressed by the numerical simulations is that we are choosing 

data which is only a small perturbation from the steady-state solution, and thus 

the system may be relaxing due to the close proximity of this initial data to the 

Maxwellian. It should be the case that, regardless of the initial data chosen, the 

system should approach this same steady-state. We answer this concern by using 

the deterministic particle method with a = 1 and /io = 2 in Figure 4.11 and /XQ = 1 

in Figure 4.12. First we note that we see very rapid decay of the electrostatic 

energy as expected in both cases owing to the large thermal diffusion coefficient. 

More importantly, however, we see that even with /xo = 1, which is a significant 

perturbation from the MaxwelUan, the system does relax to the MaxwelUan very 

rapidly with only sUghtly greater ampUtudes in the osciUations of the electrostatic 

energy. 
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Figure 4.9: Deterministic Particle Method with cr = j= 

Figure 4.10: Random Particle Method with a = ^ 
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Figure 4.11: Deterministic Particle Method with cr = 1, /ZQ = 2 

Figure 4.12: Deterministic Particle Method with cr = 1, po = I 
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